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INTRODUC'TION

The basketry craft of the Indians on the Klamath and Trinity
rivers in extreme northwestern California has long been recognized as
having attained a high degree of excellence. It is limited with minor
exceptions of finish to the twining technique; it is molded by a set of
traditional form proportions and stylicized design motives; and it is
maintained at present by a group of weavers as jealous of classic con-
ventions as were their teachers and theirs before them. This is not to
say that modern ideas and commercialism have failed to penetrate;
numbers of these Indians have known whites from the placer-mining
days of 1850. It is true, however, that the older women who at
present make baskets are conscious of deviations from time-worn atti-
tudes to the extent that they judge today's products by yesterday's
criteria. Paradoxically enough, Yurok-Karok contact with white
buyers explains at once the maintenance of the craft's oldest aspects
and their abandonment for fantastic effects.
A study of the relationship of Yurok and Karok women to their

craft was suggested by the paper on coiled basketry in British
Columbia prepared under Professor Boas' direction.1 In contradis-
tinction to the more familiar examination of objective evidence, Pro;
fessor Boas and his associates set themselves the problem of investigat-
ing the subjective attitude of the weaver, of determining individual
reactions to craft aspects. My own approach has similar aims and I
acknowledge having freely adapted to a study of the tribes on the
Klamath river whatever methods appeared to have been successful
among the British Columbia tribes.

Analyses of the major and minor differences in the elements of
ornamentation have been presented by Kroeber2 and Goddard.3 The
present investigation made use of the same museum material in addi-
tion to accessions since available. What is attempted here from the
design standpoint is to relate the weaver to the conventions, or to
whatever variations seem to have taken place in form or pattern, and
to let her define in terms of the tenets of her craft the relative

1 F. Boas et aZ., Coiled Basketry in British Columbia and Surrounding Region,
BAE-R 1919-1924: 131-615, 1928. Cited as Coiled Basketry, hereafter.

2 A. L. Kroeber, Basket Designs of the Indians of Northwestern California,
UC-PAAE, 2:105-164, 1905. Cited as Basket Designs, hereafter.

8 P. E. Goddard, Life and Culture of the Hupa, UC-PAAE, 1:1-88, 1903.
Cited as The Hupa, hereafter.
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importance of its aspects. I found no woman so inarticulate that she
could not indicate conformance to or violation of the traditionally
correct expression. The least helpful informant might be able to say
a certain basket was not good and to point out exactly where it failed,

Fig. 1. Localities represented by informants: down-river, Yurok; up-river, Karok.

even if she could not explain why she interpreted it as a failure or
what specifically the weaver of that basket should have done. If, then,
one informant's view seemed unusual or warped, it was entirely prob-
able that the next woman could make clear in words what a finger had
pointed to so readily.
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The results as given in this paper are based upon a six-weeks' field
trip, financed jointly by the University of California and through a
grant from the Bureau of American Ethnology. During this trip
weavers representing most of the localities from the mouth of the

Fig. 2. Localities of informants: 1-18, Yurok; 19-43, Karok.

Klamath to what is the present town of Happy Camp were inter-
viewed (figs. 1, 2). An attempt was made to see every woman who is
now making or had made baskets. Certain omissions were unavoidable.
Regular fishing days are still adhered to by the Karok and long visits
remain in vogue, so that between one day and the next a prospective

1932] 7
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informant might disappear for a matter of weeks. In all, about forty-
seven women were seen, forty-three of whom are referred to by
number. Wherever an interpreter was necessary a weaver was selected
to act. These cases are the only ones in which composite opinion is
known to have been given.4

Photographs of the baskets in the University of California Museum
of Anthropology, a group from the former collection of the California
Academy of Sciences, and a number taken by Pliny E. Goddard dur-
ing his work among the Hupa were an important element in assembling
information upon individual attitudes. Each informant was shown
every print. This method has obvious advantages. Different women
reacted in greater or less degree to pictured objects of an art they
had known through two generations at least. Much detailed informa-
tion on phases no one but a weaver could have known to exist, came
out during the handling of the prints: technical details, special uses,
facts about other weavers in connection with this or that design, inci-
dental remarks leading to important distinctions, and casual phrases
corroboratory of other opinions. Doubtless, too, some points as self-
evident to a worker as the right and wrong side of a leaf of Xero-
phyllum were never mentioned at all. Psychologically, the prints
were more productive of results than were questions, whose very
simplicity sometimes led an informant to doubt her comprehension of
them. With a basket print in her hand, the Indian woman became
my superior in knowledge and correspondingly helpful. Several
times a coolly appraising demeanor became speedily transformed at
the disarming sight of objects familiar and yet fascinating. The
Yurok-Karok basket maker of any age is an enthusiast on the subject
of her craft. Questions might seem pointless, childish even, but the
interest was sustained by the pictures. I found a few informants
willing to go back to them again and again to clarify a statement or to
add examples illustrating some important detail. This eagerness may
be partly explained by recalling two, facts: up to a comparatively
recent time a woman's baskets were destroyed at her death, leaving
no old ones to become objects of sentimental regard; and also, these
same pictures were of the very baskets obtained from their people
within their own lifetime, some baskets they might even recognize.
Informants occasionally showed surprise at baskets of such age as they
had never thought to see again.

4 See Appendix for characterizations of informants.
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In view of the fact that excellent descriptions of the tribal life
along the river are contained in A. L. Kroeber's Handbook5 and T. T.
Waterman's Yurok Geography,6 it seems unnecessary to go into the
environmental and other background material essential for an under-
standing of any single phase of native life. The down-river, or Yurok,
territory extends from the mouth of the Klamath up about thirty-six
miles. The Indians set the boundary beyond which is Karok or
up-river country at the rocky pass through which Bluff creek rushes
to join the main stream a mile below. The pass represents a linguistic
as well as a tribal boundary, the former much the more real. Down-
river informants married to Karok men spoke very acceptable English
because of more frequent use of it as a common tongue.

Investigators of the river tribes agree that their material culture,
including that of the Hupa, is identical; that they visited each other,
participated in each others' religious ceremonies, and intermarried.
The same coincidence is illustrated in their music7 and in their
basketry,8 as Kroeber has pointed out. For the purposes of this study
no segregation of Hupa baskets was attempted. Some of them pur-
chased under conditions rendering certainty of origin impossible are
labeled "Hupa or Yurok. " Two or three more tribe-conscious inform-
ants declared their baskets were like those of the other two tribes in
all particulars, and then acknowledged an intuitive feeling for
those undoubtedly their own. The results were about even: a tri-
umphant guess on one was often matched by virulent criticism of
another basket which could not possibly be theirs, but was so recorded.
The fact is that they can tell a very few of their own baskets by design,
none by workmanship (table 17). A predominant use of certain
locally available materials and minor departures from the typical of a
familiar region are clues, not determinatives.

5 A. L. Kroeber, Handbook of the Indians of California, BAE-B 78, 1925
Cited as Handbook, hereafter.

6 T. T. Waterman, Yurok Geography, UC-PAAE, 16:177-314, 1920.
7 Kroeber, Handbook, 96.
8 Kroeber, Basket Designs, 116.
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LEARNING AND TEACHING THE CRAFT

A composite account of how almost any Indian woman was taught
to make baskets would be somewhat like the following. As a very little
girl she watched the older weavers of the family. Usually she and her
age mates attempted to duplicate the efforts of their elders with any
kind of sticks and green grasses available. This was only playing;
it resulted in nothing recognizable as a basket and no one paid any
attention to it. But if the child persisted in working she was finally
notieed by her elders. She could not be trusted to go on with a
basket in process of construction, so her mother would start a root
basket on discarded sticks for her. After a round or two of the child's
weaving the older woman took it from her to make a course, straighten-
ing the sticks where twining turns had been put in with uneven ten-
sion. The work alternated between them in this way until its abandon-
ment as a diversion or its completion as a rough little bowl (pl. 4a).

Variations from this account are unimportant. A few weavers
taught themselves, from the play stage to respectable attainment;
fewer, even, give credit for their teaching to older companions. A
story often told and hugely enjoyed is concerned with the childish cer-
tainty that a good basket required nothing more than good materials.
A half-dozen old women confessed that they had pilfered roots and
sticks from their mothers' supplies thinking by so doing to, solve all
future difficulties.

The teacher was generally the mother if living, otherwise an aunt
or a grandmother. The child was six or seven years old when the first
basket was started for her; it would be five years probably before
she could begin her own baskets. In this interim she might make a
dipper which is always plain, or possibly an acorn soup basket with
simple grass overlay pattern, or a small trinket basket in which
twining elements regularly progress over two sticks at a time (diagonal
twining according to Mason).9 The Indians always speak of this
technique as "double sticks." Anything might excusably be wrong
with these first pr;oducts. Old weavers still laugh at memories of their
first baskets. Some were so sharp at the bottom they could only be
hung up, surfaces were fluted from the insertion of too many sticks,

9 0. T. Mason, Aboriginal American Basketry, USNM-R 1902: 234, 1904.
Cited as Mason, Basketry, hereafter.
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and dippers were so loosely woven that they could not be swollen
sufficiently to hold water. Yet between a girl's first efforts and her
results which had value for use or exchange, a young weaver learned
certain of the established requirements. She gathered and dried
materials for the old people of her family who could not get to the
patches themselves, and was commended or criticized for quality; she
helped "cook" and split tree roots for twining elements; she was
taught to set an acorn basket on the ground during its making to
watch its shape and proportions-features every beginner must know,
and she did considerable ripping out of work in order to make the
necessary corrections. Even little girls could help prepare for the
crowds that came in the old days to the bar near Panamenik for the
new year's dances. As incentive, whatever acorn cups and stick
plates the girls finished they might take home with them after the
festivities.

A young weaver was also shown when and where to put in new
sticks for a cap and how to pull them in to make it fit the head. She
learned the right size and the placing of a design in a basket. This
was advanced instruction, attempted only after her weaving began
to show quality. The age at which a girl's basket might have value
other than its use to her family was variously given: No. 27 was selling
to white people when ten years old; Nos. 20 and 14 began to sell at
twelve, although the latter suspects her baskets were bought only out
of pity for her youth; Nos. 18 and 26 were selling root caps to Indian
women at about that same age, asking twenty-five and fifty cents for
them. Other informants traded their work for clothes but did not
make baskets to sell until after their children came.

Grown women will refer to their training with pride. If one's
mother or aunt was a "good hand at baskets," presumably she taught
the right methods which would never have to be relearned. If those
methods produced basketry of traditional type, there is no shadow of
reason for modifying them now. A Yurok weaver explained it to me
thus: there is only one way to weave a basket; you might change the
design, but basketry is not like writing which can be changed to
typing; the weave always stays the same. She had of course no
knowledge of coiling.

It is a fact regretted by older weavers that young girls of today
cannot make baskets. Their elders feel certain the girls would like to
weave if only they knew how. But they leave for schools at six years
of age, just at the time when their mothers were imitating for them the

1932] 11
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grown women's work in discarded sticks and grass. Perhaps girls
do crocheting or embroidery at school, but never basketry. When they
come home they have forgotten all they might have observed and they
think it smart not to know the old craft. Some less tolerant elders
characterize this ignorance as inability or lack of good sense. A very
attractive young girl told me she would like to make baskets but
the making included so much preliminary preparation that it
discouraged her.

Several informants brought out the first attempts of young
daughters or granddaughters whose ages at the time of doing the
weaving ranged from six to eleven years. The method of teaching had
been identical to that used by craftswomen from thirty to seventy
years ago. They were immensely proud of their students' work. One
little basket, the size of a cup, had had incorporated within its weav-
ing four materials, simple two-strand and three-strand twining, and
patterning of straight and slanting stripes. The six-year-old sat by
her grandmother, No. 39, copying everything in her small basket that
the old woman put in her own larger one. The work was rough but
the shape was fairly good. Everyone in the Ko'otep district makes
baskets, even young girls of eleven or twelve. The favorite pattern for
first work in that locality is double-stick twilling, with one twining
element plain root, the other faced with grass overlay. Twilling is
quickly done, simple, and attractive. No. 5 has a daughter of twelve.
The girl stayed with her mother and me the entire morning, com-
mented intelligently on patterns, and chose standard shapes with
confidence. Her first basket is shown in plate 4a. Two girls of the
same age hovered around to look at the prints. Evidently a sophisti-
cated attitude is less desired by the girls on the lower than by those
on the upper river.

From Rekwoi to towns in the Ko'otep district is about twenty-five
miles. My Ayotl informants take the better part of two days for the
journey by motor-equipped rowboat. It must have taken several
times as long by canoe. All the way the women sit quietly, their hands
folded. Surrounded by basketry materials they may have made an
especial trip to obtain, they are forbidden to work at any phase of
their craft while in a boat. It was not done in the earlier days and it
is still against Indian law, "bad luck." Urged to be more specific as
to what might happen if one disregarded the rule, a weaver admitted
she had never asked the reason behind the prohibition. A second
Yurok said a violation might make one sick. Both women had learned
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of the danger when little girls. Still another Yurok remembered a
similar rule that was taught a child: she must stop her basket making
at sundown. It was bad luck to go on with it, with the usual implica-
tion that illness would follow. But as she grew older a girl might
circumvent the menace of misfortune by going to sleep a little while,
after which she could work with safety on her basket.

MATERIALS

To sit down to the actual weaving of a basket presupposes hours
and days of preparation. A basket maker does not minimize the labor
involved, but accepts the difficulties and tedium of the preliminary
steps without question. All the processes of gathering, preparing,
sorting, and storing of materials the Indian weaver describes by the
single word " make. " Every woman who can " makes " her own basket
stuffs, and it takes direct inquiry to bring out so obvious a fact. Some-
times an informant denies in her answer the suggestion of laziness she
feels is implied by the question. Small children in the home, physical
disability, or extreme old age are legitimate reasons for not going after
available materials. Each weaver regrets such limitations, conscious
that her ability to choose for her own work is superior to any other's.
Women over sixty are as tenacious of the habit as younger ones.

Several informants admit having secret locations to which they
regularly return for various supplies. This one goes for black fern
to a certain creek bed; others have special trees from which they have
tested samples of the roots or tried out the dye yielded by the bark.
All know good materials and all could get good qualities, they tell
me, but the one who goes far back into the hills to an unfrequented
spot feels an added assurance. A)nd, as a matter of fact, those who
confess to these secret patches are the best makers.

Few women will gather a surplus of any supply in order to sell it,
and no woman on the Klamath makes a business of selling materials,
although she may make baskets for sale to her own people. It would
seem that some opportunities are lost because of this reluctance.
A Karok woman pays a dollar for three bunches of hazel sticks, about
enough for four soup baskets; a "bundle" of willow roots with the
bark still on or a handful of white grass about two inches in diameter
brings seventy-five cents. These latter supplies are plentiful in Yurok
country, but each woman there seems intent only upon her own needs.
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On the other hand No. 27, an expert, would almost rather go without
than have to buy a quantity of unsorted supplies. A poor worker
may be able occasionaly to buy the spare or discarded sortings of a
good weaver. Other women say of her, "she runs out her grass,"
meaning that she is improvident. Or, a good worker may gather a
surplus to give away. Basket materials are particularly acceptable
in localities where certain kinds are scarce. Exchange is fairly com-
mon, although the permanent arrangement between a household of
weavers at Pekwututl and their relatives at Rekwoi is commented upon
often and with some envy. Grass, hazel sticks, and black fern go
from the interior annually; redwood and spruce roots come from the
coast. Both lots have been made ready for use. The women in the
Ko'otep district on the lower Klamath also send grass and fern to the
coast in exchange for redwood and spruce roots of better quality than
those growing in their own vicinity. Grass goes from the Weitspus
region to the Karok country as far as the Asisufunuk district in
exchange for porcupine quills. Cottonwood roots, admired for their
whiteness, are sent from Hoopa to a Karok weaver near Katimin.
She has planted a small tree which she hopes will ultimately furnish
her with a dependable supply.

More casual exchange takes place between members of the same
group who may go together in the fall to pick the giant ferns. Shar-
ing at that time is part of the spirit which sends the women out
together. This seems to be less common among the up-river people
than among the down-river people for whom supplies are readier at
hand. Giant fern, too, is the most available of the basketry materials.
Cooperation may, in the case of some weaver like No. 14, be her sole
means of getting supplies. She herself is unable to leave home, but
her aunt, mother-in-law, and sister-in-law divide their stores with her
annually, besides saving for her use ends of sticks and roots too fine
for their own work.

FOUNDATION MATERIALS

All basketry of the Klamath river region is twined, a technique
which implies sticks and twining elements. Whatever decoration is
made in the basket is by the overlay or facing process. Therefore we
may speak of foundation sticks, twining roots, and overlay materials.
Comparatively few types of baskets are of one material only; the great
majority require at least three different materials in their making.
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Hazel Sticks

Hazel sticks are conceded by the women of both tribes to be the
best, but the most difficult to procure nowadays. New little shoots
from a ground recently burned over are the ideal. This statement is
followed, however, by the lament that fires cannot be set as they used
to be by the old-time weavers, and by the regret that accidental burn-
ings occur so seldom in places where they do basket makers any good.
The lower Klamath people seem to be most fortunate in this matter of
fires. Lucy Thompson recounts the burning over of the hazelnut flats
as part of the program for their preservation.10 The nuts were
pounded into a gruel flour which was of special value to invalids
and the shoots formed the frames of all baskets, hence the flats were
worth care. People on the lower Klamath went to burn the brush
during a dry summer or in the early fall. The following spring the
young shoots sprouted but were left uncut until their second year.
They were then from twelve to thirty-six inches high. It is the second-
year growth that weavers seek for their work. In the Karok country
what new growth does appear is destroyed by cattle-another handicap
to the modern weaver.

Hazel is gathered in the spring, April or May at the latest. It is
peeled, cured in the sun, graded as to sizes, and often wound around
with strips of cloth to keep the lengths uninjured. The most.ambitious
supply seen during my trip was gathered by informant No. 10. She
had gone out with a pack horse, had spent two days cutting the shoots,
and brought home a year's stock for four weavers (pl. 3a). Prelimi-
nary sorting yielded four grades; more careful selection from each
grade for the sticks of a particular basket would be made when the
weaving was begun.

1. Finest quality: sticks approximately 15 inches long. These are
for fancy baskets especially.

2. Medium fine: sticks approximately 18 inches long.
3. Medium coarse: sticks approximately 25 inches long.
4. Coarse: sticks approximately 31 inches long. These are for

wood packing baskets.
After the piles of sticks had been subdivided into small bunches

about an inch to two inches in diameter and had muslin strips twined
between them, the whole sheet was rolled up like a tule mat for storage.

10 L. Thompson, To the American Indian, 29, 1916.
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In the old days, before the introduction of cloth, the bark peelings
were knotted together to serve for the twining strips.

Quality of stock depends primarily upon the newness of the growth,
after that to a large extent upon the curing. Two days is sufficient
for hazel sticks; one day, if hot; less time if the wind is up. Careful
preparation means watching the process. The sticks must be straight-
ened out while drying. If this is not done the final result will have
lost its original value appreciably.

Willow Sticks

Down-river every basket maker uses hazel entirely or to a large
degree; up-river, willow predominates. Willow is interchangeable
with hazel as a foundation material. Because new growth of the latter
is scarce and willow is everywhere abundant, Karok women have to
be satisfied with it for most of their baskets. On the upper Klamath,
above Katimin, the quality is fine because of continual cutting down
of shoots. When gathered at the right time they do not break easily.
In actual appearance willow is smoother and straighter, but it is for
all that a substitute, a makeshift. It is too flexible, complained a
Yurok weaver in describing a cap made on willow foundation sticks.
The result is limber, an attribute which no standard cap for work or
dress should have. If a cooking basket is to be made, hazel is the
choice. It is tough, the best qualities will not break in working them,
and the basket is more sturdy to withstand strain.

Near the end of the season when supplies run low, Karok weavers
apologize for having to use willow sticks in the same basket with
hazel. Down-river women say they would not mix the two. Besides,
willow sticks stored for more than two years may be infested with
larvae which crumble portions of the sticks to dust. A basket in use
stands in no such danger. Hazel sticks are immune to pests. One
very good maker continues to go out for her annual supply, although
she has remnants from each of the past ten years or so still usable.

Preparation of willow sticks is a tedious rather than difficult
process (pl. lb). A woman takes up a bunch of sticks in her right
hand; she nips the bark at the butt end of one between her teeth.
The left thumb opens the slit and loosens the bark for a short distance
whereupon the whole shoot is pulled out of its sheath with one twisting
motion of head and right hand together. A woman will strip from
five to seven shoots in a minute, depending upon their freshness.
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A Yurok informant, who came in with her load late in the afternoon,
sat up most of the night to peel her sticks and could not be interested
in any conversation which would delay her task. It is hard to strip
dry sticks. If willow is cut later than August it is customary to put
the shoots into boiling water to soften the bark. Tha.t practice, accord-
ing to a skilled weaver, is an admission of lack of standards.

Myrtle Sticks

Myrtle for foundation sticks is favored by some of the most skillful
Karok weavers, Nos. 28, 30, 32, and 38. They say the old people used
it for sticks; Yurok informants do not know of it. The bush grows
in a few places high in the hills. Because it is difficult to gather an
adequate supply from any one spot, only the discriminating weaver
uses it. Myrtle is peeled and cured like willow, which it excels in
strength. No. 28, who makes very small baskets, prefers it to hazel
because it is tough and because the sticks in their various sizes are
almost the same from base to tip, allowing a uniformly even appear-
ance of the work the whole depth of the basket.

TWINING ELEMENTS

Tree Roots

Aside from the twining elements in the so-called stick baskets,
which are composed entirely of hazel or willow, twining elements a-re
of roots. Near the ocean and as far up the Klamath as Weitspus,
redwood and spruce roots are used by women who live on the coast,
by those who go there to get a quality superior to that obtainable
farther inland or who exchange grass, hazel, and black fern for them.
Beyond Weitspus no one has redwood to use and the available yellow
pine is considered its equal or better. In the Asisufunuk district
"bull" or pitch pine, sugar pine, alder, willow, and wild grape a-re
staples; some cottonwood root comes in from Hoopa.

No root can be used as found. The big tree roots require the most
preparation. Along the entire length of the river the basket maker
"cooks" her roots. The use of this word is not confined to basketry.
Kroeber describes the cooking of money or property to be paid by each
side participating in a war dance; and also the dance around a fire
to "cook the pains" during a Yurok woman's preparation to become
a shaman.1"

11 Kroeber, Handbook, 50, 63.
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For basketry the term " cook, " comparable to our bake, is apt. It in
no way implies a drying out. A Yurok woman's method for spruce
roots will give a picture of the process for all the big roots. She
undoubtedly will have tried out samples of roots from different trees
before entering upon a series of steps which require much time and
skilled effort. If her results prove satisfactory she goes back to her
chosen trees for roots three to four feet in length and about the size
of the forearm in diameter. The last measurement is not so important;
roots five or six inches in diameter will take proportionately longer to
cook. A fire is built on sand. When it has burned to coals the roots
are buried in a shallow trench about six inches deep. They stay in the
hot sand- from twelve to eighteen hours. Those left for the longer time
are still a little warm when dug up. Larger roots may have to be
taken out the second day, turned over, recovered, and left under a
slow fire. My informant tested a root in several ways: she made sure
it was pliable, light in weight, and that the bark peeled off as easily
as the skin from a cold, baked potato, which the root very much
resembled to the touch. The woody part was spongy and moist. Two
sisters in different localities cook pine roots in a warm oven, continu-
ing the process until the sap stops running out in quantity. This
method is not approved by their neighbors because it is not the old
way, but there seemed to be no criticism of the resultant quality of the
product. Karok informants said they could shorten the time of cook-
ing by building a second fire over the buried roots, which leaves only
part of the cooking to the warmed sand. This method takes two hours
for the smaller sizes of roots.

While the roots are still warm they are cut crosswise in the center
for ease in handling and split into eighths with a hatchet or butcher
knife (formerly with a deer horn) which is inserted wedge-like on the
side near one end. The bark and inner pith of each triangular section
are peeled off with a case knife and discarded. If the basket maker
chooses, she may store these small segments. Soaking them overnight
at any subsequent time will restore them to a condition in which they
are easily handled, or, the preparation may be continued to the next
stage while they are still fresh, and a really good weaver will continue
the proeess if she has time. She splits her triangular eighths into
ribbons, starting each with a case knife. Then, with the thin splint
held between her teeth, she pulls away the main portion with her right
hand, the left always just ahead of the split to prevent a sudden veer-
ing to another plane (pl. la). These ribbons are seraped with a
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knife, bone spoon, or mussel shell to make the roots smooth and pliable.
Whatever tool is chosen is held as one would grasp a stick by the
thumb and first finger. The length of knife under the palm does the
scraping, first on one side of the ribbon, then on the other, a milky sap
dripping from the knife during the process.

Each prepared material has a characteristic form in which it is
stored. Split roots are folded over once, tied midway between the
loop and the ends, and put in a dry place to prevent mildew. When
required for use, a single length is dipped into water and subdivided
into eighth-inch strands with the thumb nails. The strands which come
from the outer brownish layer just under the bark are the finest to
work with. The final product, whether redwood, spruce, pine, or
alder root, is a smooth, strong, uniformly wide element which furnishes
stability to the basket.

Comparing the values of the larger roots, informants seem to rely
as much on personal preferences as on actual quality. The old people
on the lower Rlamath were accustomed to go into the mountains for
pine roots for their cooking baskets; but pine has been superseded by
spruce and redwood among the workers of today. These go to the
coast for the quality they consider superior. At Weitspus spruce
roots are not considered as good as redwood. Possibly the attractive
color and the scarceness of the latter bias the opinions of informants.
Other Yurok weavers affirm there is no difference in quality between
the two roots, that spruce is available and that redwood must be
brought in from the coast. As further evidence that redwood is not
the most ideal material they tell of down-river people coming up to
get the yellow pine because acorn soup takes on the color of the red-
wood root if left in a basket overnight. However, one of my Karok
informants had planted a redwood tree to furnish her with a supply.
Sugar pine is never the choice, apparently, and is only taken when
other materials are unavailable. It is not so good as any of the other
roots according to informants in three different districts along the
Klamath: Weitspus, Panamenik, and Katimin. In the Asisufunuk
vicinity sugar pine is too scarce to be counted on as a staple.
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The Smaller Roots

The small roots requiring no cooking are barked with a case knife
or a shell. Willow, alder, and cottonwood are gathered along the edge
of the river after high water has washed away the sand, exposing
lengths from three to six feet. Willow roots are the most common of
the smaller varieties. They are a clear white and not unpleasant to
the taste. As all materials may occasionally or habitually be held
bet.ween the teeth to keep them taut or readily available, taste is
important. Alder is red-orange in color, stiff, brittle, bitter to the
taste. It is less often used than others for fine work although it fre-
quently appears in the beginning rounds of an all-root basket. It has
the disadvantage of getting dark and oId looking. Weavers objected
to its seeming not clean. Alder root ranges from the size of wild
grape roots to that of willow roots. It may be split with the thumb!
nail into as many as six divisions; willow is more often accounted the
right size for the twining just as it grows; at most, it is split but. once.
Cottonwood root is clean looking but not available in quantity in the
down-river localities. It, too, may be split for size.

Wild grape root is used, when at all, for very nice caps. It can be
easily subdivided into from two to five even strands, as the women
say admiringly, "to the size of a hair." Recognized as possessing
qualities of length and toughness, it is often the material chosen for
t.he start of a basket. It is mildly poisonous, an irritant to some
workers, hence shunned in spite of its quality. But its greatest dis-
advantage lies in the difficulty of cleaning a basket woven of grape
roots. One informant said the reason for its neglect by weavers of
former days was the lack of small cutting tools with which to clip
off the ends pushed to the inside of the basket during the weaving.
Other materials yield to scraping with the edge of a bone spoon or
shell. No-wadays a woman of a.bility and discrimination will use grape
root in her nicest baskets; other less able weavers may begin their
finest pieces with it; still others consider it as only a substitute for
willow root, whereat an expert smiles. The best ma.ker in the Pana-
menik district buys her grape root. It comes to her in small rings
approximately three inches a-cross. Five of these rings sell for seventy-
five cents.

Table 1 summarizes informants' use of the various roots.
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TABLE 1

USE OF THHE VAuious ROOTS BY INFORMANTS*
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P P X

x = uses; P = present but not used; - lacking; L = little used.

OVERLAY MATERIALS

White Grass

Xerophyllum tenax, commonly called white grass by the Yurok-
Karok, appears either as ground or pattern in a large majority of

baskets. Only women who confine themselves to all-stick basketry
types would choose to do without it. The main difficulty is in locating
spots that produce good qualities. The older weavers of the idyllic
days knew just where to set their annual fires and a fine growth of

long-strand grass would result. At present, fires are offenses against
the law, none can be counted on to occur, and thus any spot which has

been accidentally burnt over will be visited by women from miles

around.
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The aecompanying map cau be indicative only (fig. 3). No grass
grows at Weitspus, Wahsekw, or other spots named. An informant
answered my question as to supply source by giving the nearest place
name. From there she assumes that one realizes she must go several

Fig. 3. Map to show locations of white grass patches annually visited by
informants.

miles into open country or up on hilltops. The only exchange repre-
sented on the map is the previously mentioned one which takes place
between No. 1 and her Pekwututl relatives. The other women actually
go themselves or pay some one to bring them grass. For example,
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Nos. 33 and 20 in the Panamenik district send men, one 18 miles, the
other 16 miles out into the country. For a bunch an inch and a half
in diameter, the price is fifty cents; larger bunches are relatively
higher. The Bald hills shown on the map are in Chilulu territory,
about eight miles southwest of Ko'otep and Sregon.
The best quality of white grass is pulled from the center of clumps

growing in the shade. In the open, grass is dryer, more brittle. Dur-
ing the curing it is customary to take up a bunch and "work it,"
which means to grasp the bunch with hands some distance apart and
twist it lengthwise between them. This keeps the grass soft while being
cured. If left a little green in color it is better, say some weavers,
than if dried to the white stage, or worse, to a yellowish tinge which
is evidence of burning. Properly done, curing takes two or three days.
One informant, No. 14, puts her stock out for three days bringing
it in at night. The third night she leaves it out "to soften. " It saves
time later on when a basket may be in process of construction if grass
is sorted into its four or five sizes. A double handful of strands, butt
ends even, is tied firmly to braid for storage.

Maidenhoair Fern

Black fern patterns against white grounds are characteristic of
Yurok baskets. The black is the outer half of the stem of the five-
finger type of maidenhair fern. Good stock grows high up in creek
beds. To gather it means climbing about in rocky, difficult places
miles from home at the risk of encountering bears and panthers. One
of my best informants, No. 28, analyzed the Karok name for black
fern, yumarekiritapki. Yumare is the tribal word for hell and the
milky way is the Karok concept of its location. She suggested, with
-no intention of being humorous, that the difficulty of getting black
fern from high in the creek beds might be the reason for the inelusion
of yumare in the plant name. Although plentiful, therefore, maiden-
hair is hard to get and not equally good from all creeks. June is the
best month for quality. Black fern gathered in July must come from
spots higher up than those which furnished the June collection. After
August, any maidenhair is too brittle for use.
A Karok family of professional basket makers at Inam go a day's

journey, camp while gathering and stripping the leaves from their
material, and come home with their year's supply all ready for stor-
ing. The usual distance is about four or five miles to the head of some
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near-by creek. No. 5, with her characteristic emphasis on quality,
has a secret patch over ten miles from her home at Ko 'otep.

Bundles of maidenhair stem may be kept for years. When black
fern is needed the amount required for a basket is soaked in water.
Most women split the end of a hazel stick, through which they pull
each stem separately. At the same time they pinch together the cleft
to flatten the stem (fig. 28). To separate the red under-side from the
black outer-side they hold one end between the teeth and use both
hands to steady the work. The stem splits easily along the side creases,
although a narrow irregular strip of red adheres to each edge of the
black portion. This remnant must be cut off with the thumb nail and
the green lining must be scraped from the inner side of the stem. Pre-
pared strands are coiled and tied in a small ring to keep them in
order. Only three informants were found who had ever attempted to
make use of the more brittle red side of maidenhair; two of these are
Karok women of natural thrift in using basket supplies. One of them
combines it with grass in acorn baskets according to an old way to
be dealt with later; the other weaver uses it as the only overlay mate-
rial in root baskets. One Yurok weaver was using the red to wind the
edges of baby baskets. The other informants discard it as hard to
work with and not worth the trouble for what it adds to the appear-
ance of a basket.

Giant Fern

Indian women call woodwardia "fern" to differentiate it from
black fern. It is gathered at any time other than during the spring
months and, except where cattle feed on it, most localities furnish
enough for the weavers' needs The stems are cut close to the ground
and stripped of their leaves. To keep the lengths fresh they are often
wrapped in leaves; letting materials dry through neglect means extra
labor. When bruised-between rocks each stem reveals two long strands
which may be taken out intact. These are hung straight until dried,
then coiled and stored until needed for some particular basket. Wood-
wardia is never used in its natural color, but the fern keeps a long
time, and its dyeing involves a separate series of processes in no way
related to the preparation of the original strands.
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Porcupine Quills

The overlay indicative of the greatest degree of skill is that done
with quills. Some women never have woven with them: No. 6, who is
a good worker, No. 11, average, and Nos. 12 and 19, poor weavers.
Not all women are able to manage such short lengths. With great
pride a weaver would bring out her store of quills to show me, even
though she might not have used any in her baskets for years. The
Karok on the upper river told of people in the old days buying caps
made by the Indians around what is now Hamburg in the Shasta
country. They were soft caps, "like rags," but the Karok bought
them in order to take the quills from them. Now they get ample sup-
plies from the Asisufunuk district and the country to the south. One
informant had a small box of wavy lengths which she had taken from
an old cap of her earlier days. It had been her ambition as a girl to
have a new cap for each year's Brush dance. She started work by
retrieving the quills from the preceding year's cap. Such economy
is rarely practiced now; it is a questionable saving of time and effort,
as other women are frank to say.

When a porcupine is killed and skinned at once, the quills are
easily pulled out. An ordinary envelope full of unsorted sizes sells
for a dollar. Or, the whole skin may be purchased for a dollar since
it is useless for any other purpose. The smallest quills are from the
sides of the animal. No. 28, near Katimin, uses this size exclusively,
trading grass for them. Most baskets have medium to large size quills
in their patterns because the widths more closely match the widths of
the other overlay materials.

Table 2 is a calendar of Yurok-Karok harvest times for basketry
supplies. Each month shows the maturing of some necessity or its
continuance at quality level. The later fall and winter months, from
October through F'ebruary, allow the basket weaver to choose her own
convenience for gathering root materials and giant fern strands. For
hazel, willow, and myrtle sticks, for black fern and grass, the seasons
are short and there is a definite superiority in the quality when col-
lected during some one month.

Theoretically, every weaver knows good materials and can get the
best. One woman reports that wild grass or fern is ready for picking
and they go, singly or in groups, from then on through its season to
gather it. 'Except for secret plots, everybody in a locality goes to
much the same places. Expert weavers excuse materials of poor
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quality in old peoples' baskets. They say that there are too many
required kinds of material and too many difficult or dangerous trips
to make for supplies for an old woman's basket to be uniformly good.
An informant with as high standards as those holding this opinion,
but with less tolerance, says few women really know what to use, that
they will work with mediocre stuff because that is the kind they carry
in from the patches. She does her own grading on the spot by gather-
ing a single quality which requires nothing further than sorting for
sizes. Such provision insures a supply to meet orders for baskets of
any desired type and of a single grade.

TABLE 2

CALEIAR or Yuo3RO-KAoiK HARVEST SEASONS

X1. ;a o
; R , @ } J lX S

Sticks
Hazel ............ x x

Myrtle* ............ x x
Willow ............ x x x

Tu'ining elementst
Pines............. x x x x x x x x x x
Redwood............ x x x x x x x x x x

Spruce............. x x x x x x x x x x
Alder............. x x x x
Cottonwood........ x x x x x
Grape.............xx x x x
Willow............. xx x x x

Overlay
Giantfern............ x x x x x x x x x
Maidenhair x x
White grass x x x$
* The Yurok do not ue myrtle sticks becaue they are brittle, according to No. 10.
t No. 29 says that roots are good at any time excoept during the spring months when they are growing

fastest.
I Only good from "high up" in August.

DYES AND DYE-MAKING

The use of color in Yurok-Karok basketry may be summarized by
fairly simple generalizations: root twining materials and black fern
overlay are always used in their natural state; wild grass is in all but
exceptional instances left its pale greenish white; all "red" as the
Indians term it, or red-orange as we should describe it, is dyed
giant fern; all yellow is dyed porcupine quills, or, infrequently, dyed
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grass in imitation; all black, other than maidenhair fern, is dyed
hazel or willow sticks. Whatever colors fall outside the red-yellow-
black category are chemically dyed materials for specific uses. Of
these more will be said in connection with the commercial aspect of
basketry.

Dyes for Sticks

Dyeing sticks black, often purplish in tone, is a process admittedly
old but largely obsolete at the present time. Indian openwork plates,
on which fish was dried or served, and wood packing baskets occasion-
ally had groups of colored sticks which formed decorative lines from
the center to the rim. The most common dyeing method employed
was to bury hazel or willow lengths in mud. Every informant knew
of the practice but each said it was of her mother's generation, not
done now except possibly by very old people. Even in former times
it seems to have been more common among the down-river basket
makers than among the Karok. An informant on the lower Klamath
remembered seeing her aunt put sticks in a mass of ground rotted
acorns, where she left them for about five days. She had never seen
sticks buried in mud. Both pine roots and the red side of the black
fern stem had been mud-dyed by different Karok informants. This
generally discarded half of the stem was rendered less brittle by
dyeing it.

Dyes for Giant Fern

All red is dyed fern and all fern is dyed red, according to Indian
weavers. This statement requires recognition of variations in color
tone from light orange-red to dull red-brown, and of the difference to
a basket maker between fern (woodwardia) and black fern (maiden-
hair). Since the dye is generally from alder bark there must be
other explanations to account for the appreciable range of color. Old
baskets commonly look duller and darker; those washed often become
more faded in appearance. But even among newly made baskets
there are visible degrees of brightness.

The method of dyeing woodwardia most often mentioned by writ-
ers is that of drawing the strands through the mouth after chewing
alder bark. Or, No. 7 said, the juice might be spit out into a basket
and water added for the dye solution. No. 16, an older woman in the
same general locality, was emphatic in her denial that any such
method ever had existed anl urged me not to believe so fantastic a
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statement. Both women were equally sincere, so the difference of
opinion is presented for what it may be worth. There are other diver-
gences: two of the most intelligent makers said they knew of the old-
time weavers chewing the bark but had never seen it done; No. 7's
mother had made the dye just as she has continued to do, by a pound-
ing process to be described. Several informants used to chew the
bark but had taken over the modern way, generally giving as a reason
that they had no teeth. Only two informants expressed any repulsion
at the idea of chewing bark for dye, and this repulsion seemed more
an outcome of memories of the very old people who had followed this
method than of the method itself. Four women were found who still
malie dye the old way, among them one very poor worker and one
very good one. These women asserted that' the old method produced a
clearer color than the new method. The dirty red in the baskets of
the poor maker, No. 9, may conceivably have been due to the extremely
repugnant surroundings.

Practically all basket makers nowadays go through a series of
processes similar to that of No. 7 at Pekwututl. She sends her grand-
son out to the particular tree to which she returns annually; this is
the usual custom. Some alder trees give richer, darker colors than
others. Bark from too young an alder will make a weak, light dye;
a mature tree-it is never too old to be good-will furnish slabs of
bark to the women of a locality year after year until it is killed. No.
28 complained that "her" tree was almost dead and that she must
test out others to find a new one.

The tree chosen, an area on its trunk about a foot square is cut
around with a hatchet and peeled off intact. The bark is about a half
inch thick. It turns a brilliant orange in about twenty minutes. The
slab is cut into inch-wide strips and divested of any adhering epider-
mis. Each strip is pounded on a flat rock with a stone mall. The chips
are dropped into a pan of tepid water. This completes the first stage
of the process. Yurok weavers say it has never been their practice to
boil the alder chips; most of them use cold water to draw out the
color. No. 7 thought the Karok might boil their dye and that that
would account for the darker color in their baskets. On the contrary,
No. 20, the most professional Karok weaver in the Panamenik district,
uses cold water to make her dye, and No. 21 protested at putting alder
bark into hot water. Such a procedure makes a blackish dye, value-
less for coloring fern. One Karok made a hot-water dye, then waited
for the solution to cool before using it.
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For the next step there is general agreement. Coils of fern strands
are put into the pan, covered over with the moist bark fragments, and
allowed to stand for fifteen to twenty minutes. When taken out the
coils are wrapped in a white cloth to develop the right color. This is
an important phase. If left too long in the cloth the strands become
dark. After a half-hour, not more, they are taken from the cloth,
straightened, the butt ends tied together, and hung up in the sun to
dry. The only exception to this part of the series of processes was
the method of a Karok weaver who leaves her strands in the dye solu-
tion until the desired color is reached, then hangs them in the sun all
day to set it. Usually the bunches are left out overnight, a method
which makes them more pliable for recoiling to store away. Bits of
alder bark still cling to the strands. Each strand, when -used as an
overlay element, will first be moistened in water, drawn between the
fingers to clean it, and finally straightened. A reliable Karok inform-
ant, No. 22, gave a reason why fern assumed too dark a color. She
believed the fern had been allowed to darken too much in the dye bath
and that this color was deepened later when the strands were soaked
preliminary to their use in weaving. Fern should be left a little too
light to begin with. Boiling, she thought, would ruin the color; if the
red were to be kept clear the water must be not more than tepid.
Whether the bark were chewed or pounded for a water dye could
make no difference in the color itself.

Dyes for Porcupine Quills

Porcupine quills are dyed bright greenish yellow with lichen, with
Oregon grape, or with mullein, the Karok yivcana. Women from the
Weitspus district use moss from pines or scrape it from fences along
the road below Wahsekw. The Yurok weavers in the Ko 'otep district
on the lower river go back into the mountains in their search for yel-
low pines. They knock off moss with poles from spots high on the tree
trunks. They do not use that from fences, but could give no reason
for preferring the tree growth. Katimin district weavers, too, climb
their highest mountains for their supply.

Dyeing of quills is simple: they are put in water with the lichen
and cooked until the color is the desired shade. This takes about an
hour; after which the whole mass is turned out on an openwork plate,
rinsed, and left in the sun to dry. Each quill is picked out from the
moss, rinsed a second time, and dried. The color is permanent. Karok
women mentioned a dye made from the bark of the Oregon grape
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roots, an old-time source of color. Only among these women was the
use of mullein observed. They knew no English name for the plant.
It grows to a height of from three to four feet along the roads and
the river. The dye is made from its roots. One informant in the
Wopum district cuts these into small pieces and boils them together
with the long moss hanging from pines. When the liquid is cool she
puts the quills into it. They remain in the solution for two or three
days. She was the only weaver to fear boiling quills might injure the
quality of the material. When washed and picked out from the dye-
stuff they are placed in the sun to set the color. Other Karok use
mullein alone. They scrape the roots, clean, and macerate them; then
add water to a cupful of the fragments and boil the quills in the liquid.
It is a fairly good dye, but No. 28 had used it only once. It is bitter
to the taste, a disadvantage in a craft in which all materials sooner or
later may be held between lips or teeth.

As for the comparative color qualities of dyes, all weavers agree
that the mountain moss makes the best dye, that Oregon grape lacks
depth of color, and that mullein gives a darker yellow than is yielded
by moss. The main advantage of mullein is its availability in a coun-
try where few materials are plentiful; its disadvantage lies partly in
its bitter taste and partly in the fact that its color is not quite the
tribally established yellow.

Dyes for White Grass

Porcupine quills dyed bright greenish yellow with mountain moss
are the traditionally ideal combination of material, color, and dye-
stuff. Up to now there has been no attempt to substitute for the color;
substitution for the materials is an old-time device. However, there
is no rationalizing by the Yurok-Karok that white grass, the most com-
mon alternate, is easier to work with or just as good as quills; it is felt
to be a frank imitation of the more elegant effect of quills in a dress
cap. Seven of the forty-three informants had never dyed white grass,
but only one woman was ignorant of any method of dyeing it.

Oregon grape roots, scraped, macerated like alder bark, boiled to
make a solution, and cooled are the dye material and process most
commonly described for coloring white grass. Old-time Indian basket
makers were remembered to have used grass dyed in this manner
before quills were available. A Yurok weaver mixes Oregon grape
roots and moss to make her dye. She thought few people knew how
to use the combination. Another informant had heard of dyeing
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white grass by dipping it into soda water, undoubtedly a recent
method. Still another recalled her mother wetting grass and spreading
it outside in the sun to yellow. This is'the very result so carefully
avoided in the curing process and may well have originated in acci-
dental neglect. None of the methods is thoroughly satisfactory. Quills
are bright and unusually glossy; grass, by comparison, is duller; it
comes from the dye a paler color to start with and it fades. The yellow
is not a good yellow, according to the women, and is certain to be
noticed in a dress cap.

Table 3 lists Yurok-Karok basketry materials with their common,
botanical, and native names, so far as they are recorded, together with
their chief qualities as recognized by informants.

BASKET TYPES AND THEIR TRADITIONAL FEATURES

Yurok-Karok baskets are all twined. Wood or packing baskets,
pans or plates of various sizes, spoon baskets, catch-alls, and cradles
are made in open or spaced twining. They are called by weavers
"stick baskets." The most essential feature of any type is that it
shall be strong; each type, also, tends to have a traditional shape and
method of decorative treatment.12

ALL-STICK OPEN-TWINE BASKETS

Wood Baskets

Prints of three different wood or packing baskets were shown to
my informants. Only five of them saw anything in form or technique
to excite comment. The type is the same among Yurok, Karok, and
HIupa (fig. 4s). Customarily it has no decoration except the band of
crossed sticks two courses below a heavily braided top edge; some
baskets are made plain to the top. A family of weavers on the upper
Klamath told of making top borders of grass, dyed fern, or black
fern in lieu of the crossed sticks. This is an old idea taken over from
fish baskets. Most Indian women of today buy packing baskets. Open
twining involves a different technical proficiency from that of close
twining. About one weaver in eight is recognized as expert in both
techniques. No one is assumed to be equally adept in close and open
twining. When a woman buys a wood basket she usually exchanges

12 The various kinds and shapes of baskets are illustrated in this series,
vol. 1, pls. 2O-27 and vol. 2, pls. 15-21.
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materials for work, furnishing more sticks than required to fill her
order, the surplus to pay for the weaving. Three Karok women in the
Panamenik district are known for all-stick weaving, and their prod-
ucts may be found from Weitspus to well into the Katimin district.

Not every weaver of pack baskets can shape them well. Two of the
three baskets shown were judged better than the third by a lower
Klamath informant. To me the shapes were very similar. Although
the circular base is the conventional one for baskets in this region, a
Karok woman begins hers on an oval base. She knew it was not
"right, " but had discovered there were fewer sticks to be added, which
makes the work easier for the weaver with poor teeth. Weavers
who cannot make stick baskets sometimes assert that one loses one's
ability to turn out really fine weaving through working on heavy
materials. The few who accomplish both kinds well are more or less
amused by such an explanation.

Indian Pans and Plates

Indian pans are large plaques, flat or with slight curvature. Like
wood baskets, they are of hazel or willow sticks which grow brownish
black with age if used without peeling them. The down-river pans
might once have had five or more groups of mud-dyed black sticks
radiating from the center; no other decoration was ever attempted.

Old Karok women remembered close-twined, almost fiat willow
trays about eighteen inches across, which were reinforced with root
just under the edge, but otherwise plain. These were kept exclusively
for serving deer meat. Others as wide as thirty inches and more, open
in technique, were formerly set up on sticks over a fire in the middle
of the floor as acorn or fish drying frames. Even now trays are made
for fish or fruit curing and for sifters to winnow beans.

Indian plates are smaller, more deeply curved than the pans
(pl. 5c). They, too, years ago, might have had narrow segments of
mud-dyed sticks as decoration.

Fish Baskets

An old style open-twine basket (pl. 53a), with strongly reinforced
top edge and pattern border just beneath the crossed sticks, is a near
relative of the packing basket with decorative borders made by the
Karok family referred to above. One informant said it was a carrying
basket into which cleaned fish were cut preliminary to taking them
to the smoke house.
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Spoon Baskets

Holders for the men's horn spoons and for the women's mussel
shells were part of the household equipment (fig. 4f). They were
called spoon baskets although odds and ends were customarily thrown
into similarly constructed containers. Curiously, in a region where
so much is orthodox, they had no standard shape, although they are
all-stick, spaced-twine basketry. Among the examples seen some were
high, others medium; some had grass and black fern wrapped upper
edges; the sticks of others were cut off close above the last course of
twining; some hung by thong straps. I was unable to find any inform-
ant to explain what inspired variations in so commonplace an article
of daily use. They are not children's products, for to keep spaced
twining even taxes the efforts of the average weaver. No. 12, who pro-
fessed to like to do open twine best of all, turned out indifferent results.

Cradles

Baby baskets are of hazel sticks entirely (fig. 4i). Their edges are
bound over with willow, hazel, or even the generally discarded red side
of black fern. Comparatively few women make cradles now. A weaver
is frequently known for her ability to make any kind of a basket with
the exception of baby baskets. In former times one woman might
make cradles for all the children in a community, no small task, since
a fortunate baby will have three or four during his first two years.
Mothers brought a measuring string to gauge the required length of
the newest cradle. Lucy Thompson says for the Pecwan Yurok that
the baby baskets were changed in size as the baby grew, and that the
older ones were burned.13 At Pekwututl it was customary to keep the
different sizes. No. 7 had. sold her babies' cradles as a group to a
collector. A Karok baby is kept in his first basket for ten days, after
which it is hung in a corner of the living room to be followed by each
new cradle as outgrown. One such room visited has a baby basket
from No. 29 's infancy in each of three corners. I heard my informant,
a grown woman now, order a fourth that the effect might be complete.
Their use today is to hold pictures and souvenirs after the manner
of our own wall decorations in the early nineteen hundreds.

13 L. Thompson, To the American Indian, 42, 1916.
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CLOSE TWINE BASKETS

Close twining from coarse to extremely fine work characterizes the
remaining Yurok-Karok baskets of whatever type. The greater num-
ber are similar to bowls. In summarizing the traditional concepts of
each recognized variety the classification will be as follows: baskets
for preparing and serving food; storage containers; caps; fancy
baskets; ceremonially used baskets.

Dippers

Dippers were roughly made of roots, never patterned (pl. 5e).
They were used especially for serving acorn soup from the cooking
basket to the individual containers. For this purpose they were
strengthened by three hazel sticks held to the outside by the regular
twining strands. Every weaver said the same thing of dippers: no one
had ever seen a handle on an old style cup; baskets were not hung up,
they were stacked. Whoever ventured to put a root loop on a dipper
was simply taking over a feature from the white man's dishes. In the
Rarok country, they said, there was only one weaver who would think
of making a dipper to hang up; No. 20 begins all such digressions
from old traditions for her locality.

Cooking and Serving Baskets

Cooking baskets (pls. 11-18) ranged in size from a foot to three
feet across, depending upon whether a woman was equipped to make
acorn soup for a family or for twenty people at a dance. Both cooking
and soup baskets from which one ate were made on hazel or willow
sticks with root twining elements and white grass overlay patterns.
That these are the only materials proper to use for food types is still
axiomatic among Indian women. Old style food baskets had two
encircling roots on the outside to strengthen their walls. This
strengthening device was especially needed for the cooking basket, and
the feature has been retained by the modern weaver who intends to
cook with hot rocks. Even now the older women are sure acorn soup
tastes different when stone-boiled. At some undetermined time the
soup baskets lost their outside roots. Hot rocks might be put into
them to keep the contents warm, but the combined weight was too
slight to make reinforcement necessary. No. 3, from Ayotl, declared
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the strengthening roots were there by virtue of an Indian, law. Now,
with white people buying baskets, the practice of omitting the outside
roots has been extended even t.o those baskets in use among them-
selves. She noted each violation of the old tradition in looking at the
basket prints.

Long ago soup baskets were fla.tter and larger; now they are
rounder and higher, according to women in the Ko'otep district (cf.
pls. 6G and 8a). A Karok informant remembered that soup baskets
in the early days were about seven inches across, while now with bread
and other white man's foods in the diet, a five-inch basket is a good
size. A boy's acorn basket (pl. 5b) is like a man's; any design is
appropriate. A girl's (pl. 5a) is smaller and has an "easy" pattern
like points. or stripes in it. For each meal there were four different
sizes of food baskets: the big basket holding sweetened flour, the
"dough" as they call it; the basket in which the cooking is done; the
serving or acorn soup baskets for the family, usually six to a "set";
and the dipper for serving. The woman placed before the man his
basket of soup, on top of which rested a ten-inch Indian plate with
his portion of fish (pl. 5e, d). She then served the children, after
which she retired to the fire to eat her share of fish from a larger
plate upon which she had prepared it, and her share of soup from
the cooking basket.

Food baskets in ceremonial.-Goddard speaks of a cooking basket
kept exclusively for boiling deer meat.14 No. 7's grandmother and
aunt had told her that those baskets in which deer meat was to be
cooked were left undecorated. They also said the weaving was done
at night only, but questioning brought out no further informa.tion
on this point.

Acorn soup baskets have significance on certain occasions. An
unused one together with a new plate are used by the doctor at a
Brush dance. The herbs are cooked with hot rocks in the new cup.
The baby is held in the rising steam. After the dance both the cup
and the plate on which the herbs were laid are gi-ven to the doctor
to be used in any way. When the Karok medicine man in training
goes into the sweat-house for his first evening meal after two days
and nights of fasting, he is served fish and acorn soup. The basket
must be a new one wit.h an old tribal design in it. It could not be sold,
it was explained, without bringing down upon the community a tor-
rential rain., even. in August. On another occasion a medicine man

14 P. E. Goddard, The Hupa, 23.
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eats from a new plate and acorn cup. During the Pickiawish or new
year's making of the Karok, which is held at the dark of the August
moon on bars in the Inam district, the medicine man stays alone by
his little fire. A queen, as English-speaking Karok call her, is chosen
for the dance. She goes to a certain place for wood for the medicine
man's fire and cooks for him. The soup basket from which he eats
was finished on the bar the first night; he uses it for five days. After
the Pickiawish, for one day only, he uses a plain acorn cup made by
the double-stick method (pl. 35a). It has a special significance at
this time. After that day he eats with the others and from any sort
of container.

Water Baskets

One other basket type was mentioned by some women as belonging
to the household equipment-a bucket for carrying water or for bring-
ing home sweetened acorn meal from the river shore. Usually it was
an all-root basket, undecorated. Occasionally grass and even black
fern might be used in a design although water is not friendly to fern.
The chief respect in which the type differed from cooking baskets was
in its proportions: it was higher and smaller at the top than the
ordinary cooking basket (fig. 4g).

Hoppers, Sifters, and Mealing Trays

Three of the most important baskets in a family's supply were the
hopper, the sifter, and the large tray on which to catch the fine acorn
meal. These with the stone pestle formed a set (fig. 4k, m, r). Indian
women have enviable reputations for their ability to weave strong
hoppers; those who do not attempt the work themselves boast that
their mothers or aunts were able to make good ones. The hopper
bottom is like the center of any basket with spaced twining. It holds
the sticks equidistant. Spaced twining changes to close twining with
plain root elements, and after a number of courses, overlay patterning
begins. One root with grass overlay, together with one plain root,
results in the simple striped decoration so often found in the less
aesthetically important articles. The groups of sticks bound to the
outside and the very heavy stick sprung under the braided top edge
are characteristic of the hopper. Upon completion of the weaving the
bottom is cut out.'5 Some Indian women were found still using

15 The hopper picture in this series, vol. 1, plate 24, number 1 is typical.
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hoppers in the old way because they like to follow the methods of an
earlier time; others use hoppers only in the preparation of meal for
acorn soup to be served at the Karok new year's ceremonial.

The sifter is an almost flat plaque of sticks, roots, and white grass
reinforced on the under side with heavy sticks. It is said to be the
only flat basket made by old-time Indians. It is stiff and will last
indefinit.ely. Women still use their mothers' sifters. It is held lightly
between the thumbs and first fingers, tilted sharply, and shaken to
allow the larger part,icles to fall back into the hopper for more pound-
ing with the pestle. The adhering fine meal is emptied with a smart
ta,p on the back from the sifter onto the large t,ray. Deer bones were
formerly the instruments used; women now use their knuckles.

The tray (pl. 52a, b), which completes the set, is of roots closely
twined; its sometimes elaborate pattern is developed in white grass
overlay. It is appreciably curved and flexible. The work is done as
on any ordinary basket, with the outside held next to the weaver.
All ends of strands and added sticks are pushed to the inside. Shap-
ing a flexible object thirty inches in diameter presents problems. For
control of shape and temporary stiffening a weaver bends hazel sticks
into circles of varying sizes to fasten to the inside by root lashings.
When the tray is finished it is dampened thoroughly and turned so
that the smooth patterned side is uppermost, the rough plain side with
its rubbed-off ends is underneath.

Storage Baskets

Numbers of Indian women recalling memories of older days
describe the better-class house with its earth ledge at shoulder height.
On it were set all sizes of covered baskets storing food supplies, cloth-
ing, and other belongings. Ideally, the sides of the room were lined
with fine baskets, all full. The coarsest of the old-time containers were
the all-stick, close-twine receptacles for fish and cracked acorns. Yurok
women sometimes put in mud-dyed black sticks for longitudinal
stripes, but generally they were woven plain. Inverted conical baskets
of the same technique served as covers. Dried salmon might be put
into an old type of container, similar in form to the high acorn cup
shown in plate 35a. This is of double-stick work, made by the quickest
possible method, in, which weaving elements are carried across two
instead of a single stick with each twining turn. No. 16 said an old
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woman would make this type and that circling lines of grass were as
much patterning as would be considered worth while.

As many as six closely woven baskets were necessary to store the
different seeds for a well provisioned family: the bunch grass seed
ground fine to use in a kind of bread, tar weed, clover, and sunflower
seeds, together with others the English equivalents of which the
Indians had never known. Sizes varied. A basket might be so large
that the basket maker would have to stand to work on it (pl. 39).
Informants sometimes tried to express their memories of fright when
as children they had leaned over too far, to find themselves heels over
head in the big cipnuks.

Close-twine storage baskets were also covered with inverted conical
baskets (pl. 54b), often marked with the same design as the container.
The covers are identical with the type used for carrying in fine seeds
from the patches. One informant said covers and carrying baskets
were interchangeable; two other weavers disagreed with the assertion.16
The baskets might be the same shape, size, and decoration, but each
basket had its own specific use. In this connection No. 17 declared
that berries were always eaten from a leaf-lined Indian plate,' never
from a soupi dish. I had no mention of such a distinction for foods
from any other informant.

One old Karok woman said poor people did not have storage
baskets with covers, that such were only for elkskin dresses; another,
very reliable, said only the big fish baskets had inverted cone-shaped
covers, others had covers with low knobs or were left open. That this
is too sweeping a statement seems to be indicated by those informants
who pointed to plate 35b as an example of a cipnuk for valuables but
protested that it was incomplete without its inverted cover. No 41,
about seventy years of age, remembered her great-great-grandfather's
baskets of this covered type. Some storage baskets were covered by
specially made plaques tied down with buckskin thongs, like the
tobacco cipnuks (pl. 48b); others might have small trays set over
them. Shapes like that in figure 4o in open or close twining were
old-time covers for little baskets. The four specimens in the Univer-
sity museum are alike in design, an alternating dark and light turn
made by overlaying only one of the two twining strands. The cover
was described by informants as " coming up to a point to take hold of. "
The point is not a knob, which they insist is a modern feature adapted

16 Dr. Kroeber considers it probable that covers were the partly worn seed
baskets relegated to a use making no demand on strength.
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from the earlier form to meet white demands. On the subject of
round knobs there was majority agreement.

The only basket print definitely pointed out as picturing a con-
tainer for clothing shows in reality a small globular form. It serves
to bring out an interesting detail. Two Yurok women described it as
the sort a mother might have for holding her baby's things. No. 11
had had an all-stick basket of this type, about fifteen to eighteen
inches across. She was accustomed to set it in a corner of the room
and against it prop the baby in its cradle.

Tobwcco ciplnuks.-Medium-sized baskets, very round by compari-
son with other types, and with smaller mouth openings, are for tobacco
storage. It is not likely that women of from thirty-five to forty years
of age will have made them, since their use went out with the arrival
of t.he white man's tinned product. In earlier days an Indian burned
a log to make the ground ready for a room-size planting of tobacco;
he gathered and dried it, crumbled it to powder between his palms,
filled baskets with it, and hung them from various parts of the house.
Tobacco was never stored in big baskets, so one year's crop might be
divided among four or five to ten or a dozen cipnuks. Men in the
Karok country kept their tobacco in old work caps which had been
creased through the center like a scoop and oversewn along the edges
(fig. 4j). A little hole was left at one end of the semicircular pouch
from which to pour the powder into their pipes. Generally old caps
were used, but new pouches might be made cap shape. These, pro-
vided with loops to hang them up by, were in addition to the regular
tobacco cipnuks which they also had. Kroeber gives the value of a
capful of tobacco as equal to the second smallest dentalium shell, and
a partly filled cap the equivalent of the shortest length shell, a
high price.17

Typical examples of toba.cco cipnuks are baskets of closely twined
roots without overlay, or baskets decorated with a simple arrange-
ment of stripes in white grass (pl. 48b). There is some difference of
opinion as to which basket is for tobacco and which for small valu-
ables. The decision seems to hinge upon elaborateness of pattern
rather than upon shape. For instance, five museum specimens are
named tobacco cipnuks by a fourth of my informants without dissent.
The determining factor, apparently, is the presence or absence of a
basket pattern. Although these specimens are striped, that feature in
itself does not constitute a decoration according to the implication.

17 Kroeber, Handbook, 88.
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Three specimens, however, similar to that in plate 48b, although
shaped like toba.cco baskets, are cited by eleven women as examples of
cipnuks for valuables because they have fancy markings (pl. 34a).
Five other informants think they might have been for tobacco.

If a small basket was not used for storin.g tobacco it was a recep-
tacle for shell money, paint, beads, woodpecker crests, carved rocks,
obsidian blades, and trinkets. Not everyone had these things; only
the chief man of a vicinity possessed such valuables. They were often
kept in a trinket basket with a tied-on cover. The small container
was placed in a large storage basket together with elkskin garments,
also signs of prosperity. The use of a small basket for treasures
explains why basket makers are disposed to believe the more elaborate
basket is connected with the infrequent need for such an article, and
that it is not merely a tobacco cipnuk. Trinket baskets (pl. 34b)
were marked with ambitious patterns similar to those on the larger
baskets. Yet, in spite of its insignificant stripes the round little
object mentioned above (pl. 48b) was admitted to the trinket basket
class by five women who may have been impressed by its perfect shape,
workmanship, and general air of quality.

Gift Baskets

Basket makers among the Yurok-Karok are wont to repay gifts
with an especially well ma.de basket. There is no conventional type,
size, or decoration for this. Caps are less commonly given than acorn
soup baskets; in fact, I never heard of or saw a gift cap. Skilled cap
makers are also women with knowledge of the worth of their products
in time and effort. Occasionally the recipient is informed she is to
have a gift and is asked to choose a design for it. A weaver's best
work is taken for granted by both donor and recipient. Sentiment
is not lacking, however; in a country where few baskets are without
a price, a gift basket will not be sold. If two baskets are exchanged
by friends neither woman will part with hers, considering the basket
a gift. Modern gift basket.s are illustrated in plates 44, 45, 46.

Caps or Hats

Caps, or hats, as the Karok speak of them, are of two kinds: work
and dress (fig. 4a., d; pls. 19-33). Work caps were made round on
top to fit the head closely, so that pressure of carrying basket straps
would be lessened. Dress caps were and still are flat; they fit only
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at the edge. Men wore the plain root work cap when they packed in
deer from the hunt; among the Karok it was often a tobacco storage
basket, and it sometimes served as a dipper, which it resembles in
shape. One weaver will say that a man's hat was always plain;
another that slant or straight stripes of black fern or grass were the
only decorations used. Both statements may be looked upon as equiv-
alent, since stripes in themselves are not always considered patterning.
Women's work caps, obsolete now, usually had a design in white grass
and one or both ferns, all of which turn medium golden brown with
age and wear. Some weavers believe black fern is too fancy for a root
cap; this is a matter of individual taste worth noting in a region where
little is left to the decision of a basket maker.

Widows wore root caps, undecorated. A Karok informant told
of widows cutting holes in the centers of their caps through which
their cropped hair stuck out. A very old Yurok informant corrobo-
rated the statement. The idea, however, was derided as a good story
by women from several different localities. The hole was there but it
had worn through. It was her oldest clothing that a widow affected
to make her remember her husband; she did not have to cut anything.
Besides, a Karok informant explained, a widow put on a worn-out
hat for the first and fifth days only. It is barely possible that a cap
not having an appearance of sufficient age for mourning apparel
would be mutilated on occasions too rare to attract general attention.

Caps are named according to the material used in their construc-
tion: root caps, fern (alder-dyed woodwardia) caps, grass caps. The
full description of a dress cap involves a number of additional points
which old weavers murmur to themselves when they look at the picture
of a particularly satisfying example. Besides the type name, root,
fern, or grass, there is the design name for the little pattern around
the bottom, as the cap is held in weaving; the name for the small pat-
tern at the turn to the side; the name for the main design or its parts,
if a composite; and still a fourth for the top pattern which in good
caps bears a definite relationship to the main motive. This complete
description is generally shortened to include only the ground material
and the name of the largest design.

Arav is the Karok name, vutsierau Yurok, for the three-strand
cords found on all caps at conventionally established points. These
will be spoken of again in connection with design zones. The cord
effect is stylicized not only as to placing but also as to composition.
Nos. 28, 34, and 36, all expert makers, stated the possibilities thus:
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for a grass and black fern dress cap the arav is of roots; for a red-
dyed fern dress cap the arav is of white grass; for the common root
cap an extra encircling root similar to those on old food baskets may
be held by grass-overlaid twining elements to the outside. Each type
of arav gives texture through slight surface irregularity, as well as
color contrast.
A good cap is an achievement. As far back as any woman remem-

bers, cap making was the technical eminence to which a weaver
aspired. A cap represents even today a choice possession, and a
weaver's ability to make a good one will give her a widespread repu-
tation as an expert. All might weave baskets, only a few could make
a wearable cap. These women filled orders for all the others in the
vicinity. Caps have always had a sale value among Indians them-
selves above that of any other type of basket. Into them, as every-
body knew, went the most carefully selected materials and the best
workmanship. Younger women bought them from older weavers with
reputations for fine work, paying the equivalent of a dollar to a dollar
and a half in shell money. Today a cap with porcupine quills in its
design will bring more than any combination of white grass, red or
black fern. It is still customary for a cap maker to take several caps
with her to community dances. She lends them to young girls to
wear and often makes sales. Few caps are sold in stores; for their
size they are too expensive to attract tourists' interest. No. 7, a pro-
fessional, had not filled an order for a porcupine quill cap in two
years.

Fancy Baskets

With the purchase of Indian things by white people there ev-olved
in the Yurok-Karok region what is known as a "fancy" basket simi-
lar to their own cipnuks, a basket to put things in (pls. 34-49). Some-
times it is called a work or a sewing basket, but the adjective fancy
has the same meaning to every weaver: it classifies shapes for which
an Indian woman would have no specific use. She believes that bas-
kets made to sell to white women are largely decorative, that they are
on shelves, tables, and against walls.

The fancy basket is a composite affair. Without going into eccen-
tric shapes the commoner forms may be grouped according to the
Indians' own concepts of their antecedents. First, the fancy basket
is the same to them as the old-time trinket cipnuk, but smaller and
more elaborately patterned (pl 45b). Designs and color arrangements
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formerly typical of dress caps are often specified in orders from white
buyers. Whereas the older storage basket was plain or with character-
istic space divisions, its new relatives display curious vagaries. Inform-
ants agree, however, that though a mixture of designs to be woven
in the same fancy basket may be ordered, white buyers are dissatisfied
with any pattern they suspect of being un-Indian. Second, the fancy
basket may be a container patterned after our waste basket shapes
(pl. 53b), one in which bands of spaced twining alternate with bands
of close twining. The only old style type in which this combination
occurs is the carrying basket for fish (pl. 53a) as described under the
section on all-stick types. Older women protest against such combina-
tions of techniques put together without reason, but admit they sell
well.

Practically every weaver makes some sort of fancy basket. It is an
easy type by contrast with caps as far as shaping is concerned. In a
cap new sticks must be added continually to within an inch and a half
of the final course; in a fancy basket the adding of sticks is over when
the turn is made to the side wall or very shortly after this.

There is one type of basket to which both the Yurok and the Karok
give a name implying a narrowing or shaping near the bottom (pl.
54a). Most of us would interpret these footed bowls as the efforts of
a virtuoso to copy the lamps and fruit dishes of the nineties. In
attempting to discover any historical facts about the form some con-
tradictory statements were met. Naturally, the opinion of a conserva-
tive who remembered similar baskets as very old is worth something;
but there were many women who declared that all old baskets had
flat bottoms, that footed bases came in with the whites. Twenty-three
informants had definite ideas on the subject, seventeen of them in the
older group. Eleven of these and five younger ones were certain that
the style was a copy made in response to white influence. They cited
members of the preceding generation who were paid five dollars for
such baskets. Six older informants and one younger one were just
as certain that the footed bowl is an old type, not a modern fancy
basket. No. 39 is the most representative weaver in this latter grout.
According to her the footed bowl is a very old style of basket which
might once have been made in different sizes for spoons or other
household trifles. It was also made in openwork technique.

Whatever may be the truth concerning its background, the footed
basket had a logical successor in a covered chalice shape (pl. 51j)
which one maker of the type called a fruit dish. Eccentricity was a
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phase of the recent fantastic era through which the older weavers
have passed. The era had its place in the thorough commercialization
of the craft, now practically its only aspect. Under new influences
such objects as cups and saucers, handled vase shapes, covered bottles,
full-size suitcases, and fishermen's catch baskets came in only to go
out like other fashions. The new features in basketry which survived
the ebb of interest in fads are looked upon today as the white man's
tastes. As such they are catered to by weavers, and often admired,
it must be confessed. The subject will be more fully dealt with later
in this study.

Brush Dance Baskets

Long ago the close-twine packing basket was for seed gathering.
The steps from that utilitarian purpose to an esoteric ceremonial use
are unknown. Today the old seed basket, identical in appearance with
the storage basket cover (pl. 54b), is used only for making Brush
dance medicine. In no other kind of basket can the herbs be gathered.
People might own the baskets to decorate their houses or to lend to
friends. A very fine specimen of the type was made by the great-aunt
of a Karok informant, No. 25. She used to lend it to a Weitspus
medicine woman, but she would not even consider the hypothetical
question of its money value; such a basket was not sold, although she
would make a duplicate on order. No. 25 said any kind of a design
might be used on the upper half of the basket but that there are always
stripes on the lower portion. Other Karok agreed with that. No one
seems to have made the type in many years.

Jumping Dance Baskets

The Jumping dance basket is totally unlike any other product in
Yurok-Karok weaving (pls. 55, 56). Kroeber gives this description
of it: "In one hand is a cylindrical basket, slit along one side. This
has no utilitarian prototype, nor do the Yurok put anything but grass
stuffing into it or attach any symbolic association to it. This basket,
ego'or, suggests in its shape an enlarged money box; but the Yurok do
not see the resemblance. '18

The making of a Jumping dance basket is unquestionably the work
of the expert weaver; everyone agrees it is hard and that present sales
are too uncertain to encourage effort to attain skill. So few dance
baskets are made anywhere on the Klamath river that only one Karok

18 Kroeber, Handbook, 56.
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weaver able to accomplish the whole thing alone, and two informants
who have husbands skilled in finishing the baskets, are known from
Rekwoi to the Asisufunuk district. The finishing is normally consid-
ered a man's job. There are two methods of making. To weave first
a cylinder and then slit it straight between two sticks is quicker,
easier, and more certain to produce a successful basket. The Yurok
weaver for the Peewan dances, No. 4, makes hers this way. Because
this is a new-style way it is not approved by older women. The second
method is used by No. 18 in the Panamenik district, a Yurok among
Karok, and by one of the daughters of No. 41 at Inam. No. 18 and
her husband, who finishes her dance baskets, traced the steps involved
in the making.

The width to make the right size cylinder is decided upon and hazel
sticks put down on a board or the ground as closely together as is
possible. To place the first row of twining across the middle of these
is difficult, for each stick must be lifted separately and then be put
back into its place, parallel with the others. The work progresses from
the center each way to the ends. At the proper intervals new sticks
are added to give the characteristic flare. A weaver cannot get a good
shape by working from end to end; spiraling is always a danger. No.
18 works from left to right on one course, from right to left on the
next. Women say this is one of the hardest things to do in twining;
reversing the direction in weaving is only required in cradles, dance
baskets, and some modern wall pockets. If weavers were to work
alternate courses from the under side of the piece, the greater ease
would be discounted by the difficulty of keeping the overlay in posi-
tion behind the root twining element. Some women go so far as to
break the roots and overlay at the end of each course so that they may
always progress in the same direction.

The rectangular piece with fan-shaped ends complete, the man's
work begins. No. 18's husband went on to detail each step in the
finishing process. He turns the side edges over hazel sticks as long
as from shoulder to wrist, allowing them to extend equally beyond the
corners. Sewing is done with deer sinew; the ends of the sticks are
wound with buckskin. He bends a stick the length of the basketry
ends to make of it a circle, covers it with skin which turns over the
sides of the basket, and fastens the edges down with stitches. The
other end is a duplicate in appearance. Feathers are hung from the
sticks at one end only. All this must be done in a workmanlike man-
ner, but there would seem to be little about the processes to explain
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why a woman will keep a dance basket unfinished for years because
she dares not attempt the skin work herself. Mr. Jim usually made
a circular dot in the center of each end. Around the edges he drew
a border of isosceles triangles. The dot is in black "paint," charcoal
ground fine to mix with sturgeon glue; the triangles are alder-dye red.
Both colors are fast.

A most interesting set of reactions was gained from those women
who knew both basketry and ceremonial. Although no one had ever
made a Jumping dance basket at Weitspus or in the district, comments
were not lacking to show familiarity with traditional standards.
There was formerly an old Karok dance place, Amaikiara, across from
No. 22's home; and No. 41's daughter, at Inam, makes baskets for the
Hupa dances, which are still held; consequently the up-river inform-
ants were more dogmatic in their criticisms of proportions, suitable
designs, and niceties of workmanship. As to styles, the one shown in
plate 56b is too long; those in plate 55b, e are too short. according to
No. 4, the down-river maker for the Pecwan dances. Disagreeing
with the Yurok informant, Karok women said the basket in plate 55b
is the characteristic size used in the last dance made at Amaikiara
about thirty-five years ago. Proportions, too, were matters for argu-
ment. The basket in plate 55c is the only one with a good shape, said
the down-river makers of the baskets; that in plate 56b is the best,
according to No. 12, at Ertlerger, who felt content with every detail;
No. 22 said the one in plate 55e is nearest right. The first picture of a
dance basket that No. 22, Karok, saw was the one shown in plate 56c.
Its straight upper edge marked it as having been recently made; long
ago, there had been an appreciable curve. She picked up a pair of
scissors to cut out a correct shape for me, regretting that there was not
a really traditional example among the eleven prints shown her.
Other women to whom this statement was quoted said No. 22 knew the
most about the old-time standards and that she had been an influential
figure at the Amaikiara ceremonies.

It is not necessary to have new baskets for Jumping dances. If a
man makes a dance, his friends lend him their baskets. He will expect
all his friends to bring their ceremonial objects to add to his own
display.
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CARE OF BASKETS

Cooking and soup baskets are washed with cold water and a brush
made from the discarded hazel or willow stick tips. Whatever parti-
cles of acorn meal remain in the crevices, dry there. Some meal, never
all by the very nature of the basket structure, may be dislodged as
from a sifter by tapping against the bottom of the container. The odor
of rancid oil always hangs about the food baskets of a poor house-
keeper. After a quantity of soup has been prepared for dance guests,
each cooking basket and its complement of six individual cups are
stored, bottom up, on shelves. From then until the next event no
particular attention is required beyond an occasional dusting.
A cooking basket full of meal and the necessary hot stones is an

unwieldy object. It cannot be moved without danger to its structure.
When a cooking basket wears through, the break usually comes at the
turn or at spots where hot stones have partly burned through the
walls. Among the Indian women of both tribes only the old people
are credited with wanting to save baskets by mending them. If sticks
are broken there are varying opinions as to what can be done: repair
may be attempted by drawing together the edges with root strands
or new sticks may be pushed up and down through the twining turns
for a short distance. The protruding ends of the new sticks are held
flat against the inside of the basket with root stitches. This latter
device, according to a Karok weaver, is a favored method. The test
of the efficacy of any repairing is its restoration of the food basket
to a waterproof condition. It can be done, say some; it is the height
of foolishness to try, say other weavers. These latter grant that the
old people mended baskets-the prints show that clearly enough-
but a hole in a basket is the beginning of a general disintegration; it
would be better to throw the basket away and make a new one. This
last is unquestionably the attitude of the younger weavers. By count,
six women had patched food baskets for use; ten thought it a waste
of time because it could not be well done.

A work cap gives first near the start, leaving a hole on top; the
rounds at the edge pull off where it is handled. Whatever mending is
done is attempted with no idea of reconstructing texture; the hole
might be left, the weakened edge whipped over with roots or Indian
string, in widely-spaced, deep stitches. Dress caps are too seldom
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worn to need mending. They are sometimes washed to restore gloss
to grass and fern. Nowadays, they are wrapped in the finest cloth
the owner possesses and hung up in a flour sack for safe keeping.
Twice upon my request that weavers show me their nicest caps, the
women undid several layers of paper and cloth before their treasures
were displayed. If they had been old laces or porcelains, the care
could not have been more affectionate.

Yurok women sometimes regretted that so many old baskets had
been sold. If the Indians had had money, one thought, they would
have kept their possessions. This informant has preserved intact all
the old baskets of a deceased relative (pl. 4b). When a basket attains
an age of about fifty years, No. 29 could not be certain of the actual
number, it may be buried with a corpse. Old baskets are never burned,
she said. The right thing to do with them is to bury them, or to put
them in clefts of trees. She knew of clefts so filled, but she could not
be induced to look at one intently nor to touch the baskets; it would
bring bad luck to her relatives, even if she herself were to escape
consequences.

PROPORTION AND CONTOUR

COOKING BASKET PROPORTIONS

It has been stated that very early in the experience of a young
weaver she learns to know the shape of the various sizes of soup bas-
kets: for a girl, boy, or man. Her judgment is trained by comparing
her basket with the old one serving as her model, or she will be taught
to set her work down to see better the relation between height and
width. Yurok-Karok weavers do not measure food baskets; it is
assumed they know standard proportions. The same holds true for
other household containers: the baskets for storing the sweetened
meal, the cooking baskets, the deeper water buckets. Each has three
essentials: that it be strongly made; that it sit flatly without support;
that it conform to a certain "look" tribally recognized as correct for
the particular type. For example, the basket in figure 5a has nicely
curved sides, not too round; that in figure 5c has a better bottom than
the one in figure 5b. Specimens chosen by informants to illustrate
standard shapes or deviations from them are listed in table 4, together
with the weavers' own estimations of them. Museum measurements
and percentages afford comparisons.
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Fig. 4. Traditional shapes and proportions of Yurok-Karok baskets. a, dress

cap; b, fancy basket; c, fancy basket; d, work cap; e, tobacco basket; f, spoon
basket; g, water basket; h, Indian plate; i, cradle; j, cap used by Karok men for
tobacco container; k, hopper; 1, soup basket; m, sifter; n, cooking basket; o,
cover; p, dipper; q, cover for large basket or old fashioned seed basket (now used
for gathering materials used in Brush dance); r, mealing tray; 8, wood packing
basket; t, storage basket.
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9C
Fig. 5. Food basket proportions. a, nicely rounded sides; b, poor bottom

for a cooking basket; o, good bottom for a wooking basket.

TABLE 4

OooKiNG BASKET PROPORTIONS

a b c

Specimen
number

1-9383
1-1764

Illustration

Figure 4n
Plate 16b

1-1579 Plate 14a
CA-411 Figure 5b

1-1201
1-1787
1-392
G-426
1-1763
1-1578
G-438

Measurements*
in inches Ratio

percent
Height Mouth H: M

10.75 13.5 79 (
7.75 10.5 74 (

6.5 8.75 74 (
74 4

Plate 12b 7. 9.5 73
6.75 9.25 73
9.25 12.5 70

Plate Ila 69
7.25 10.5 69

Plate llc 5.5 8. 69
Plate 18b 69

1-936 6. 8.75 69

1-1761 Figure 5a 7. 11 64

1-1202
1-1762
G-455
1-1880

Plate 12a
Plate 17b
Plate 13a
Plate 13b

5. 8. 63
7.5 10.75 61

59
6. 10.5 57

Informants' estimates

Good shape, No. 6
Good shape, Nos. 6,8, 13, 14,
15,28

Good shape, Nos. 3, 6
Good shape, Nos. 3, 6, 8, 17
Too small at bottom, No. 15
Good shape, No. 6
Just right shape, Nos. 5, 28
Good shape, No. 6
Good shape, No. 6
Good shape, Nos. 3, 11, 17,19
Good shape, No. 5
Good shape, Nos. 3, 6, 10, 28
Genuine old shape, No. 41
Just right shape, No. 5
Good shape, No. 5
Too high, No. 11
Good shape, Nos. 1, 3, 12, 17,
28

Too low, No. 6
Good shape, No. 5
Good shape, Nos. 12, 14, 17
Good shape, No. 3
Too shallow, No. 5

* Where measurements in inches are lacking, the ratio of height to mouth was computed from the
photographs.

The range in per cent ratios of height to mouth diameter for those
baskets called good is from 59 to 79 per cent; the average or pre-
ponderance occurs at 69 per cent. Informants Nos. 3, 5, 6 (Yurok),
and No. 28 (Karok) were requested to comment specifically upon
proportions of cooking baskets. Table 5 shows the consistency of the
reactions. One basket only failed to draw at least one favorable com-
ment from the above four expert weavers. No. 6 approved of baskets
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representing five ratios; Nos. 3- and 28 included those representing
four ratios; No. 5 confined her comments to five baskets, three in the
preponderant group. She is the expert cap maker in the Ko'otep
district; and cap makers are experienced judges of proportions.

TABLE 5
EXPERTS ' ESTIMATES OFl GOOD PROPORTIONS

Cases 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 1 1 1 1 1

Ratio, Height: Mouth 79 74 74 74 73 73 70 69 69 69 69 69 64 63 61 59 57

Experts No. 3 x x x x x x
No.5 x x x x x low
No. 6.............. x xxx x x x x low
No. 28........ x x x x

SOUP BASKET PROPORTIONS

The range in per cent ratios of height to mouth diameter for soup
baskets called good is from 54 to 63 per cent. The average or pre-
ponderance is 58 per cent. Eight soup baskets were approved as well
proportioned, each of them by at least one informant. Of these, one
(pl. 9a) was favorably commented upon by four women. Three bas-
kets are not good in the estimation of at least one weaver. The last
two baskets (pls. 6c, 8a) recorded in table 6 were subjects for argu-
ment; If they are very old, then they represent the conventional large
shallow basket of the days before white men's coming made possible
varied foods to supplement the staple acorn soup. As such the two
baskets were judged good examples. If, on the contrary, they are of
more modern times, their weavers did not carry up the sides far
enough. Under the circumstances, they cannot be legitimately placed
with either group on the mere basis of proportionate height to width.

Generalizing the reactions of informants to the soup basket type
yields one definite result: for so commonplace an article of daily use
conventional shape is taken as- a matter of course. Whatever atten-
tion and interest is aroused by the picture of a soup basket is pri-
marily the result of its design. Technically the form represents no
achievement; its possibilities are strictly limited by its size, and every-
one has woven several, if not many of them. About half the cooking
baskets in the print collection were noticed from the standpoint of
their proportions by comparison with a seventh of the soup beskets.
Looking at it from another angle, there were forty-five separate com-
ments on cooking basket proportions to balance against twenty-eight
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for the half again larger number of soup baskets. On the one hand, a
weaver has accomplished a rather showy result; on the other, she has
provided a necessity.

TABLE 6

SouP BASKET PROPORTIONS

Measurements*
in inches Ratio

Specimen -Heh per cent
number Illustration Height Mouth -H: M Informants' estimates

1-1508 3.75 6. 63 Good shape, No. 6
1-1206 Plate 7a 4.5 7.25 62 Good shape, No. 28

Just right, No. 13
Shallow, No. 12

1-1863 Plate lOb 3.75 6.25 60 Good shape, No. 6
1-2232 3.75 6.5 58 Good shape, No. 28

Not good, No. 17
CA-453 57 Good shape, No. 13

Not good, No. 6
G-458 Plate lOc 57 Good shape, Nos. 13, 39

Not good, No. 6
1-1517 Plate 9a 3.5 6.25 56 Good shape, Nos. 3, 6, 13, 17
G-454 Plate 7b 54 Good shape, Nos. 3, 13, 17
CA-15 48 Not good, No. 11
G-448 Plate lOa 48 Not good, No. 6
CA-423 46 Not good, No. 3
1-1493 Plate 8a 3.25 7.25 45t Good shape, Nos. 5, 41

Poor shape, Nos. 6, 11, 12
1-1472 Plate 6c 3.75 .8.5 44t Good shape, No. 3
* Where measurements in inches are lacking, the ratio of height to mouth was computed from the

photographs.
t Asserted to be the shallower bowls of earlier days.

Informants' attitudes were unmistakable. Only half of the baskets
of approved form received more than a single favorable comment.
No. 13, upon urging, chose from among sixty-three prints the five bas-
kets that she considered the best. Their percentage ratios of height
to mouth are in sequence: 54, 56, 57, 62. No. 28, who has not made
bowl forms in many years, forced interest to the selection of one soup
basket; No. 6, painstakingly set apart five as good or poor. The shape
of a soup basket, to the majority, was too obvious for comment.

FANCY BASKET PROPORTIONS

Fancy baskets also, with their range from traditional to modern
shapes and sizes, drew much more comment upon workmanship and
admiration for design-to-space adaptation than upon dimensional
relations. Those noticed particularly for their shapeliness form a
group of eleven out of the sixty-two examples within the print collec-
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tion. Proportions, in themselves, interested at most three weavers
for any single basket. Following the same plan of outline used to
classify food baskets shows results as given in table 7.

TABLE 7

FA.NCY BASKET PROPORTIONS

Specimen Illus-
number tration

1-1661 Plate 34a
1-1571 Plate 35b

1-1507 Plate 35a
1-11834
1-26815 Plate 44b
1-1888 Plate 48b
1-1801 Plate 43a
1-26814 Plate 43b
1-1807 Plate 41b
1-1595 Plate 41a
CA-444 Plate 40b
Basket of
informant
No. 34 Plate 45b
No. 36 Plate 44a
No. 43
No. 34 Plate 45a
No. 14 Plate 46c
No. 14 Plate 46b

Measurements in inches Ratio per cent

Height Height Mouth
Height Greatest Mouth togreatest to togreatest Informants' estimates

width diameter width mouth width

5. 5.5 2.25 91 222 41 Goodshape, No. 13
7. 8. 5. 87 140 62 Good, No. 13

5.25
3.75
5.
4.5
4.5
4.75
5.75
3.75

5.
4.
3.
4.5
3.5
2.5

6.88
5.
6.75
6.38
7.
7.75
9.5
6.25

7.25
6.
4.75
7.25
5.75
4.5

5.5
3.75
5.
3.
5.25
5.25
7.
5.5

6.
4.5
3.5
6.
5.
4.

76
75
74
71
64
61
60
60
35

69
66
63
62
61
55

96
100
100
150
86
90
82
68
42

83
88
86
79
70
62

80
75
74
47
75
68
74
85
88

Too long, No. 3
Good, No. 6
Good, No. 28
Good, No. 28
Good, Nos. 10, 11, 13
Good, No. 11
Good, Nos. 11, 28
Good, No. 3
Good, No. 18
Good, No. 6

83
75
74
75
87
88

In view of the smallness of the group and the few reactions to pro-
portions specifically, it may be interesting to contrast the findings for
the eleven museum specimens with those for a modern group of six
fancy baskets made by my informants. It would be natural to sup-
pose that favorable comments upon older baskets are in some degree
actuated by sentiment or by similarity to shapes now in vogue; cor-
relatively, today's shapes might be expected to have changed but little
from the older ones.

The data, arranged according to the median for the proportion of
height to greatest width for both groups, show the ranges of percent-
age ratios to compare as follows:

Museum
Per cent ratio of: specimens, 11

Height to greatest width........................ 35-91
Height to mouth diameter . 42-222
Mouth diameter to greatest width. 41-88

Informants'
specimens, 6

55-69
62-88
74-88

The range of height to greatest width expressed in per cent covers
fifty-six points in the case of the museum specimens as against four-
teen points in the case of the informants' specimens. Analysis of the
stylistic features shows that today's weavers favor a lower basket than
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did the weavers of former times. Among the baskets of the old group
four approximate the five-tenths to seven-tenths relation between
height and width; the remainder, except one (pl. 40b), are more
nearly of equal dimensions.

The mouth diameter has undergone radical change. The old cip-
nuk for trinkets was high with a comparatively small opening (pls.
34a, b, 35b, and 48b). Range of height to mouth ratios is great for the
museum group because it contains baskets acquired during different
style periods. Those specimens most nearly approximating the fancy
sale baskets of today will be found to have heights from 62 per cent
to 88 per cent of their mouth diameters. The ratios at the median
differ for the two groups. The basket shown in plate 35a, representa-
tive of the median for the museum group, has a height almost equal
to its mouth diameter. The nearest equivalent within the informants'
group of baskets is No. 36's (pl. 44a) with a ratio of 88 per cent, the
highest ratio within the newer group.

The ratio of mouth to greatest width has changed little for either
the old or the newer baskets. The median is 74 per cent for the
museum specimens, between 75 per cent and 83 per cent for the
informants' baskets. Within the 41 per cent to 85 per cent range of
the former are two of the old type trinket cipnuks referred to in the
preceding paragraph. Comments in their cases were based on senti-
ment and appreciation; the style is no longer made.

To sum up: approved proportions for fancy baskets, judging by
two small groups, are within the following percentages:

Per cent
Heights to greatest widths ----------------------------------------.66 to 75

Heights to mouth diameters--------------------------------------. 75 to 90
Mouth diameters to greatest widths-------------------------- 75

CAP PROPORTIONS

To make a cap with any degree of success one must have skill, expe-
rience, and an eye trained for established proportions. Definite
measurements for certain sections of the basket are additional require-
ments. The so-called exact measurements would not in themselves
guarantee correct results from the Indian woman's point of view.
Measurements are made with the hand, and a cap weaver must know
wherein her hand agrees with, or differs from, that of other cap mak-
ers' hands. A majority of my informants told me they did not need
to make allowance for the sizes of their hands in measuring; the others
said they must add from two rows of weaving to a half inch beyond
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the reach of their shorter hands. Strangely enough, no woman seemed
obliged to subtract rows of weaving because her hand was too large
for the customary measurements.
A cap is begun like all other close-twine baskets. Without going

into technicalities later described in detail, it may be assumed that
three-strand twining at the center has changed to plain two-strand
twining, and that the turn from the bottom to the side is about to be
made. Here, for caps, one round of three-strand twining is put in.
From the center to this cord-like arav, as the Karok call it, represents

Mig. 6. Cap measurements. All taken with the right hand.

the first stage of the cap ; it is checked for size at this point (fig. 6).
When a cap maker places the knuckle of her right hand on the arav,
the tip of her second finger should just span the circle. The distance
from this same arav to the finished cap edge must also be equal to the
length from knuckle to second finger tip. Ordinarily, when a woman

is asked how she knows her cap is right size, she dem6nstrates these
two measurements. Beyond that, to most weavers, the matter is one of
recognizing when the correct shape has been achieved. Several
asserted that even a beginner could tell what a cap should look like
but that very few of any age can weave the shape which looks well
and fits the head. Indian women were able to criticize the fit of a hat
from the basket prints; the one in figure 6 was styled a "wearable"
hat. There have been native styles in shapes. No. 28 spoke of No.
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37 as making hats a little smaller at the top than is favored today;
the tapering sides are a clue to the work of an old-time cap maker.
A third measurement, the head size, was given me by a few Karok

weavers. They demonstrated by spreading their fingers out as widely
as possible, so that the thumb and tips just touch the inside walls. I
mentioned hearing of a stick equal to the correct diameter. The
women protested at a real cap maker needing more than appearance
and her hand to guide her. However, the use of cap molds is a device
known the length of the river and no apologies were ever offered for
it. In addition to the two major measurements and a third, less fre-
quently used, two others were demonstrated: the distance from the
cord-like arav at the lower turn to the corresponding arav near the
upper edge, enclosing what will be referred to later as the main pat-
tern zone, should equal the length from the knuckle to the first finger
tip; and from the arav at the turn to the beginning of the main design
motive should equal the distance from the first finger joint to tip, as
some put it, or about seven or eight twining courses.

Judging from the unanimity of opinions upon the correct appear-
ance of a finished cap and the universally used formulae for seeking
its attainment, one might think today's products could differ little in
proportions from yesterday's. Older women, however, profess to see
lowered standards with respect to shapes-some too shallow, some too
deep-coupled with too great proneness to make a pretty affair which
only approximates the conventional cap. Then, too, the modern caps
even for Indian women's wear are of various sizes, whereas the old
caps and those made today over root molds are uniform to begin with,
dampened and stretched to fit the head after completion, if necessary.
If there are marked variations in sizes they are due to carelessness or
inability. Not once did I hear of a possible substitution for the tra-
ditional cap proportions.

Contour is all important in a cap. The most favorable reaction to
a photograph is that which stresses the probable fit of a cap; the most
uncomplimentary statement that can be made about one is that the
shape resembles a soup basket. The condemnation does not strike
informants as facetious; it is descriptive of the slightly bulging sides
and shallowness. Thus, the cap in plate 28a was given credit for a
pretty design but the size looked big, a little wide for a wearable
shape. A more outstanding instance is illustrated by the specimen
in plate 28b. In the print shown the women no top was visible.
Twenty-nine informants commented upon the basket design. One
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noted that a fancy basket had been included among a group of caps;
the other informants apparently did not suspect the basket was
intended for a cap. Contrasting the contour with that of the majority
of caps explains why the example would not excite comment even as a
poor cap; it is a typical soup-basket shape.

TABLE 8
CAP PROPORaTIOS

Measurements
in inches

Eleight Circum-
ference

Illustration I

Plate 30a
Plate 26b
Plate 30b

Plate 21b

Plate 31b
Plate 26a

Plate 23b 3.5

Plate 24b 3.25
Plate 19a 3.
Plate 25a 3.13

3.25

Ratio
per cent
height to
circum-
ference

Informants' estimates

3.75 20.38 18 Good, No. 28
4.25 23.5 18 Too tall, No. 39
3.75 22. 17 Good, No. 28
4. 23. 17 Poor, No. 17
3.75 22.13 17 Good, Nos. 21, 26,36

Too high, No. 8
4. 23.75 17 Good, Nos. 3, 4, 22, 23, 28,

32, 39
3.75 23. 16 Poor, No. 17
3.5 21.5 16 Good, No 28
3.5 22. 16 Good, Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 21, 28,

32, 36, 39
3.25 22.38 15 Good, Nos. 28, 32

Not good, No. 3
22.75
22.63
21.25
22.25
23.

15
14
14
14
14

Good, Nos. 3, 4, 39

Good, No. 8

1-1610 Plate 25b 3.25 22.88 14 Good, Nos. 8, 17
1-1804 3.25 23.13 14 Poor, Nos. 8, 39
1-1831 3.25 22.5 14 Good, Nos. 8,17, 39
1-1609 Plate 24a 2.75 20. 14 Good, Nos. 4, 22, 23, 27, 32,

39
1-20824 Plate 19b 3. 22.25 13 Good, Nos. 2, 5, 6, 12, 31, 32,

36, 39
1-20822 2.75 22.88 12 Poor, Nos. 20, 36
1-27877 2.5 23.5 11 Poor, Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13,

22, 23, 27, 28, 32, 33

Table 8 indicates the relation between height and circumference
of caps. The table cannot a-void being misleading. Caps with the
identical proportions and measurements might vary enough in contour
to class one as the better. Take, for example, the difference in opinions
expressed about the two whose per cent ratio is 18. Both Nos. 28 and
39, Karok, know basketry products from long experience. Again, note
the variation between the cap pictured in plate 26a and specimen

Specimen
number

1-26812
1-371
1-27054
1-1498
1-1593

1-1496

1-11646
1-27055
1-20834

1-27174

1-27175
1-1692
1-4384
1-1439
1-374
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11646 (not illustrated). The first is commented upon as a good
example by nine weavers; the other, of the same proportions, is called
poor by an expert. The range of accepted relation between height and
circumference is close. With the caps of 18 per cent ratio in doubt,
and those of 11 to 12 per cent ratios indubitably too low, the propor-
tions of eighteen caps are condensed within a range of five points.

a b c

Fig. 7. Cap proportions. a, too high; b, right size; c, too low.

COLOR COMBINATIONS AND INTOLERANCES

COMBINATIONS FOR FOOD BASKEITS

Color combinations are stylicized for Yurok-Karok baskets. The
three baskets shown in plates 7c, 8c, 9c, and others similar to them,
came in for a good deal of criticism. The point at issue is the use of
black or dyed fern in food baskets. By analysis at the museum fifteen
soup or cooking baskets were found in which ferns are either an
integral part of the design or used in a manner to suggest an indi-
vidual property mark. Reference will again be made to this feature
of its use. In these baskets black fern, as well as the customarily dis-
carded red half of its stem, and dyed giant fern bar off design zones
with horizontal lines or underline portions of motives. There are no
solidly woven units, but ferns are unmistakably present. The mysti-
fying element is the almost unanimous disapproval of their use. To
my informants baskets like those illustrated represent a radical break-
ing down of tradition. Food basket shapes with black fern in their
makeup were characterized as fancy baskets. With the single excep-
tion of a Karok weaver, informants declared that no Indian would eat
out of any fern-decorated container, that the baskets within the print
collection in which fern appears must have been made to sell.
Possibly, it was argued, what showed as black in the picture was the
brown outer surface of redwood root. That is used as it comes to hand
with no thought of the color contrast presented. The matter of cor-
reetness cannot be dismissed simply by feeling that fern stains what-
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ever soup is left standing in the basket, because redwood, also, does
that. One informant thought black fern was too hard to put in, but
that is an improbable reason since the woodwardia has very long
strands and it is equally taboo. The old people, as the former genera-
tions are called, would have gone a long time without acorn soup
before they would have eaten from such cups; a medicine man would
never compromise; they themselves cannot use them. Cups woven
with fern are not right, they are against old Indian law, and the usual
bad luck is implicated in their use. In former days even the prettiest
cooking and eating baskets were not fancy, but nowadays they are
more easily sold with the gloss and color of fern to contrast with the
dull roots.

The single exception to this concensus of opinion is that of a Karok
informant. She remembers an old woman in the vicinity who made
food baskets with black fern in the patterning. This old weaver was a
good basket maker, as several could tell me, but no one else connected
her with any violation of a tradition. That it is a widespread tradition
is indicated by the different localities in which it is alive as a memory
from a former generation. No. 42 was taught by her mother, a down-
river woman, to run in a short series of black fern stitches marking
the place to begin each new course. This is a mechanical device, she
explained; it does not fall under the description of a basket design;
consequently it does not violate the tradition.

All this might be convincing had I not discovered that among the
fifteen baskets in the Museum which have fern in their makeup, nine
likewise show unmistakable signs of having been used for cooking or
serving food. Some specimens were used as far back as twenty-five
to thirty years ago. The tradition can neither have grown up since
then nor is it reasonable to suppose that all of the seventeen inform-
ants who objected to the presence of fern decorations in food baskets
should have forgotten in so short a time. I do not know of any state-
ment that gives a hint for the solution of the puzzle.

COMBINATIONS FOR CAPS

Just as white grass is the only traditional contrast for brownish
roots in food baskets, so in caps color choice is strictly limited; they
may be black and white or red and white. To the black-white com-
bination yellow-dyed quills or their substitute, dyed grass, may be
added; to the red-white combination black fern is the one additional
possibility. Questions of native tastes are implicated in any other
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permutation of the four colors. For example, a little black fern gives
richness to a red-white cap, but red-dyed fern is never to be put into
a black-white cap. The latter is characterized as a " nice " or " dressy"
cap. Women of both tribes consider red the more commonplace
color, the Karok evaluation largely based on the availability of wood-
wardia compared with fine white grass and black fern; these must
come from a distance. The consequent higher rating accorded to
imported materials by the Karok is partly due also to the commercial
aspect. They would have difficulty in competing with Yurok basket
makers were they to confine themselves to the plentiful giant fern.

As for yellow-dyed quills in a red-white cap, weavers are almost
unanimous in saying that the colors do not go well together. Two
Yurok women had never seen the combination; a Karok weaver gen-
eralized for her tribe by declaring yellow and red were never put in
the same basket. Only one informant in the whole number had chosen
to work quills and alder-dyed fern into a design. She described to
me a flint mark of which the larger area was red, the edging yellow.
She said it was pretty. One other woman had seen the two colors in
combination; the rest were emphat,ic that they were never put together.
Most of my informants received the question of combining red and
yellow in a manner to indicate that it was an unnecessary one.

To basket makers yellow quills are not only evidence of an elegant
cap, but the color itself is striking. A down-river cap maker fre-
quently visualized the pictures of baskets as they might be developed
in certain colors. In all her descriptions yellow was used in smallest
amount. She explained that the larger areas in a motive should be of
black fern because the strong color area of quills needs the balance of
dark. What she actually said was that no one would ever make a big
mark of yellow quills and a little mark of black fern. Either form of
expression has the familiar sound of a fundamental principle in color
harmony. One other convention is observed by weavers: yellow,
wherever it appears, is surrounded by black. A much-discussed cap
(pl. 19a) which lacks a transition band of white grass on either side
of the main decorative zone, was excused for the omission on this
basis: if quills were used in the motive then they would need black
borders to give contrast; against white they would not show up well
and the whole reason for quills in a basket would be lost. The possi-
bility of yellow figures on a white ground with no black elsewhere
in the basket was inconceivable to every informant to whom it was
offered as an experimental suggestion.
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DESIGN

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN BASKET TYPES AND PATTERNS

In theory, any design is suitable for any basket. In practice, the
weaver who followed that generalization blindly would find herself
running counter toi traditional -usages. For a big basket one chooses
big marks like that in plate 18b; for a small basket there are small
marks. A plain work cap should have a plain design like a flint mark
with no secondary inner motives; elementary patterns of dots and
stripes are sufficiently decorative for a tobacco storage basket-these
and other conventions indicate a fully developed group of restrictions.

b
a

Fig. 8. Correlation between basket type and pattern. a-e, designs suitable
for food baskets.

Criticism brought forth by certain of the prints was based on the very
fact that a wrong design had been chosen for a particular basket. It is
true, however, that there is no one mark which is always to be placed
in a single type of basket. It is quite possible to extend a type to
include several baskets of similar features. Thus, mealing trays,
sifters, and the modern table mats use the same designs inter-
changeably. Modified to suitable proportions these designs are also
to be found in the cooking and eating baskets (fig. 8). For caps and
fancy baskets the designs must not only be made smaller or modified,
but some are eliminated entirely. Informants' reaetions on these
points are positive.
A good deal of discussion pro and con was provoked by one design

(pl. 38b). To some informants it was a traditional mark, to others,
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a new mark. Its place in this connection has to do with expressed
opinion§ as to whether it' is or is not a true basket design. Seven
women from as many localities along the Klamath declared the motive
to be similar to the painted marks on the netted headdresses worn
by men in the Jumping dance.'9 Whether the mark is a copy or an
old design poorly rendered, as some believe, the most significant
feature of the discussion may be stated in a sentence: if it is a dance
regalia mark, it is not suitable for a basketry design. Karok weavers
say they do not take over the characteristic design forms of one craft
to use in another. A woman would not live long who wove a dance
painting in a basket. One with a conscience would not weave such a
mark in a soup basket for any money, thought No. 38. Through her
action bad luck might be passed on to someone who ate from the
basket. In the Asisufunuk district on the edge of upper Karok ter-
rifory, No. 42 knew it was bad luck to mix dance marks with basketry
designs although she had never seen any particular design which
impressed her as having been taken over from dance forms.

There may have been no connection in the weaver's mind between
the painted dance mark and the design under discussion. Basketry
design names are applied to decorative figures carved and painted on
paddles, purses, skins, and other objects by Yurok men. The figures
are without significance; the names solely descriptive.20 Apparently
the prohibition against similarity of designs, if there really is such a
prohibition, is directed only toward the women's craft. The Karok
position, too, is hard to reconcile with the statement of one of them,
No. 26, that the first basket marks were copies of the men's decorations
for their arrows.

Food Basket Designs

Plain designs are particularly approved for use in food baskets.
Patterns which require frequent breaking of the overlay are less apt
to be watertight. A fancy mark therefore is neither correct choice nor
good taste for baskets which must hold water. On that score two
designs were criticized (fig. 9). That they are more elaborate than
some which were admired because they harmonized perfectly with the
soup basket type is a matter which eannot be argued very satisfac-
torily. Just why the design in plate lla should seem easy and there-
fore suitable by comparison with those in figure 9 was not made clear

19 Compare the illustration in this series, vol. 1, pl. 7, fig. 2.
20 Kroeber, Basket Designs, 130.
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by any informant, nor did it seem clear to any informant. The motives
in figure 8 were accepted as simple, unpretentious designs for baskets
in common use.

a

Fig. 9. Correlation between basket type and pattern. a, b, designs
inappropriate for food baskets.

Storage Basket Designs

Tall baskets like the large containers for fish and seeds were usually
marked in longitudinal rather than in horizontal patterns (fig. 10a, b).
Quite aside from the question of aesthetics, technique is simplified by
the choice. Once the "running" mark, as the Karok call a longi-

_l ~ X

b~~~~~~~~~~~

a
Mig. 10. Storage basket designs. a, "running" mark; b, the same, called

a "double"I mark when used in this position.

tudialmrk,is st, the work progrsses by regularly twining over

tuia max,i et cr

more or fewer st-icks to. right or left o-f those used for the pattern in
the preceding course. Counting the sticks used for the pattern in the
fir-st co-urse is all that is necessary in the way of actual computation;
after that the design takes care of itself. No single design placed

100,11-1

kk
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horizontally could pleasingly fill the space on a big basket. Yurok-
Karok motives scaled to the size of the large basket would appear
heavy and coarse, consequently the need for two or more horizontal
bands is recognized. This means counting the sticks used in the design
at least twice, occasionally more times (pls. 34b, 36b). Doubled
horizontal designs are hard to do; a running mark is easy after the
first pattern course.

Dress Cap Designs

Women tell of going to dances where all was unimportant to them
except the appearance of unusual basketry designs or old ones given
an individual twist. The finest examples of weaving are displayed
during the closing hours of a dance; for these a girl saves her newest
or best cap. Formerly it might be embellished by fastening dentalium
money and woodpecker crests to the top. Dress caps worn purely

a b
Fig. 11. Relationship between design and use. a, suitable for a food basket;

b, the traditional modification for use on a dress cap.

for display allow the greatest apparent freedom of aesthetic expres-
sion. Because they can be indicative of something in the way of real
distinction, the failure to make the most of an opportunity is judged
severely. To put a design in a cap which would do as well or better
in a soup basket is effort wasted to no effect; it merits censure. The
designs in figure 8 are not for caps under any circumstances; that in
figure lla must be changed to use only half the motive alternately
reversing it.

The cap pictured in plate 22a was flayed by nineteen out of
twenty-seven weavers on the basis of two poor choices: it contains
unrelated designs, and worse, the main motive belongs in an acorn cup.
Some young weaver who did not know much about baskets might make
such patchwork for practice but it is not the design for a cap. In
spite of appreciation for the technique the whole thing is wrong.
Of that fact six older weavers had no doubts.

The flint mark with all the recently added secondary motives is
par excellence the choice for caps. So simple an arrangement as that
in plate 24a received approbation from the majority of women who
commented on it. To them it seemed harmonious and in good taste.
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Pancy Basket Designs

Complete freedom in design choice is allowed the maker of a fancy
basket. All cap designs are appropriate because they represent the
finest Yurok-Karok decorations. Besides these, the range of possible
fancy basket sizes permits selection from the large striking designs
common in food basket types. In other words, since the white people
who buy do not know or care about traditional interrelations and the
fancy basket exists to please them, things that every weaver recognizes
as heretical may be done in its name. The rejoinder, upon questioning
as to harmony of shape, design, and coloring, is that the fancy basket
is "just a basket." Informants mean that the type has no standard-
izing conventions; all that counts is its salability. To take the example
shown in plate 41a: it is shaped like a soup basket but it is surfaced
with white grass overlay; it might have been meant for a cap because
of its design areas but it is not cap shape. If, then, by reason of shape
or materials, it is neither food basket nor cap, yet it can still be a good
sale basket.

The most admired fancy basket in the print collection is that in
plate 43b. Eight weavers asked for a duplicate print from which to
copy. Commendable features are the shape, the simple variation of a
traditional design, and the striking space divisions offering possibili-
ties for color contrasts. A group of baskets similar to those in plates
37b and 43a were also admired. Each shows a lower band of decora-
tion, a recognized detail at the turn of a cap. If the band is decora-
tive on a cap it is equally appropriate for a fancy basket.

PRESCRIBED DESIGN ARRANGEMENTS FOR BASKET TYPES

To have a basket accounted a perfect example of its type is a
phenomenal occurrence. Under the scrutiny of working experts
irregularities and mistakes rarely escape detection. Appreciation of
all the selective phases involved, materials, designs, and proportions,
leads a weaver to put her finger unerringly on the weak spot. Basketry
is little different from the historical crafts dependent upon eye and
hand; as with them it has prescribed conventions. Behind them are
the weight of tribal tradition and also the Indian woman's feeling for
space division-a feeling similar to our own. Her evaluations will be
made more familiar by analysis of examples from the several basket
types; these most nearly conform to Yurok-Karok ideas of design
excellence.
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Prescribed Design Arrangements for Caps

Basket makers commend first of all a time-honored design. If a
picture showed one, then its proper disposition within the allotted
space was quickly verified. For example, there are three established
decorative zones on a cap (fig. 12). The first is from the center to
the three-strand twine at the turn of the base to the side wall. Any
sort of little pattern may be used around the center but good taste
dictates that it shall be a suitable complement to the cap.'s main design.

Fig. 12. Traditional number and proportionate size of decorative zones for a cap.

Plates 22a and 33b show a plain circular band, inadequate no matter
what pattern is planned for the side; a band does not do justice to a
dress cap. The second, the main zone, extends from the three-strand
twine at the turn on the side to the same cord-like effect near the
top edge. Long ago, the oldest Yurok informant said, a weaver did
not start the main mark right at the turn; there was always a shallow
border of straight or slanting stripes which extended over the edge;
after the stripes there were several rows of plain white grass overlay
and then the big mark. The cap in figure 12 is good, but the one
in plate 19a lacks the plain white courses to set off the main motive.
To those weavers intent upon design arrangement the cap looks
unfinished; to older women, with memories of earlier ways, it is not. a
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conventional cap treatment. An old woman, according to one of them,
would not wear a cap like the latter example although a young woman
might not know it was wrong. On a good cap there are always three
or four units within the main decorative area. This is a pleasing space
division not crowded. The cap in plate 26a is a good example. What-
ever number of courses of plain grass-overlay border the lower side of
the main zone, that same number should be woven for the upper side.
After this the border used at the turn of the cap is duplicated. One
exIample was proved to be imperfect because it had seven courses on
the lower side, only six on the upper; the cap in figure 12 st,ill holds
first place with respect to conventions.

The upper edge of a cap, as a weaver works on it, constitutes the
third zone. If there is no design within this the cap is characterized
as "half finished" (pl. 23b).21 Whatever motive is woven here should
harmonize with the main one in particular; it should be placed to
give balance to the whole effect. Here the specimen in figure 12 loses
rank. It lacks the required rows of overlay, according to Karok pro-
fessionals, Nos. 36 and 41. Seven rows are too few; there should be
nine or eleven rows. As judgments were finally checked, two caps
(pls. 19b, 26a) were able to measure up in all particulars; they were
admired for their shape, design choices, and workmanship without a
dissenting voice. It was often said whoever made them knew exactly
how caps should look. However, the original photograph of the cap
in plate 19a, upon which my informants gave their opinions, was not
tilted to show the T-forms as this view does. I feel confident the
women would have objected to the letters as unconventional, "new."

There was equal unanimity of opinion regarding the two poorest
caps in the print collection. Every informant commented upon either
one or the other. They are too shallow to fit the head; the shapes are
weak; the main design in the one illustrated (pl. 27b) is lost in the
surrounding space. Any of these points we ourselves would second
without question.

Prescribed Design Arrangements for FPood Types

Ordinarily, the crosswise axis of designs in food baskets is placed
well above the side center of the basket. Sometimes the two strength-
ening encircling roots are made a part of the pattern; occasionally,

21 "No California language is known to have any expression for fractions.
There is always a word for half, but it seems to mean 'part' or 'division'
rather than the exact mathematical ratio."IKroeber, Handbook, 879.
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they confine a smaller subsidiary band above the main design unit.
Where they are lacking, the alternately reversed motive, so favored by
Yurok-Karok weavers, gives the impression of a center axis. Two
food baskets (pls. 7a, 12b) are similar in design. Both are good but
the latter is the better; the difference rests upon the few courses of
unfaced twining root which edge the basket. A young weaver eager
to finish her work rationalizes that a design extending to the top is
prettier, newer; the old weaver says someone was in too much of a
hurry; that -a good basket has the rounds of plain root at the top,
always.

The specimen shown in plate 12a., and the basket just analyzed
(pl. 12b), were pointed out as good examples. They have the approved
shapes, the simple old flint marks, the well proportioned design units
to which every weaver responds. Moreover, the relationship between
th.e size of the container and the design is harmonious. By contrast
with such standards, the designs in plates 7b and 8b are out of scale
with the basket sizes, the design in plate llc is too crowded, and those
in plates 15b and 16b are placed too low. The small rectangular
motives below the main mark in the last basket were interpreted as a
confessed error. Obviously they are not part of the big wax'poo
mark; they indicated to my informants that the weaver did not rip
out her work, but abandoned the false start to begin a different design
higher up where a pattern band is conventionally set.

Prescribed Design Arrangements for Fancy Baskets

For the so-called fancy basket there are no conventional zones of
decoration because there a-re no traditions governing it. Designs
therefore must be judged independent of established arrangement,
solely from the standpoint of whether they do or do not fill the space
well. One basket design (pl. 43b) has been referred to as a favorite.
It represents an extension of the two or three superimposed flint
marks familiar in work and dress caps. The spiral is not particularly
common in the old storage baskets; in them the decoration is more
often longitudinal or horizontal. Designs spiralling from the lower
turn of the basket flourished during the era of covered bottles (pl. 51c)
and cylindrical flower containers. The advantage of a running mark
over a series of horizontal bands has been mentioned in a preceding
section. Spiral designs still hold favor in fancy baskets as evidenced
by plates 38a and 45a.
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One of the most familiar arrangements is the inversion of alternate
design units. There is no attempt to give a true reciprocal effect to
t.he ground and pattern. Informants expressed a feeling that the
smaller motives should be organized by attachment to a center line.
The design in plate 29a was judged better proportioned and better
unified than the one in plate 29b, which is practically the same mark.
The latter is not wrong, according to some informants, but the ele-
ments look scattered. Conventional treatment involving a center line
holds less often for the larger than for the smaller baskets. The
design in plate 38b depends upon a line for unity; the one in plate 37b
represents the same placing of the motive without the line and the
arrangement was very generally admired.

Prescribed Design Arrangewbents for Jumping D-ance Baskets

Only six of the forty-three informants ha,ve made Jumping dance
baskets. It is somewhat surprising, in view of the small number, that
there should be such unanimity of opinion upon the subject of the
correct decorative treatment. No. 22 described the old dance baskets
as patterned at each end of the woven piece and left plain through the
center.22 The nearest correct a.mong the prints shown here are those
illustrated in plates 55e and 56d. No. 11 said the old baskets had a
little design but that t.he new kind have a pretty design. This seems
to state the difference fairly well. The older women agree that there
should not be too much decoration on a dance basket and that the
design should be unified; that it should consist of a single composite
mark or its elements. Plate 56a has too many little marks along its
length for good taste. The print which aroused AImost jmiversal
condemnation pictures a basket (pl. 56c) with three motives: triangles,
stripes, and the wax'poo mark. The last element spoils the entire
effect. Informants interpreted the mixture as due to a liking for
display of technical ability. Or, the basket might be the work of a
Hupa weaver, synonymous, from the Yurok-Karok standpoint, to say-
ing that the work is touched by modern extravagance. Eleven inform-
ants held similar views to these. One dissenter, a young woman, felt
sure that a dance basket ought to be floridly decorated.

22 Compare GoddardIs deseription: "Four bands of small designs encircle
the basket."' The Hupa, 86.
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PRESCRIBED TREATMENT OF DESIGN MOTIVES

One cannot say with certainty what disposition of motives is due
to tradition and what to crystallization of technically simple methods
into habits. Of some details weavers speak in terms of "should" and
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Fig. 13. Design elements in frequent use. a, flint (Y), flint-like (K); b,
snake (Y), long worm (K); c, spread finger or spread hand (Y), frog hand (K));
d, sharp tooth (Y), points (K); e, zigzag; f, sitting (Y), snake nose (K); g,
ladder (Y), cut wood (K); h, wax'poo (Y), apxanko'ikoi (K); , foot; j, straight
stripes; k, slant stripes; I, elk (Y), cut wood (K).

"should not. " Where no technique is implicated, even remotely, these
are conventions. For instance, the direction in which a series of
superimposed flint marks progresses. It was emphasized many times
that the Yurok-]Elarok series always go from lower left to upper right
in a basket and that the slant of the flint mark ends is in the opposite
direction. Ecceptions to this rule are considered errors. The three
examples varying from the standard were discovered by several
weavers.
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Flint Marks

In earlier days the flint mark was a plain area (pl. 33a). A num-
ber of the older informants recalled this and added that the inner
motives have been developed recently as attractive sale features. Such
statements cannot be disproved, although caps of the plain flint mark
were sold even in the legendary days. There is comparatively little
secondary decoration of design motives even now, and that decoration
is simple: flints are centered by smaller motives or are subdivided into
two, occasionally three areas. The resultant shapes in the latter case
are standardized by placing the transverse line element diagonally
from the lower left corner to the upper right. When flints are placed
one above the other so that the diagonal line separates areas of iden-
tical size, an accepted equivalent for the native name meaning divided
flints is one meaning triangles. There are few perfect examples of
such designs. The wonder is not that there are so many which fall
short of the ideal, but that there are so many examples of partial suc-
cess. To take plate 24a for analysis. It would seem a very simple
thing to place one flint over another so that a single slanting line would
divide them into right isosceles triangles. But that line is set by the
first course of pattern twining, after which it progresses inexorably at
the rate of one stitch a row in the direction given it by the coarseness
of the basket; that is, with fine sticks, the line will be steep; with large
sticks, the line will be low and the diagonal correspondingly nearer
the horizontal. Efforts to redirect the line can never be invisible
(pl. 54a). It devolves, then, upon the weaver to adjust the triangles
to the direction of the slant. In weaving the cap in plate 24a the lower
line was extended too far beyond the space making the diagonal. This
created the base for a triangle which could not come to a point in the
number of courses allowed for its height, and the damage was done:
its companion to the left above must be made the same size. A Yurok
weaver of mediocre ability said she often used this pattern because it
is easy; an expert declared it was hard to get the corners all equal
in size. The latter informant pointed to the cap shown in plate 27a
as an excellent example. If the little marks on the bottom had matched
the flints on the side and upper edge, the cap could have been called
perfect. A few nice caps which fail from the standpoint of exact
division of motives are those in plates 20a, 28a, and 31a. The design
in the first might have been remedied, it was suggested, by planning
two decorative lines through the center.
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Elaboration of the diagonal line is fairly common; small motives
such as those in the flint mark just noted are enlarged to the import-
ance of those in plates 30a and 43b; the motives may be left plain or
striped. It is significant that fantastic effects are not an object in
adding details to an old mark; the reason, probably, why an array of
small lozenges strikes weavers as crowded and meaningless (pl. 31b).
Technique would seem to be in no way responsible for these
standardized tastes.

The Snake Mark and the Zigzag

The snake mark (fig. 13b) is a popular inner motive for flint and
other larger design elements. But it is not correct to use it alone as
in plates 38a and 45a; it should always be a part of a design. More
drastically, the foot mark (fig. 13i, pl. 6b) lost, through reversal on a
center bar, not only its familiar aspect as an old basket pattern but
even its right to be regarded as an authentic one. The tradition had
been set aside for the novelty, and in return the novelty was denied
recognition.

The design in plate 14a is not correctly made. When a zigzag
motive is put in a basket both upper and lower series of angles come
to one twining turn, not three as this example shows. A good worker
would not render a design so carelessly.

The Wax'poo Mark

Habits long followed by informants and the older women who
taught them are probably responsible for dogmatic statements. It was
agreed that the baskets pictured in plates 19b and 36b are very good
baskets; all the quadrilaterals in the designs are equal in width. No
one found any fault with the wax'poo mark when it was made in this
fashion; only a few women unequivocally admired the similar motives
in plates 20b; and 40a, as well done from the point of workmanship.
Other weavers-eight in the case of the latter basket-said it was a
pretty design when done correctly but that its different widths were
wrong. Here, it may be a case of technique influencing convention.
Repetition of one width is far simpler than the computation of pleasing
variations. The design in plate 20b might satisfy our sense of light
and dark balance rather better than that in plate 19b, which is, after
all, a trifle heavy looking. Whether or not gradations were attempted
in the former basket, the result shows what might be expected to
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happen in a majority of cases. Two Yurok women even went so far as
to say that the quadrilaterals must equal in width the height of the
triangle used with them. Most triangles have a base line of eleven or
thirteen twining turns; the apex is reached in six or seven courses.
Under the limitation imposed by the Yurok informants the whole
motive would be very thin. Usually this point, if it is a real one,
is ignored.

"OLD" AND "NEW" MARKS

Basket designs among both Yurok and Karok weavers are spoken
of as marks. The word appears as noun and verb: a woman marks her
ba,sket, or she makes a mark in her basket, an unconsciously correct
statement concerning any form of structural decoration. Inci-
dentally, I never heard a woman say she put a design " on " her basket.

Whatever the subsequent characterization, a weaver's first reaction
to a design motive is to place it within the category of old or new
marks. The validity of the classification depends to some degree upon
locality, the informant's age, and her real knowledge of designs.
There is a universal assumption that everyone knows every old mark.
It would be more nearly correct to say that everyone is supposed to
know them. A design has certain identifying stylistic features, but
far more important is the fact that each old design has its name or
names; the number in itself does not raise or lower standing. Design
names are essentially identification tags. They call to the weaver's
mind specific forms. Women make no effort to interpret basketry
motives subjectively; I met with no attempt to render any of their
phases mysterious. In fact, one or two informants became self-
conscious, ill at ease, when asked for a design's symbolic meaning.
It was as if a meaning were something'they ought to know but were
unaware of. Karok women told the story of the snake who watched
the old-time weavers use many isosceles triangles in their baskets.
When he saw the design was a favorite he said, "Here is my nose for
a basket mark. " On the upper Klamath weavers tell the same about
the deer and his excrement; at Rekwoi there is the story of the elk
and his hand. In this version the elk places his mark in a basket.
The stories are amusing to the tellers. No. 28 explained that the
triangular mark need not really look like or represent a snake nose;
it is just called that.23

28Cf. Kroeber's discussion of symbolism in California basketry in Basket
Designs, 159-162.
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In most instances the name given to a design by Yurok and by
Karok women, although it might be stated in different ways, was
virtually the sa.me. Thus, the same motive (pl. 27a) is interpreted
as a flint element diagonally bisected by a band of stripes, and also as
two isosceles triangles separated by stripes. Another well-known
design (pl. 28a) is called "points going up" with the snake mark
through the center; or, it is described equally well by its three ele-
ments: flint, points, and snake. In the first case the native names
imply division of a complete unit; in the second, the units are reduced
to their component elements each of which is recognized by name.
However, the simplicity of the criterion by which a design is accorded
rank as a tribal mark is only apparent. To be a.ble to resolve a design
into elements bearing traditional names is not unquestioned proof to
a weaver that the mark is an old one unless, also, the' grouping of
those elements is conventional. The necessity of this latter recogni-
tion may be read from informants' reactions toward the design in
plate 6b. The same basket has been mentioned in another connection;
it drew comments from thirty-two women, an unusually large per-
centage. Teii of the number analyzed the motive as a legitimate
rearrangement of the widely known foot mark plus an extra element,
the bar. For the bar, a stripe element in horizontal position, there is
no name. The remaining twenty-two informants failed to see famil-
iarity in. the elements, or repudiated the whole motive by dubbing it
"copied from a patchwork quilt. " A second similar example (pl. 24b)
shows two countered isosceles triangles, apices touching the opposite
ends of a horizontal bar. Eleven of the fourteen informants saw in
this arrangement something clearly unconventional. The device of
counterchange, to one aspect of which Yurok-Karok weavers are
addicted, and the mere addition of a rectangular element, an indis-
pensable portion of several well-known marks, threw both designs out
of the class of old designs and into the new, nameless class. Even
without an extra element, triangles in different relations to each other
may be disapproved of. No. 18, Yurok, and No. 21, Karok, compared
the designs in plates 6c and 8a; they called the latter an innovation,
an old mark put together the wrong way (fig. 14).

Since most weavers assume that every basket maker knows the
-complete catalogue of tribally recognized designs, their names, and
their correct arrangement, an informant's. declaration that she has
never seen a mark is usually equivalent to her statement that the
mark lacks tribal standing. In that case it has no name, and, accord-
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ing to any Yurok-Karok weaver, it can never hope to have one no
matter how old in years and familiar through usage it may become.
No. 5 was the only woman to remember having seen the motive in
plate 28b. She had been taught the design when a child because it
was easy. It had no name then and my explanation of an X mark
as a countering of two portions of the time-worn zigzag did not really
bear on the matter. A mark has recognition, it can in no way achieve
it. Any new design is handicapped. Some basket maker, they say,
will always be left to know that the mark is outside the pale. The
old people of earliest days named the patterns; since then whatever
new marks have come into use are called "made-up," to be described
in terms of their resemblance to tribal marks or as copies of foreign
inspiration.

a b c

Fig. 14. Arrangement of elements. a, familiar combination of sitting (Y) or
snake nose (K); b, bases joined through center, called "right"; c, apices joined
through center, called "wrong.)"

The swastika is known by a few informants as an Indian design.
Half of it is pictured by Kroeber among standard basketry design
elements; it is also to be found earved on acorn soup paddles. It is
supposed, according to his informants, to represent the tail of a
swallow; it has a name.24 Nos. 28 and 29 had never seen the swallow
mark; they call it part of an Indian good-luck symbol, of no rank
among Yurok-Karok weavers. Farther up the river at Inam, when
the family's collection of baskets had been arranged for photograph-
ing, No. 41 hurried forward to snatch from the group a small soup
basket marked with five swastika elements. She had copied the design
while it was having a period of popularity in the locality, but the
design was not on a par with the older ones and it should not appear
in the picture.

Karok women were given to comparing the decorations in the print
collection with their memories of old storage basket designs. If the
two tallied, it was by way of accrediting the later designs as worthy
successors of traditional forms.

24 Kroeber, Basket Designs, 127.
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A curious irregularity to the rule that -every old pattern has a
name is illustrated by a type of design whose origin may have been
accidental. A Karok informant admired the ideal planning of the
basket design in plate 9a: background and pattern are duplicates.
When the two are truly complemental as in plate le, either is con-
ceivably the objective the weaver had in mind; that is, she may have
been working toward a positive or a negative color effect. The first
old basket makers, said No. 29, had experimented with possible divi-
sions of a pattern zone to the stage where right placing of some motives
automatically created for weavers a second design, complemental to
but not identical with the first design. A basket mark of this latter
type, one which owes its origin to the negative ground become positive
pattern, has no name. Yet, it cannot be relegated, consistently, to the
status of a new mark since it is so oftenl a resultant of calculated or
accident.al placing of the most orthodox designs. The motive in plate
llb is the ground complement of the foot mark. In spite of the exact
duplication of each detail its position in the Yurok-Karok scheme is
anomalous. Similarly, the basket design in plate le was described
by four informants as being "like the foot mark." They could offer
no reason for denying the two designs rank along with the old, but
they and their kind can never attain it.

I found no one who had made a point of developing the potentiali-
ties of the ground-as-pattern idea; the woman with limited repertory
does not undertake experimentation, and the best weavers care little
about playing with technique.

Lost Designs

An old design with a long history may be lost to a community.
Informants often recognized an element or basket mark which was
once familiar but has dropped out of the local repertory. A few of
the prints requested of me were to renew a memory of patterns which
weavers had known but remembered too faintly to produce. Possibly
their oldest baskets had been burned or sold off. In that case a hard
mark, which presents difficulties in setting its first pattern row, dis-
appeared from sight the more speedily since models to copy from were
lacking. In the course of time these designs a-re forgotten by the
older women; the younger generation of weavers have never known
them and so they descend to the status of copied or invented marks.
Some of those almost scornfully condemned as new, must have had a
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former history. One or two such cases were recalled by my informants.
No. 26, very old, and her sister, No. 24, in another locality, looked
through the basket prints unsuccessfully to find the crane foot mark
which they had known. It was a hard design to set but had been a
favorite among the women of their mother's time.
A mark which used to be common is the "crab, his hand," to be

seen around the bottom of the cap in plate 33a. Another cap in the
collection shows the motive in three countered pairs of widely sepa-
rated units (pl. 22b). The reactions to this pattern were definite:
twenty-nine women had never seen the design or else characterized it
as an invented mark; two women thought it might be a copy from
linoleum or a patohed quilt; one weaver thought it a little like Yurok
points (fig. 13g); No. 18 gave it a name. The same mark appears on
several baskets made by No. 16, a very old informant, who copied it
from her mother's work (pl. 2b). The last three weavers are Yurok.
I found. a variation of the pattern on one of the, basket fragments
which No. 27, a Karok, keeps for guides (pl. 4c). My suggestion that
the design clearly is a portion of a foot mark failed to draw the
slightest acquiescence from the women who denied it tribal standing.
Nevertheless it was the crab hand mark to those with long memories
in spite of the majority opinion against its being a named design.
A comparison of the motives in plates 6b and 22b, both adaptations
of the element countered on a horizontal bar, brings up a question:
by what reasoning is a design (pl. 22b) in one instance to receive a
traditional name because it started out with elements recognizable as
belonging to a standard mark, and why on apparently just as good
grounds is another design (pl. 6b) denied the badge with its attendant
rank'? No Yurok-Karok weaver to whom I put the question could see
the similarity in the two marks, to begin with; and the designs as
examples of principles were not visioned.

Designs with Histories

Baskets and their designs traveled up and down the Klamath river
as did the people. Gifts of baskets are still made, and sometimes, if a
mark is a tricky one, a basket will be bought from a distant weaver
solely for its pattern. Or, at a dance new caps appear and an indi-
vidual turn to an old mark or an entirely new design is noted by a
weaver to be memorized. Obviously, for most patterns there is a com-
plete blank as to origin. There was never the mildest attempt to
attribute an age to an old mark: it always has existed.
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A story purporting to give the origin of a new design (pl. 21b)
was told me by an expert maker from the Ko'otep district. A inumber
of years ago a woman of the vicinity wove into her basket the shape
of the metal slide on her son's suspenders. The circumstances were
well known to my informant whose sister married the son. Offering
further proof that the very cap in the picture was the work of the
down-river weaver, No. 5 pointed to the border of shaxrp triangles on
either side of the main design zone, a mannerism the older woman
affected for all her nice work. The inventor often visited in Weitspus.
She took caps to the dances to sell. Other weavers admired and copied
the new mark. No. 14, a young Weitspus weaver, declared she had
always made the design. The statement is doubtless true since it was
at her mother's house that the visitor stayed. Now the pattern has
been seen, at least, by my informants as far up the river as the Asis-
funuk district. A Karok at Ti had also noticed the mark at the
Weitspus dances; she remembered the down-river caps offered for
sale. In disagreement with its so-called history, two women spoke of
the design as a variation of the wax'poo idea (fig. 13h), countered
alternates on a center line. The motive does resemble the wax'poo
mark. Kroeber says of the motive that the name "sitting" was given
to it, but that the design is probably modern.25

An interesting tale of traveling designs is suggested by several dis-
connected incidents concerning one very striking adaptation of the
foot mark. No. 13, at, Ertlerger, told me one part of the history.
She had brought out her crocheting to show me that instead of taking
over crochet patterns to weave into baskets, she was preserving an
old basket mark in her bedspread (fig. 15). She' had not seen anyone
make the design for a long time. There was nothing definite to be got
from her about the people involved, nor the place, nor t,he year at
which the incidents took place. It happened " long ago. " A friend of
hers had taken her little girl to an Indian doctor. An old storage
basket, the bottom removed, the side slashed from upper to lower edge
to spread out flat, fan-shaped, served for rug on the floor of the
doctor's house. "Alice" spit on her hand to clean off a little part of
the design, counted the sticks in each basic element, and memorized
the number. Later, both she and No. 13 made baskets using the mark.
Now the crocheting was being done to keep the pattern in memory.
The next incident, which may or may not have been before the Ert-
lerger one, is dated by the last Jumping dance held at the Karok

25 Kroeber, Basket Designs, 120.
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Amaikiara, about thirty-five year ago. Among the soup baskets taken
home after the festivities by the Inam family of weavers was a stray
whose pattern made instant appeal. Since that time it has been
copied by them in their large cooking baskets (pl. 2a; basket in front
of No. 41). These baskets make an annual appearance at the August
new year's ceremony. The copied design is still considered very
choice and the baskets in which it is woven are never left around to
become models for other weavers. It is, however, identical with the
pattern design in the crocheted spread.

Fig. 15. Crocheted bedspread made to preserve the memory of an old
basket pattern.

In Yurok territory, striped interpenetrating triangles set hori-
zontally are called sharp tooth marks, sometimes sturgeon backs
(fig. 16a, b). For those set longitudinally none of the eighteen Yurok
informants gave a name. No. 17, characteristically analytical, named
the elements of the design in one basket print showing the mark
(fig. 16a). To do it she had to imagine the ground a zigzag pattern
band; no other weaver interpreted it as such. In Karok territory
interpenetrating triangles are called skunk or snail back when placed
horizontally and uswufumas mark when spaced or connected longi-
tudinally (fig. 16c, d). Two Karok informants gave this last name to
the horizontal arrangements. Nine Karok women knew uswufumas as
a name, each with an accompanying explanation more or less identical:
there is a rock in the river below Wahsekw, near the present Martin's
Ferry, which has a marking similar to the basket design. The design
gets its name from the rock. No. 36 had heard the story from her
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grandmother but neither she nor any of the others had ever seen the
rock. Nos. 23 and 41 had Yurok mothers who, when they married
Karok men, brought with them their own baskets and some down-
river variations in designs. Both informants knew of the rock name
but no more than that. Up-river informants were sure the down-
river weavers would be able to furnish the complete story. Curiously

a b
111lViUL

c d

Fig. 16. The Karok uswufumas.

TABLE 9

IN7ORMANTS' NAMES FOR INTERPENETRATING TRANGLES

Yurok design names:

Chiton mollusk,
kwerermetsaa

Sharp tooth,
veniirpelaa

Sturgeon back,
qaxkwilee

Zigzag and stripes,
okrekruyaa and
vetseq!seq!oaa

Karok design names:
Skunk back,

cochinimvaci
Snail back,

esivaci
Uswufumas mark

Wild geese mark

Plate 8c Plate 35b Plate 49a Plate 37a
Figure 16a Figure 16b Figure 16c Figure 16d

No. 4 No. 6

Nos. 13, 17 No. 17

No. 10

No. 17

No. 20

Nos. 22, 23, 41 Nos. 22, 23
No. 19 No. 37

No. 36

No. 21

No. 42
Nos. 22, 23, Nos. 21,

25 23, 32,
36, 39,
42

22,
33,
41,

No. 32

enough, not a single woman among the six who live below Wahsekw
could recall any rock which might have given a name to a basket
design. The nearest clue was the mention of a fishing place Seq'aa,
by coincidence a part of the Yurok name for stripes. No. 5 diselaimed
that any rock near Seq'aa bore a resemblance to the design. Others
were plainly uninterested; the river is full of rocks and perhaps one
was like a basket mark. This seems to be an example of a traveling
design. One woman who knows the name from her mother is about
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seventy-five years old; No. 36 who learned it from her grandmother
carries back sixty years the possible time' of its having. been more
generally known. If the design came into Karok country as a recog-
nized down-river design, it may have been preserved because it was
an importation, while it was being forgotten in its former locality.
Or the longitudinally placed motive might have lost its identity
through inclusion under a name equally appropriate to both positions
of the triangles. It is evidently the remnant of a Yurok story kept
alive by Karok weavers. The youngest, of. my informants, and the
least helpful, knew of this one design, its name, and its significance
(table 9).

NEW DESIGNS

Designs fronm White Sources

Basketry motives designated as "new" by Yurok-Karok weavers
may be from any one of several sources. Because the basic design
elements are so uniformly triangular and quadrilateral in form,
similarly patterned fa.brics of white manufacture invite attention to
their easily adapted units. Foremost among these are crocheted
fabrics. The majority of my informants crochet; it is taught to young
girls at the schools. The patterns, especially those for square-mesh
filet laces, are play to copy. I did not see a basket which seemed to
me to have within it a characteristic lace pattern, and no one was
working with any to my knowledge. The women around Ko'otep
make lace but only one converts its patterns into basketry; others
make trimming for garments and bedspreads like those in use among
white women fifteen years ago. In this type of work the Indian women
often use basketry motives (fig. 15). It is my impression that a
demand for crochet patterns in basketry could be met at once by
weavers. As a lace, however, crochet is completely out of favor among
us, so that the occurrence of its common motives in a basket would
render the product doubly unattractive. At any rate, Panamenik
weavers say isolated motives from crochet will not sell a basket and
that the simplest of its continuous patterns, the Greek fret, is a
troublesome design to join neatly.

Little embroidery is done: the poorest materials are expensive; and
demand for Indian work is wholly lacking. Some women know cross-
stitch from pictures, that it is quite similar to a basket pattern made
to show each twining element turn, and that it could be easily trans-
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ferred to weaving. As a result cross-stitch embroidery is classed with
crocheting. The two words are pronounced rather contemptuously
by old weavers against a suspected intruder into the tribal body
of designs.

Oilcloth, a patchwork quilt, a piece of linoleum, a carpet, or a
machine-woven " Indian " blanket are unusual in Yurok-Karok houses.
Mail order magazines, found all through the country, profusely illus-
trate these objects and the patterns prove tempting suggestions. I had
five informants who had copied geometric designs from white sources.
No. 20 took it as a matter of course that she should make use of
adaptable motives wherever found; two weavers, relatives, had made
caps with patterns taken over from pictured dress materials. They
spoke of their results with pride. No. 4, from Sregon on the lower
river, brought out a small basket in answer to my question as to the
sources of her designs. In the basket was a mark copied directly
from linoleum. It had been a feat, rather clever to do, but deserving
of no respect as far as design motive went. In the course of a visit
to No. 21, she took me outdoors to see an old ingrain rug spread on
t.he ground. She had lived on that rug for a long time before the
possibilities of its varied patterns became evident to her. She traced
out a half-dozen suitable basketry motives, regretting the circum-
stances which kept her from weaving. No. 28 once copied a pattern
which in itself had looked attractive, but when completed was recog-
nized to be inappropriate, not a real' basket mark. Here I suspect
the cultivated taste of the gift shop proprietor who contracts for all
baskets made by this weaver. The appreciations involved are less the
Indian's, perhaps, than the white woman's. Of course this statement
does not pretend that a design with no traditional sentiment behind
it would not be at a permanent disadvantage.

Invented Designs
In addition to self-evident copies of printed letters, borders, and

textile motives, the term "new" includes a number of invented designs
of composite character. I could not discover that my informants esti-
mate. any more highly an arrangement of selected elements to form
an original composition than they do a motive copied directly from
modern white sources, but the makers of the two are ranked unequalfy.
If, for example, informants look at the swastika mark, admiration is
modified by their knowledge that its source is the ubiquitous cracker
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box. Likewise a crochet pattern completely planned out by squares,
as it is commonly printed, testifies to no real skill. But weavers did
not always recognize models like patched quilts or floor coverings
because they are unfamiliar. In these cases, copying the designs does
not raise the valuation put upon the results, but the adaptation
awards more distinction to the weaver. Correspondingly, esteem for
a woman who can invent by a process of rearrangement of the local
design elements rises several degrees higher.

There are comparatively few weavers along the Klamath with a
flair for experimentation. Ingenuity, as it concerns basketry, is at a
low ebb. Ask the older weavers one after the other if they ever made
up a design which no one about them had seen before, and a majority
of answers will be in the negative. Ask them if they ever took a
triangle from this mark and a zigzag from that, by way of illustration,
to put together in a new way, and the answers will be again largely
negative. Or, the last question may be sensed by informants to mean
using two or more unrelated designs in the same basket, a combination
one occasionally finds in the bottom and sides of a cap (pl. 22a).
Granted that any basketry mark requiring two identification names to
describe it is a composite, repetition of the same arrangement has
generally unified the elements to a degree where their original sepa-
rateness has long since passed from memory. It is so with our own
concept of the egg and dart motive. As mentioned in the section on
correlations between basket types and patterns, a combination motive
often impresses women as lacking harmony. A cautious worker avoids
possible incongruities, and she may extend her caution to an avoidance
of single design motives which bring together unrelated elements.
Just how my informants would have estimated the design conglomerate
in a northwestern California basket of unknown provenience (fig.
17a, b) would be interesting to know. The weaver in this instance
seems to have started out with an idea of rearranging flint marks
and right isosceles triangles. The slanting rectangular form is with-
out similarity in the motives of the region. Technical difficulties in
setting the mark together with the necessity for a filler explain the
arrow, also not found among Yurok-Karok designs. Above the center
line the deliberate attempt to do something different has resulted in a
compromise in one of the four units, namely, a return to the familiar
flint mark diagonally transversed by the eye element. If the design
is an invented one, it is farther away from recognizable sources than
any except one of those originating among my informants.
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The fact that the unstandardized result counts for little by com-

parison with old named designs does not lessen an amount of lialf-
envious admiration for the woman whose inclination and ability lead
her to invent an acceptable basketry motive. The native phrase is
"to make up" a design, for which the phrase to copy a design from
other than basketry sources is an equivalent. None of my informants
acknowledged she had tried unsuccessfully to make up a mark, but
to judge by the pride with which the few displayed their original

b
Mig. 17. An attempt at invention? Contains two elements foreign to the region:

the reetangular slanting detail and the ar-row head.

designas, those who can achieve are t-horoughly conscious of the dis-
tinction it brings. Even No. 9, a sloven of low average ability, was
known to have made up a mark. Yet when the so-called invented
designs are analyzed there is little freshness of treatment and less
newness in component elements. Tradition, custom, habit, wi'th the
strong pro-bability that there never has been much incentive toward
innovation, seemingly contrive to sever active connection between
basketry and the imaginative faculty. As skillful a craftswoman as
No. 18, a weaver who has copied covered chalice shapes and handled
vases (pl. 51hk, j), confessed she was not smart enough to make up new
designs to go with her modern forms. She loses nothing in prestige
although- she would gain a good deal were she talented along the
inventive line also.
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Speaking first of those elaimed by my informants to be original
with them, I find the patterns to be of two types: invented designs
which are undoubted adaptations of motives from white sources to
the basketry technique, and other patterns which bear some likeness
to the conventional tribal designs.

The Weitspus weaver, No. 9, allowed me to sketch off her own
pattern (fig. 18h). Two informants, asked for opinions on it, smiled

a

F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

c _ r

7op
Fig. 18. Informants' invented designs. a, by No. 20; b, by No. 8; o, by

No. 21; d, by No. 42; e, by No. 21; f, by No. 20; g, by No. 4; h, by No. 9;
i, by No. 43.

at its claim to originality; they said it came from a patchwork quilt.
Two others, one a conservative Karok expert, appreciated a qualit.y
of newness and admired a weaver's capacity to evolve something
unusual. They made no effort to connect the pattern with an origin;
they accepted the motive at its maker's evaluation. Other original
designs are seen to be in close relationship to some form familiar to
another craft. The incomplete flower motive (fig. 18a.) made by No. 20
is a commonplace among our own stencil patterns for painted wood and
in embroidery. No. 20 considers any adaptable catalogue picture a
legitimate source for a basketry mark. No. 4's original pat-tern (fig.
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18g) was taken, according to her own boast, from a piece of linoleum.
She also uses crochet patterns in her baskets. No. 8 had adapted the
Red Cross poster symbol (fig. 18b) to a fancy basket modifying the
cross with the secondary center design. No. 20 was immensely proud
of an original motive (fig. 18f) which she uses in basketry napkin
rings. The motive combines very old elements: snake nose and the
foot mark. No. 42 had encircled her basket with five repeats (fig. 18d4,
combinations of square-end flints with zigzag lines. Both elements
are familiar among storage container designs; the arrangement on
No. 42's basket is also identical with the usual one for the large
baskets. No. 21 brought out two wall plaques (fig. 18c, e), black
designs on white grounds. It is possible to match either pattern with
a tribal design so similar in appearance as to confuse the "original"
with the authentic at first glance. The informant asserted she had
never seen any designs like hers.

By far the most ambitious effort among the original patterns is the
design (fig. 18i) by No. 43, the youngest of the Karok informants.
By her own confession she is weary of the old things and consciously
tries to produce novelties. The main design in her basket is a series
of four isolated repeats, each a combination of snake marks and, a
stepped arrangement of right triangles, but not the isosceles triangular
forms so common in the region. More unusual is the cover of the
basket with its five repeated groups of character-like motives. The
asymmetry is marked but the effect as a whole is not unattractive.
The conventional flower-petal center is called points and is often
found on cap bottoms; it seems a jarring note when used with the
geometric elements.

Those who have invented designs do not give any reason for their
activity other than desire to vary the mechanical monotony of the
work. The practice, as I found it, is fairly limited now by a uniform
demand for striking, well spaced tribal marks. Tourists feel these
are genuinely Indian in feeling. Older weavers through conserva-
tism, caution, or inability are wont to criticize the desire to change
old patterns or to substitute inferior copies, even while they acknowl-
edge the superior capacity of the woman who can do either. Older
weavers accuse the dissatisfied younger women of perpetrating the
unconventional in form and design. Apparently there was always
such a contingency. No. 27's mother told her it was not right to make
up marks; that the old marks always had been from earliest times.
Men had put the designs on their arrows first and the basket makers
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had copied them. Changing designs was against Indian law. The
older weavers, too, are content to make modifications of some minor
detail or to rearrange the color areas to adapt them to different
requirements. No. 28 could not remember that there were any new
patterns when she was a girl. Although this sounds like the pro-
verbially sentimental attitude toward earlier days, it may be that
w4th the former demand coming only from Indian buyers there was
even less than the present impetus to invention.

Ordinarily, older informants explain an invented or copied design
in one of three ways: that some young woman wants to show off;
that she has become tired of the old marks; or, that the weaver, old
or.young, has sold all her baskets, leaving no old models from which
to copy or by which to check the amount of variation she is giving to

a b c

Fig. 19. "New" design elements, by unanimous opinion of informants.

her work. To the fist accusation little is added; it is always voiced
with tolerance or with wonder that anyone should care to make the
effort. The second, weariness with the old marks, is heresy to the
basket maker thoroughly content with the traditional. She hastens
to add that she herself never tires of the old designs or that a basket
would not seem a real basket without an old mark in it. To the third
possibility is conceded some excuse. A weaver without models or
good memory might be obliged to make up a mark. No. 24, who
offered this plausible reason, was sure that if she had had to work
independent of old helps that she might have copied from modern
white sources. She felt confident of her ability to achieve under these
conditions results equal to those in the baskets in plates 25a, b, and
28b. These designs are three of a very small number characterized
as invented marks by all who commented upon them. The weight of
opinion against, them is representative of both tribes, contrasting
markedly with opinions on other designs to be discussed in the seetion
to follow. Further development of the subject will show, too, that
today's younger women know basket conventions as well as their
elders, so that the modern frequency of striking variants from recog-
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nized tribal marks is doubtless overestimated by older weavers. If
we may judge from my own informants, almost no one picks up bas-
ketry by herself; she is consciously taught. Again, as with the
weavers much older than herself, the easiest road to a successful
result is by way of an old design for which some one knows and will
share the necessary pattern counts. Few women will risk failure for
the achievement of novelty. It should not be thought from this dis-
cussion that the aesthetic quality of the nameless, new design is unap-
preciated. The attention has been focused so far only on each design's
right to a place within the Yurok-Karok system.

MODIFIED DESIGNS

Disputed Modifications of Old Designs

It has been emphasized that an Indian weaver makes no distine-
tion in her characterization between a motive adapted from white
sources and an invented design: they are both "new." How she dis-
tinguishes between a legitimate variation of an old pattern and an
invented one is even more hazy to an investigator. A study of inform-
ants' reactions toward designs termed modifications and those defin-
itely carried by opinion out of the old design class into the new,
still leaves several questions unanswered. Nineteen of the thirty
designs whose recognition as old tribal marks is controversial were
put by the majority of informants into the new class. The results
must be noted with certain reservations: first, because it is simple
for a woman to say a design is new to her without making it clear
to her questioner that it is the idea of a legitimate variation of the
old mark that is new; and second, because she may not really be
aware that the rearrangement of elements is a legitimate variation.

The table of reactions (tabfe 10) is presented with the possibility
of its errors in mind; even with allowances, the summary tabulations
of counts based on it reveal a number of additional facts concerning
the attitudes of weavers toward their craft. Table 11 has been made on
the basis of informants' ages. Group 1 includes seventeen women
from sixty years upward; group 2 includes nineteen women from
forty to sixty years of age; group 3 includes seven women from
twenty to forty years. It might be predicted that group 1, with thir-
teen of its seventeen members actively making baskets for sale, would
most often conform to majority opinion in recognizing a design as
old or new. But some older informants have undoubtedly reached
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the limit of their design repertory; they have fewer opportunities
to compare work with other women and their judgment is at best a
reliance upon memory. Again, dim eyes easily may have missed the
key details in pictures.

a b c

e.....

h

1 k ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

{l, L *4,. 4+ + 4 4t -0 -0 M6 M0

m

Fig. 20. "New" design elements, by majority opinion of informants.

Group 2 represents the active basket makers of the present, alertly
interested in their craft, eager for new ideas. These women have a
tendency to dogmatic interpretation. It is significant that within this
group, regardless of the locility in which informants live, there is
agreement to a marked extent: the group constitutes a majority
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nucleus which gives or withholds tribal standing to twelve out of the
thirty disputed designs. Group 1 controls the decisions for eight
other designs, and the remainder are "old" or "new" by virtue of
combined efforts.

TABLE 11

CLASSIFIOATION oF DFISIGGr BASED 0X INFoRMANFS' AGE GROuPs*
i.

Group' 1.
Illustration 0-80 yrs.

Figure 201 4:7
4:3

Plate 8b 1:2

Fir 21:1
Figure 20i 2: 9x

Figure 20n 2 : 3

Plate 6c 5: 4
3:1

Plate 9b 1 :1

Plate 22b 2 :14x
Plate 21b 1: 3
Plate 38b 1: 9x

Plate 37a 5 : Ox
Plate 24b 2: 4
Plate 6b 6:7

Plate 17b 4 :1
2:1

Plate 43a 1: 4
Figure 20g 2: 2
Figure 20j 1: 7x
Figure 21e 2 : 0
Figure 20h 2: 2

2:0
Plate 31a 3: 0
Figure 6 8: Ox
Plate 22a 3: 3
Plate 28a 8: Ox

3:0
Figure 20o 0 :1
Plate 13a 3 :1

Group 2
40"0 yrs.

4 :sx9
3:4
1 8x

0:2
0 : 15x
2 :5

2 :0
2:1
0 :3x

1: 13x
2:3
6:7

3 :Ox
1 : 7x
3 :12x

2 :1
1:3
1:2
1:2
2: lOx

2:0
1 8x
3 :1
1:4
5:2
1:4
4:1

2:1
2 :4
3 Ox

Group 3 Total Decided by
20-40 yrs. "old" :"new" group:

0:4x 8:20 2
0:1 7: 8
0:3x 2:13 2

1:0 2: 3
0:3x 2:27 2
0:2 4:10 2

2:0 9: 4 1
5: 2

1:2 2: 6 2

0:4x 3:31
3: 6

0:3x 7: 19 1

1:1 9: 1 1
3:11 2

1:3 10 :22 2

1:1 7: 3 1
3: 4

0:1 2: 7 1
0:1 3: 5
0 :4x 3:21 2
0:1 4: 1
0:4x 3:14 2
1:0 6: 1
1:0 5: 4 2
2:2 15:4 1

1:3 5:10
1:1 13: 2 1

5: 1 I
2: 5 2

1:0 7: 1 2
* Group 1, 17 informants; group 2, 19 informants; group 3, 7 informants.

t x=conspicuous agreement.

The youngest age group, 3, has in all but two cases aided the
majority whichever way it turned. Where its members' verdicts or

failures to comment do not checkmate each other, the group has
thrown the weight of its opinion fourteen times to elassify a design
as new, as against four times to keep it in the old class. Reviewing
the personnel of the group makes the result explicable: within it are

Specimen
number
1-373
1-1426
1-1437

1-1438
1-1441
1-1442

1-1472
1-1476
1-1495

1-1577
1-1593
1-1598

1-1674
1-1692
1-1698

1-1762
1-1796v
1-1801
1-1802
1-1829
1-2232
1-20807
1-27057
G-2
CA-14
CA-87
G-94
G-423
G-425
G-455
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five daughters and two nieces of expert basket makers. If one woman
of a household knows or learns something about the craft, that knowl-
edge is correspondingly available to all around her.

On count, the majority of the classifications within each group are
too equally divided to make them settle decisively any argument on
a design's tribal "age." For the thirty designs in the table, reac-
tions within groups 1, 2, and 3 may be listed as follows:

Opinions cheekmate (ineludes failures to comment) in .......... 5: 0:10 cases
Agreement conspicuous in........................................................ 7:11: 7 cases

Results too close to be definitive in ............................ 18:19:13 cases

TABLE 12

CissiricATIoNs or DEsiGNs BALsD oX TPrBAL AFFHTAON
Yurok

Illustration "old"

Figure 201 4
5

Plate 8b 0
1

Figure 20i 1
Figure 20n 0
Plate 6c 4

1
Plate 9b 2
Plate 22b 3
Plate 21b 0
Plate 38b 1
Plate 37a 1
Plate 24b 2
Plate 6b 7
Plate 17b 1

1
Plate 43a 0
Figure 20g 1
Figure 20j 2
Figure 21e 2
Figure 20h 1

1
Plate 31a 1
Figure 6 6
Plate 22a 2
Plate 28a 6

4
Figure 20o 0
Plate 13a 4

Karok Yurok Karok
"old" "new" "new"

4

2
2

1
1

4
5r
4
0

0

3
6
8.
1
3
6;
2
22
2
1
2
2
5
4
9
3
7
1
2
3

8
3
6
2
12
1
0

1
4
11
3

8
0

4
5

3
2
2
0

7
1
5
0

1
3
6
0

1
2
0

12
5
7
1

15
9
4
1
2

20
3
11
1
7
17
0

2
5
5
14
0

9
1
3
1
4
2

0

3
1

Total
Old New

8: 20
7: 8
2 13
2: 3
2 :27
4: 10
9: 4
5: 2
2: 6
3: 31
3: 6
7 : 19
9: 1
3: 11
10: 22
7: 3
3: 4
2: 7
3: 5
3: 21
4: 1
3: 14
6: 1
5: 4
15: 4
5: 10

13 : 2
5: 1

2: 5
7: 1

Decided by:
Karok

Karok

Karok
Yurok
Karok

Karok
Karok
Karok
Karok
Karok

Karok
Karok
Karok

Karok
Karok
Karok
Karok
Yurok

Yurok

Table 12 divides informants on a tribal basis irrespective of ages.

There are eighteen Yurok informants and twenty-five Karok. Some
concession in evaluating the totals too strictly must be made to the

Specimen
number

1-373
1-1426
1-1437
1-1438
1-1441
1-1442
1-1472
1-1476
1-1495
1-1577
1-1593
1-1598
1-1674
1-1692
1-1698
1-1762
1-1796
1-1801
1-1802
1-1829
1-2232
1-20807
1-27057
G-2
CA-14
CA-87
G-94
G-423
G-425
G-455
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Yurok to counterbalance the Karok majority. Informants' reactions
when looking at the basket pietures were largely volunteered; a range
of topics was covered. Consequently, during my several days' work
with her, a woman might talk on many subjects but touch on the age
classification of fewer than a dozen specific designs. There are only
two cases where an informant's and an interpreter's opinions were
duplicated. Mathematical corrections seem impractical under the
circumstances.

It should not be inferred from table 12 that Karok women know
more about basketry design than Yurok women, but results do show
the Karok to be more consistently in agreement, more uncompro-
mising in their definitions of what is and what is not the traditional
aspect of a design. Kroeber cites the comparative freedom of the
Karok from contact with permanent white settlers and their being
left to their own devices. He says that "they yielded their old cus-
toms and their numbers much more slowly than the majority of old
California natives." 26 Karok pride in their conservatism is self-
evident. They are satisfied with "our ways." They tolerate the ways
of others' without desire to follow them. These are essential elements
in the Karok tribe-consciousness; their attitudes are partly indicated
by the tabulations.

Of the thirty disputed designs, eleven are by combined majority
of the two tribes to be considered legitimate modifications of old
basket marks, to be characterized as " changed wax'poo, " or "changed
snake nose mark"; nineteen are new, possibly containing elements
of tribally recognized patterns but too far removed in appearance
from the prototype to be entitled to the old name. Some of the ver-
dicts are almost equally divided; in sixteen cases they were undoubt-
edly swayed by Karok conservatism, or at least agreement. The
results show, too, that a design is classified as old through Karok
opinions six times to the Yurok's once; as new, ten times to the
Yurok's twice. Allowing for the Karok majority of seven inform-
ants the results are definitive.

Table 13 illustrates the agreement between each informant's design
classification and the majority's. It shows, too, the consistent quality
of Karok opinion within each agei group. The greater number of
designs are as well known to women of one tribe as to the other. The
few exceptions seem to be designs more common to Karok basketry
traditions. These are illustrated in figure 6 and plates 17b and 37a.

26 Kroeber, Handbook, 98.
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An outstanding instance is furnished by an analysis of the reactions
toward the design in plate 17b. One Yurok weaver said it was not a
down-river design; a second admired it, knew it was an old motive,
but did not know the name of it; a third woman said it was a hard
mark to set; two others had never seen it; and the last three con-
tented themselves with commenting upon the shape of the basket in
which it appears. Undoubtedly, the design is unfamiliar to most

a

d

f

c

Fig. 21. "Old" design elements, by majority opinion of informants.

Yurok women, to judge by the eight informants listed. Five Karok
women knew the design as a good old mark. They called it by three
names: points, the frog hand or foot, and the mountainside mark.
The basket was identified by No. 38 as the work of No. 41's mother.
Sometime later No. 41, an old lady herself, said it might be her
mother's basket, that the pattern had never been a common one because
it was so hard to make the join come right, but that once that problem
was solved her mother had woven the pattern in basket after basket.

a .01 w - . - . - . - . - . - .
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TABLE 13
AGREEMENT BETWEEN INFORMANTS' CASSIFICATIONS AND MAJORITY OPNION

Inform- With With Per cent Inform- With With Per cent
Place ant majority minority agreement Place ant majority minority agreement

Yurok, group I

7 8 1 88

4 2 4
13 7

6 1 6

S 17 8
10 16 1

Yurok, group 2

1 10 8
4 9

2 12 14

4 11 8

6 3 9

8 6 10

11 5 5

13 18 3

1 80
2 80

2 75

10 44
4 20

Karok, group 1

1 19 8
2 21 13

28 14
3 34 9
4 26 4

33 7
5 22 14

7 39 6
42 4
41 6

8 35 7

Karok, group 2

0 100
0 100
1 93

1 88

2 82

3 77

3 62X

6 33

3 27 9
32 9

5 31 6
6 20 9
7 24 15
8 23 14
9 36 8
10 37 2

40 6

12 25 6

Yurok, group S

1 14 8 0 100

4 8 8 4 66
15 6 3 66

Karok, group 3

1 38 4
2 29 12
3 30 9

5 43 0

If a design is "old " or "new" by the nice selection of determinate
design elements and their place relations in a motive, then the exact
boundary between the two categories becomes, in the main, a matter
of subjective interpretation. Otherwise, there would be no disputed
designs. Evidently, too, the weaver who pays greatest heed to the
letter of the conventions or falls heir to a crystallized formula is most
often in agreement with the majority. Tabulated counts and per-
centages for individual informant's reactions prove that some of the
most reliable women, who know designs, who have long worked with

1 88
1 83
3 83
2 82
1 80
2 80
4 77

3 66
2 66
3 66
4 63

1 90
1 90

1 85
2 82
4 79
4 77
3 72
1 66
3 66

7 46

0 100
1 92
2 81

1 0
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them, and who appreciate the possibilities resultant from rearrange-
ment of elements, often stand with the minority in calling a design
old. Generally this is because these informants break up a motive
into its component parts and give a name to each. The most helpful
informants in group 1 are Nios. 7, 13, 17, 22, and 28. No. 17 lost her
chance to vote with the majority ten times out of eighteen because
what appeared unconventional to other weavers was at base an old
mark. Most. of the motives she had woven and she gave no impres-
sion of considering them unusual or invented forms. Much the same
applies to Nos. 5, 6, 10, 18, and 40 in the second group. Evidence
of Karok conservatism is apparent in table 13: their percentage con-
formance to majority opinion entitles them to positions in blocks
from 1-5, 5-10, 1-3 in the three age groups by comparison with
Yurok weavers whose percentages leave gaps. The best Yurok inform-
ants occupy places at intervals from first to thirteenth. Curiously
enough, No. 12, a gossipy little woman who never has been able to
make a good basket, stands in second place with only one minority
judgment to her fifteen agreements with the majority.. Whether or
not No. 2 and others who commented upon only five or six designs
could have maintained or improved their percentage standings had
they been asked to decide on the rank of a dozen designs is specula-
tive. For the most part the oldest women in group 1 were more valu-
able for information making fewer demands upon eyesight.

Legitimnwte Modifications of Old Designs

Apart. from six designs new to every informant who noticed them
at all, and the thirty designs whose position as old or new is contro-
versial, there is a small group of presumably legitimate modifications
of tribal marks. It is necessary to assume in these few cases that if
the designs were not commented upon as new, and were noted as
examples of recognized variations by one or two reliable informants,
the opinions are to be considered as representative of group opinion.
Each design, in general, has been modified by a change falling under
one of four types: an adaptation in size to make possible a series of
perfect repeats in scale with the basket; a change in position affecting
the appearance of the whole motive; an addition of inconsequential
details; and, an omission of appreciable portions of the conventional
unit. The variations will be dealt with in turn.

Any weaver will change the count of the sticks to make her design
repeat correctly within the pattern circumference or to scale it to the
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size of her basket. These obviously are legitimate modifications since
no one number of o-verlay twining stitches within a pattern can be
considered absolute. So, too, a design usually found within a hori-
zontal zone is permissibly shifted by a quarter-turn to a vertical
position if thereby it will fill the space more satisfactorily. Compare
plates 34b and 36b for this. The other advantages of what the Karok
call the running mark from the bottom to the top of a basket have
been mentioned in conneetion with appropriate designs for storage
baskets. Nos. 29 and 32 thought several examples of quarter-turning
the mark might be due to efforts to vary the familiar aspects of an
old motive. In each case they described the results thus: the mark in
plate 14b is an old mark turned; it should be like the one in plate lOb.
But neither woman suggested that the treatment was unconventional
nor was there any question about the design's retention of its old
name. Another feature that takes from the familiar appearance of
several designs similar to the first mentioned is the use of the designs
as evenly spaced motives in a pattern zone. Yurok-Karok designs,
except for the flint marks in particular, form continuous horizontal
bands. When a single unit is segregated for use, the innovation is
noticed. No. 17 gave the term zigzag to the quarter-turned section of
an old running mark seen in plate 41b; she knew and had used only
an older form (pl. 44a). No. 27 recognized the different effect of the
design in plate 7a in contrast with its Usual unbroken progression to
the right.
The inclusion of an elaborating detail which does not in any way

disturb the form of characteristic elements is appreciated for its novel
effect. The variation is considered an evidence of ability. One must

know the designs well to be conscious of such minor additions as an

inner line paralleling the hypotenuse of a triangular form (pl. 23a));
the small open rectangles, variously explained (pl. 16b); the double
stripe giving variation to the wax'poo mark (pl. 6a).

Finally, omission of considerable portions of a design motive seems
to be tolerated. Under the circumstances the design does not lose
rank as an old mark. The spaced motives in plate 29b lack a center
horizontal line to unify the rather scattered effect. Goddard mentions
for the Hupa this reliance upon a dividing line through the center
of the main pattern zone. He speaks of it as "usually imaginary,
but occasionally expressed. X 27 I found my informants considered
that the smaller motives required the steadying influence of a band,

27 P. E. Goddard, The Hupa, 44.
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although with larger units the integration was successful without
one. The line or band, however, is not regarded an essential. More
noticeable omissions are overlooked in plates 13a and 40b in which

w w ~~~~~~~~-1& - -A~

a

C

d
Fig. 22. Disputed modification of the wax'poo mark. a, traditional form;

b, "old mark changed," according to two informants; "new" according to five.
others; o, not reeognized as a basket mark by No. 18; d, erab hand element sub-
stituted for single customary triangle, according to No. 18; not recognized by
weavers of the Katimin district.

a

7
b

.

e
471d

Fig. 23. Disputed modification of the spread-hand mark. a, traditional form;
b, a recognized change, according to No. 10; a, copied from linoleum, according
to Nos. 4 and 18; legitimate variation, according to No. 14; a, from linoleum,
according to No. 18; e, a legitimate rearrangement of elements, aceording to No. 18.

the designs represent just half of each motive. The second is an
abbreviated edition of the design in plate 41b, t.he first is one side of
a unit more often bilaterally symmetrical. The motives were recog-

b
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nized as fractional motives by nine women in the ease of one design
(pl. 40b) but casually, and with no intimation that as old -narks
the designs had lost standing. This is one of the unsolved questions
which appears to depend upon a feeling as intangible as ours for the
essentials of good taste. Yurok-Karok women undoubtedly :have
awareness foi the non-existent boundary between what does and
what does not constitute a licensed modification; but with the data
available for presentation their criteria are obscure. Three Yurok
and two Karok weavers cnsidered the basket in plate 6a in the light
of an aesthetic achievement. Why a bar in one basket design (pl. 6b)
should, by two-thirds VWAe, render it an invented mark without a
name, while two bars in another should bear witness to some weaver's
inspired variation of a most commonplace tribal mark is perplexing.

From the viewpoint of size and shape, no one would declare the
old marks to be necessarily better than the new. No. 27 had noticed
that the old designs were larger and correspondingly elearer than
the new designs and more striking in effect when woven. The newer
designs have a tendency to grow smaller and more complicated
because of their primary use on fancy sale baskets. There must be,
however, a familiar quality in the proportions of an old pattern which
is indispensable for an aesthetic appeal, for a regrouping of the same
elements will draw forth comments from a number of informants
that they can always tell a new design: "There is no sense to it."

TRIBAL TASTE IN DESIGNS

The great majority of Yurok-Karok basket designs are so simple
upon analysis, so free from complex rhythms, that an over-elaboration
is reacted to in one of two ways: either it was hard to do, or the effort
has resulted in mere confusion. The women have no basis for appre-
ciation of minute details except where technical fineness automatically
reduces the size of a familiar motive; then admiration is transferred
from the design effect to the skill of the weaver. Outspoken praise
is accorded the unassuming patterns. That these are in tribal good
taste is proved by specific comments on about fifty baskets. Fre-
quently the whole basket was admired: its form, proportion, design,
and workmanship. Or, informants had in mind one or two features,
ignoring at times, criticizing at others those which did not measure
up to standard. Disapproval touched on workmanship, choice of
materials, or pattern placing-all technical phases; most often it had
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to do with the design itself. The older weavers harked back to the
days of plainer flint marks; they spoke of the secondary inner motives
as an outcome of recent tourist trade. Th.at statement, as has been
noted, is open to doubts.

Flint marks bisected by simple diagonal bands are impeccable.
The bands may be solid, or striped, or modified to the snake mark. Or,
there may be a triangular inset solid or striped. For more than these
minor changes there is no enthusiasm; to take over a swastika or a
letter from our alphabet for the inner element of a flint is self-
evidently tawdry to the Yurok-Karok. It is the same with the wax 'poo
mark (fig. 13h) in its different forms, and with the other old recog-
nized patterns. Whatever variation is made should be the plainest.
An illustration of a single informant 's reaction to a composite

a b
Fig. 24. Good taste in designs. a, admired for its large unbroken areas;

b, too ornate.

admired by some women as a striking mark resulted from contrasting
figure 24a and b. The former is the spread-finger design with an
inner stripe. Stripes in themselves are not always unimportant;
weavers objected to them in one soup basket as making it too elab-
orate. Here, in a cap, they are fitting. But the design in figure 24b
represents a superimposition of a second complete motive on the first,
and No. 6 criticized the ornateness. All-over patterns, from one
standpoint the earliest possible method of filling space, are not popular.
The basket in plate 42a was hard to weave; the result is unattractive,
and crowded looking.

Weavers ask that a design show up well, that it be in definite
contrast with the ground, that it have comparatively large unbroken
areas of color in most instances, and that it be well spaced. No. 32
criticized the lack of adequate space between the doubled mark in
plate 40a. It is never good taste, I gathered, to have a basket look as
if it had been labored over, as if the design had been an effort as in
plate 9b. One of my informants regretted that any one should spend
time on a mark like that in plate 8b when it could not possibly be sat-
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isfactory to the beholder. Nor should a basket give an impression of
conscious display of skill as the sampler effect in plate 42b was inter-
pret.ed to be. Above all, marks to be used together should bear a
noticeable relationship to each other, especially in a cap. Here it is
easy to err through wrong choice of smaller marks to combine with
the main side motive. The marks most frequently given as illustra-
tions of tribal good taste are listed below; the numbers stand for the
times each was mentioned in this connection.

Times
Wax'poo and variations (pls. 19b, 20b, 36b) ....................... 11

Flintmark (pls. 12a, 43b) ...................................................... 8
Foot mark (pls. Ila, 37b).................... 6
Qut wood (fig. 6, pl. 14b) ............................................. 4
Points (pls. 5a, 28a) .... . 4
Sitting (pls. 8a, lOc) ............................................. 4
Spread-finger mark (pis. 7a, 41a) .......................................... 3

No. 35, in the Ayis district, brought out a basket to illustrate her
concept of a plain, striking mark in good taste. The design in plate
9a is nearest the design in her basket. Her flint marks are squares of
yellow porcupine quills, the triangles of black fern. Of course it is
the elemental square-end flint and sitting mark combination of the
Yurok, the Karok flint and snake nose mark. There happened to be
no basket with that particular arrangement within the print collec-
tion, but it is a very old combination of elements woven by the women
of both tribes the length of the river.

There is no abstract admiration for a hard mark, as such. The
easiest of designs, the snake nose triangle was noticed in its various
forms many times to the foot mark's once. Display is not a part of
basketry. It is well and desirable to be known for ability to do the
hard things in the craft, but, after all, the prettiest baskets, according
to the women in all localities, have the plainest, most easily followed
design rhythms.

As an additional means to focusing personal tastes each informant
was offered duplicate prints of one or more baskets she might care to
make. To about half of those who took advantage of the opportunity
some one basket made an especial appeal and a woman limited her
request t.o a single print. Whatever reasons for choices were expressed
fell, in the main, under three heads: the pattern had been forgotten,
or at best was dimly remembered; the design elements satisfied a
sense of proportion and orderly arrangement; or, some feature chal-
lenged by its novelty. Doubtless the latter two were interwoven
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motives. Any picture, too, is a technical aid although that explana-
tion was given but twice. A number of informants expressed no
reason for their requests beyond saying they would like to make the
pattern illustrated. As expeeted, choices fell most often upon the
showier caps and fancy baskets. Older weavers looked through the
prints as eagerly as younger women, but occasionally an old woman
would say her memory held all the patterns she could make during
her lifetime and she waived the opportunity to ask for a picture. In
the following summary it may be noticed that some designs were
more in favor among Yurok informants (Nos. 1-18), and others
among Karok (Nos. 19-43). The baskets are listed in the order of
their popularity.

(Cap (fig. 6).-No. 4 selected it because she had forgotten the old
patterns; she seldom sees old baskets. No. 10 asked for a sketch
instead of waiting for a print that she might begin work without
delay. Nos. 22 and 23 knew the design for an old, pretty pattern.
No. 23 counted out the sticks to memorize the grouping. Nos. 8, 24,
27, and 41 had never seen this variation of the cut wood mark. Cus-
tomarily, a line of contrast color follows the stepped portions. No.
41 planned to use yellow quills for the stripes. No. 8 began her basket
the very day she saw the print, working from memory. Nos. 32, 38,
and 40 gave no reason for their choice.

Pamny basket (pl. 43b).-No 6 knew the motive for an old flint
mark variation, but had not seen it for a long time. Nos. 1 and 10
chose it for the design; No. 28 liked the shape of the basket. No. 27
thought the position of the stripes a new variation; Nos. 15, 24, 36,
and 38 gave no reason for their choice.

Cap (pl. 28a) .-Nos. 28 and 30 thought the mark typical of Karok
good taste. Nos. 26 and 39, both within the oldest group of inform-
ants, admired above all the workmanship. The former weaver still
makes caps; the latter cannot maintain her earlier standards; she has
abandoned efforts at any but the coaxsest containers. No. 33 gave no
reason for her choice.

Cap (pt. 19a).-Nos. 3, 4, 33, and 36 thought it a very pretty cap.
Soutp basket (pt. 7c).-No. 35 used to make the mark long ago.

No. 32 recognized that blaek fern in a food basket was not an old-
time feature, but she believed the basket would sell with the gloss and
color contrast.

Fanny basket (pt. 48a).-Nos. 1 and 3 admired the type and work-
manship; they recognized the new-fashioned shape and cover.
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Cap (pl. 20b).-Nos. 41 and, 42 liked the varying widths which
give a new look to one of the oldest marks. No. 41 objected to the
design having three white grass courses on one side, four on the other.
She would place the motive exaactly in the center of the middle zone.
What is novelty in one feature, the unequal widths of quadrilaterals,
is violation in another, the unequal widths of the borders.

Soup basket (p1. 6b).-Nos. 5 and 40 both admired it. No. 40
liked the "bunched up" arrangement of an old mark. There are
comparatively few design repeats in Yurok-Karok basketry which
stand free. Usually, motives are dependent upon an encircling line
or spiral from bottom to top of the basket.

Cap (pl. 30b).-Nos. 28 and 29; admired the design.
Fancy basket (pl. 37b).-No. 41 admired the design.
Pancy basket (pt. 41b).-No. 25 characterized this as a hard mark

to plan for. She said if the weaver made a mistake the design would
never come out correctly. S;he could manage it with a picture from
which to copy.

Fancy basket (pl. 40b).-No. 6 chose this because it is an easy way
to make an old design (cf. pl. 41b). She recognized it as an abbre-
viated form.

PFancy basket (pl. 58a).-No. 17 had never made a foot mark in
this manner. It is a Wintun basket.

Dane basket (p1. 56d).-No. 43 had never made a dance basket
but would be able to copy a picture. (See her characterization in
the Appendix.)

Cooking basket (UC-PAAE, 2: pl. 20, 4).-No. 20 liked both
shape and pattern.

Cooking basket (UC-PAAE, 2: pl. 16, 2).-No. 42 gave no reason
for choice.

Soup basket (pl. 8a) .-No. 32 gave no reason for choice.
Soup basket (p1. 6c).-No. 6 liked this shape and the separated

design units although she described them as "half done." (See foot-
note 31.)
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TECHNIQUE

THE BASKET START

Karok weavers begin their baskets on eight sticks; Yurok weavers
begin theirs on eight or ten sticks. The only reason an informant can
give for her particular number is that she was so taught. No point is
made of choosing sticks all the same length to begin with; any of
them may snap off, necessitating replacement. Selection of uniform
sizes and quality is a matter of importance. A weaver takes up each
stick, places the butt end between her teet,h and tears of half its
thickness in a sliver about an inch and a half long. If her teeth are
poor she whittles down one side with a case knife. Two of my
informants had been driven to use knives in their work. They were
the only tools I ever saw used during actual weaving and, because
they are not essentials for the Yurok-Karok type of basketry, both
women apologized for practicing methods foreign to the craft. When
the end of the stick is reduced in size its roughened surface is scraped
with the thumb nail to complete the preparation. Every stick added
from first to last for whatever purpose is treated like the first ones.
By doing so the ends are softened and rendered pliable, a condition
which aids in the final cleaning of the basket.

The technical details involved in the start of a basket and the
introduction of three of the subsequent groups of sticks were analyzed
by dissecting a cap disc woven by No. 5. No weaver works slowly
enough at this stage, or with her basket start in one position long
enough, to make observation very reliable. Also, the more automatic
the action the less marked it is apt to be.

The method of placing the sticks and the binding of them into a
firm center is told best by diagrams. The process is essentially the
same whether eight or ten sticks are used. The first step is placing.
The basket maker picks up the first prepared stick, A, holding it butt-
end toward her. The second, F, is placed parallel to A at its right,
butt-end away from her. About three inches is allowed for the lap.
The third stick, B, is placed to the right of the second, corresponding
in position to the first; the fourth, E, duplicates P, the second. Then
the weaver crosses the first four with four other sticks in like manner,
starting the first of the second group with butt-end away from her.
Finally, as may be seen from figure 25, diagonal corners are either
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all ends or all tips. The end lengths are twined over from the start
as if they were independent sticks.

The second step is binding. For this and for the twining which is
to follow, split tree root is used by most weavers. Some choose the
finer willow root but even in those cases a tree root binder forms an
additional layer on top of the willow. To overlay the binding root
elements with grass or black fern so that the button-like center of the
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Fig. 25. The method of placing the sticks at the beginning of a basket.

basket may have luster is a technical refinement (pl. 32b). Holding
the eight sticks close together under her left thumb, a weaver crosses
them once diagonally with the binding root, from upper left to lower
right. Then she carries the binder diagonally on the under side to
bring it out obliquely across the two sticks and two ends at the extreme
left, entering it between P and b. It is crossed diagon4ly again on
the under side to come out at the upper right corner. From here
the binder makes a straight line across the two sticks and two ends
at the extreme right.

j

r
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The third step welds each stick to the center. The binding root
crosses diagonally on the under side from lower right, where the
second step left it, to come out between A and f; it crosses over to
enter between a and F; up again between f and B, crosses to between
F and b; finally up again between B and e to enter between b and E.
This makes a series of straight flat bands on the outer, working side.
Bringing the root element up to the right of e it crosses hCgD and the
sticks are held fast, ready for the twining.

A f B e

H h

d D

a F b E
Fig. 26. Binding the sticks at the center with a root element.

All Yurok weavers do not begin their baskets with the identical
movements described, nor do the Karok follow a given set of sequences
exactly. No. 20, Karok, uses two pine root binders and crosses her
basket center with each; No. 7, Yurok, uses two binders, one of willow
root, a second of redwood. I was assured that everyone did exactly
the same thing in the same way, which declaration probably weights
digressions as immaterial. Some baskets have a noticeably bulky
oenter due to width of binding root elements or the number of times
they are carried around the start. Flatness combined with strength
is the ideal.

At the point of beginning the twining a second root element is
introduced. Sticks and ends are crossed in fours by the two root
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strands for a single round. Upon its completion a third twining
element is introduced. This element may be of root, or it and the
second may be of split willow, in which case the original root binder
will be replaced by a willow graft to make it conform in size to the
others. The center of a cap or close-twine fancy basket is its heaviest,
most sturdily woven portion. It is a dise of three-strand twining from
one and a fourth to one and a half inches in diameter. When the
center disc is completed, one root twining element is discontinued.
From here to the top the basket is woven in plain two-strand twining,
overlaid with white grass, black fern, dyed fern, or porcupine quills
as demanded by the pattern.

The outside of the basket is held next to the weaver. Work pro-
gresses from left to right. In plain twining the root element behind
stick no. 1 comes forward between no. 1 and no. 2; the second root
element at the front crosses stick no. 1 and is carried over the first
root element, then it passes behind stick no. 2 to come out between
no. 2 and no. 3. Each twining strand in front position consistently
passes over one stick and over the root strand which came from behind
that stick. Overlay material, when used, and its foundation root are
in effect one element with the overlay always toward the outside of the
basket. Exception to this is described under the section on Devices.

Most of my informants pulled apart the sticks with left thumb and
first finger so that the twining elements might pass more easily between
them. At the same time each new turn as it was being formed was
forced down close to the previous coUrse. No. 32 was working on a
large all-stick drying pan in spaced twining technique. To handle the
awkward size and manipulate sticks and twining elements at the same
time was difficult. She took each twining strand between her teeth,
as it was brought to the front, in.order to hold it at tension. What
seemed necessary in this case was less obviously so with Nos. 28 and 30,
both working on very small baskets. The former gave as her reason
that there was no chance for the overlay to slacken against its root
foundation nor for it to shift its position behind the stick if held taut
by the teeth. Her standards are the highest; a vestige of overlay
showing on the inside of her baskets is accounted carelessness.
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Addition of Sticks

During the weaving of the center disc sticks are regularly intro-
duced to increase the original sixteen (counting the ends of the eight
sticks) to sixty-eight (fig. 27). Here, again, the number given refers
only to those in the dissected basket start. There may be variations
but the principle holds. The large schematic diagram shows courses

. I I J1

-F I A

Fig. 27. Addition of sticks to the original eight on twining courses 2, 3, 4,
and 7. A basket bottom at this point is about one and one-half inches aeross.

2, 3, 4, and 7, the only ones within which additions were made. It
also shows the number of sticks found to have been introduced during
each course and the order of their insertion. For the first entered
sticks the problem is less difficult. Every girl is taught to spread out
the eight original sticks and eight ends equidistant from each other
in readiness for the introduction of the third twining element and
new stieks. Regularity is not absolute but most weavers have a
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rhythmic sequence of additions: one stick skipped, the second to brace
an inserted stick, and repeat.. If represented by letters with o indicat-
ing old, N the added sticks, the sequence would show: o-ON---ON--O-NON,
etc. When a wea,ver crowds in new sticks too closely, she makes a rough
surface; this error shows in the basket in plate 15a; int,roducing too
few for the size of the container results in a lopsided, wobbly basket.
A basket maker follows with her left hand the twining elements as
they are moved and tightened by her right; frequently she stops to
prepare and insert a, new stick. Her motions seem automatic. But
for all the apparent simplicity, a well shaped basket demands judg-
ment. along with skill. Some weavers, informants say, never do. learn
how many sticks to put in and the places to enter them. No. 13
declared a good weaver could feel when a stick was needed. One like
herself did not have the gift, or as she expressed it, it was not " in her. "
When it is observed that a little fancy basket 165/8 inches in circum-
ference has the number of its sticks increased from the original sixteen
(counting the ends of the eight) to two hundred fifty-two in weaving
about three inches, and that a cap twenty-three inches in circumference
may have three hundred forty-five at the completion of its less than
four-inch height, the achievement loses its casual aspect.

Addition. of sticks in caps.-A sixth of my informants do not make
caps. Such a statement is not to be interpreted as inability to make
medium-fine or fine baskets, or that these women cannot reduce pat-
terns to correct proportions, or weave to a specified height and cir-
cumference. The assertion admits a weaver's lack of ability to control
contour. The contour of a basket is dependent entirely upon the
placement of new sticks. Consequently almost every weaver makes
fancy baskets because, in the majority of them, all additions are com-
plete shortly after the turn from the base to the side wall. The
newer sale products differ only in materials from cooking and soup
baskets, which represent a young girl's first efforts. In these three
types it is customary to add sticks on four different courses spacing
the additions with concern for the size of the basket. For cap makers
the problem of adding sticks is not solved until within an inch and a
fourth of the final row of weaving.

To verify this, the cap made by No. 34 (pl. 32b) was analyzed.
There are ninety-nine courses of twining from the outer edge of the
three-strand twine dise to the rim. The following numbers indicate
the courses--counting as the weaver holds her basket-within which
sticks have been inserted; the capitals 0 and N will indicate the
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changes in rhythm developed to allow greater space between new sticks
as fewer additions become necessary.

Course 1, at the edge of twined disc: O-O-ON-0-0-ON, etc.
Course 4, at the edge of first color band: O-ON-0-ON-O-ON, etc.
Course 14, at the base of triangles: O-ON-0OON-O-ON, etc.
Course 20, two courses before the cord effect: O-ON-O'-O-ON, etc.
Course 32 at the turn, midway between first and second dark stripes of

the main pattern zone: O-O-ON-O-O-ON, etc.
Course 49, only in red ground flint marks: O-O-ON-O-O-ON, etc.
Course 50, only in white triangle bases: O-O-ON-O-O-ON, etc.

Beyond the third stripe, which comes two and. three-fourths inches
from the edge of the cap, the weaver can observe no regular sequence.
At this point, No. 34 lacked thirty-two sticks to accomplish the correct
shape. By count, she distributed them as follows:

On rows 51-60 ...... 10 sticks
On rows 61-70 .. 19 sticks
On rows 71-76 . .................. ... 3 sticks

How she knows where to put this last fraction of the total number of
three hundred forty-five sticks is something no cap maker is able t,o
explain. That there is nothing stereotyped in their disposition is
proved by the varying spaces between sticks within the same course:
they may be inserted three-eighths of an inch from each other or two
inches apart. In one area five sticks were entered within two and a
fourth inches on the same course. Evidently special attention was
needed there. Moreover, sticks were added on rows 56 through 60, 63,
64, 66, 67, 71, 74, and 76. From that angle there is no visible system.
One thing is noticeable, however: design motives are disrupted as little
as possible by the last scattered entries. To insert a single stick in a
small triangle is disastrous. Unless the contingency is foreseen the
resultant even number ruins all chances of an apex formed of one
twining turn.

From rows seventy-seven through ninety-nine, No. 34 could weave
with no thought for size or shape. Within this distance, however, a
cap maker must duplicate the top border and arrange an entirely
new design motive for the narrow third zone.

Addition of sticks in storage baskets.-From the technical aspect
caps rank first in difficulty among Yurok-Karok weavers, and always
have. For impressiveness, according to present-day informants, the
big storage cipnuks of the old-time Indians have no equal. Cipnuks
varied in size from fifteen inches in height up. The largest one in
the University museum (pl. 39), stands thirty-four inches high and is
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about thirty-seven inches in diameter at its greatest width. It has
seven sticks, and nine twining courses to the inch. A basket is turned
during the progress of weaving by pulling on its sticks. As a result,
the sticks of any basket, no matter how small, will show a tendency to
spiral to the left. A weaver stops her work frequently, grasps a hand-
ful of the sticks and pulls them vigorously to the right in an effort to
counteract the swirl. The sticks in the big storage basket at the
museum are four and a half inches off the vertical and its craftsman-
ship is clearly of high standard. The start of that basket is similar to
the start for all-stick trays, plates, and wood baskets. In this case two
sets of four sticks are crossed by two other sets at right angles. To the
original thirty-two ends there must be added enough more to count
approximately eight hundred twelve at the basket's greatest circum-
ference. By the time all-stick twining reaches the boundary between

Fig. 28. Cleft hazel stick for Iattening maidenhair fern stems before
splitting off the black side.

base and side wall, the ratio is about one original stick to seven new
ones. This counts up to some two hundred twenty-four, a number
still a long way from enough. Just at the turn new sticks are added
by two's and four's bringing the total much nearer to the required
number. The remainder, when we recall what can be developed from
an original sixteen in a cap, does not seem so formidable. No exact
an,alysis has been attempted, but wherever the drawing in the trans-
parent plate cover of plate 39 shows a Y, there a stick has been
inserted. At midpoint the top begins to be drawn in definitely. This
is the single legitimate oceasion for cutting out a foundation stick to
combine its stub with an adjacent stick. Although this technical
device is condemned in attempts to remedy pattern miscounts, it is
regularly resorted to when the top of a basket must be made appre-
ciably smaller than its greatest circumference. The inverted Y's show
numerous examples found within a defined area. Here too, as in the
cap, rhythm is lacking; similarly, also, fewer increases and deereases
come within the patterned areas.
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DESIGN SETTING

The hardest single feature of a basket is the beginning or setting
of a design. Difficulties of gathering and preparing materials are
physical; technical proficiency is a matter of experience plus con-
formance to tried methods. But the placing of a pattern in a basket
presents to each weaver a specific problem which makes unusual
demands upon her mental ability. There is no rule-of-thumb method,
the knowledge of which will automatically solve the problem. If two
baskets have patterns started the same distance up on their sides, they
will presumably have had added the same number of sticks to the
original eight or ten at the center start. That being the case, the divi-
sions for marks and spaces in each will be identical and a woman saves
time by setting the first pattern row on the second basket soon after
making her computations for the first. Naturally this binds her to
duplicating her designs, but some weavers think repetition is less to
be dreaded than planning for a different pattern. If only mediocre
or poor basket makers complained of the difficulty of setting a mark,
the matter would be comparable to any task requiring effort. Poor
weavers bungle the possibilities for perfection through inaccurate
calculations; good weavers send the children out of the house while
they wrestle with the problem. To talk at this stage is out of the
question even for the woman who ordinarily works as well in a
sociable group as alone.

There are in practice three methods of apportioning sticks for the
pattern and those for the spaces between motives: to measure for
both with part of the hand, with a twig, or root; to count for both; or,
to combine measuring for spaces with counting of sticks to be used in
the pattern motive. Measuring is a gamble, entirely. So many tri-
angular forms are used in Yurok-Karok designs that the first pre-
requisite is to set off an odd number of sticks for a base so that the
apex may come to a single stick. Measuring is not precise enough to
take into account one stick. The combination method is the lazy
weaver's favorite. Measuring is certain to be inaccurate, informants
told me, but an error of from one to three sticks will be tolerated
even by weavers of high standards if the basket is intended for house-
hold use. The best makers and the more painstaking of the average
ones use the second method, counting for both pattern motives and
spaces. The usual procedure is to tie sticks together in groups. For
a triangular unit this may mean groups of thirteen or fifteen sticks
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alterna.ting with one stick left free to make the space between bases,
or the grouping may be the reverse if the triangle apex is on the first
pattern course as in a zigzag design. No. 14, the daughter of an expert
weaver, illustrated her way of setting patterns as taught her by her
mother. She counts fifteen sticks for the triangle, for example, then
thirty-five for the space, fifteen, thirty-five, and so on around, tying
each group with a root. If her last space totals thirty-eight sticks
instead of thirty-five, she loosens all ties to begin over, this time
counting out a thirteen-stick triangle base. Nine, eleven, thirteen,
and fifteen are customary numbers to work with; spaces, too, in some
designs may be varied in length, a fact which suggests numerous
permutations. For really fine work a good basket maker does not
begrudge the time nor patience required to perfectly adjust motives
and spaces. There are informants who will make recounts for a sur-
plus of one or two sticks. The reason is simple: that same one or two
sticks at the beginning of a pattern motive easily pass unnoticed. As
weaving progresses, with gradual additions of sticks to increase the
size of the basket, the error may grow to make special demands on
ingenuity. Since, according to the standard technique of this region,
surplus sticks are removed from baskets only in constricting the tops
of fancy or storage baskets, and since sticks are regularly worked in
two's only at the point of inserting an extra, or in diagonal twining,
Yurok-Karok weavers have a paradoxical rule: add more sticks when
there are too few or too many for a motive. The necessary increase
in number must be foreseen, moreover, at the time of tying up the
groups for the first pattern course. If, for in-stance, it were to be
discovered that the last motive or space count lacks a half-dozen sticks
to make it right, those cannot be introduced at one spot or the basket
will lose shapeliness. They must be inserted at different places on
the same or immediately following courses (pl. 17a). A weaver con-
siders all these interrelated difficulties a part of the setting of the
mark.

Fitlers.-Given that an inaccurate division of sticks is made, that
a weaver does not rip back her work to start over again, or that she
does not provide the necessary number of additional sticks, she must
prepare to resort to an expedient. Either she will increase the size
of the last motive, or she will fill the space with a pattern unit much
reduced in size (pl. 13b), or perhaps she will fill the space with an
unrelated design element (pl. 33b). Fillers are not necessities sug-
gested by a vacancy for which technique is responsible, as in imbri-
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cated basketry of rectangular forms.28 In the circular twined Yurok-
Karok baskets there is no need for makeshifts, my informants agree,
if correct division of the sticks is made before starting the design.
On the whole, the best basket makers are tolerantly inclined toward
the implicated carelessness. Even good weavers make such mistakes
and it is hard to have to rip work. Besides, the space looks so small
at first. As it grows larger it must be decorated and the filler is the
solution. These were some of the reactions to obvious fillers seen in
plates 13a and 40b.

"Hard" and "Easy" Designs

An informant's characterization of a basket pattern as "hard"
(figs. 31, 32) or "easy" (fig. 29) is synonymous with her estimation
of the difficulty involved in planning its first course. Comparison
between the flint mark in the cap shown in plate 24a, previously
analyzed from another standpoint, and the foot mark in plate lla
will illustrate this. The flint mark in its simplest variation is divided
into two right isosceles triangles. The lowest course of a single motive
given in letters to indicate color changes runs thus:

BB/WWWWW/BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB (33)

Most caps with isolated design units are encircled by three motives
with three intervening spaces. To set this particular type of mark
the weaver experimentally ties up three pattern groups of thirty-three
sticks, leaving approximately equal spaces between them; from then
on she shifts, recounts, and reties groups until trial and error result
in a satisfactory adjustment. This may necessitate a slight varia-
tion in motive sizes. It will for all but the most exact workers. My
analysis of the design in plate 24a, as indicated in the draft above
shows a flint-motive base on thirty-three sticks. Choice was made
of the three motives most nearly mathematically correct. The unit
centering the plate has a base on thirty-seven sticks. So small a dis-
crepancy to start with shows up with the increasing size of the bas-
ket, as might be noticed with the actual cap in one's hand. No. 3
criticized the corner triangles in this cap; they differ in size. For our
purpose, suppose the adjustment to have been made perfectly, since
most informants subscribe to calling the flint mark an easy one to
set. It has been noted that there is something to argue in this
description.

28 P. Boas et at., Coiled Basketry, 281.
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Fig. 29. Easy designs from the point of view of starting the first
pattern row of twining.
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The foot mark is termed hard with reason. In its continuous form
it often appears as inverted altertate motives diverging from a
center band. From its numerous variations the simplest has been
chosen for analysis (fig. 30). The first course is composed of a recur-
rent series of short unequal element lengths and spaces. This is a
much more elusive set of potentialities with which to cope than
the group in the flint mark. Upon the correct calculation for the
first pattern course depends provision for the subsequent develop-
ment of duplicate motives inverted above the center band. For the
reason that any insertion of new sticks would disrupt the allocation
of sticks for design elements and spaces, the foot mark is confined,
so far as I know it in baskets made by weavers on the Klamath
river, to food types and fancy baskets. In these the final introduc-
tion of extra sticks is well below the decoration. Caps on this score
are barred out. There are about a hundred caps in the University
collection. The foot mark is found in a single cap; the design appears
in the form of four separate units around the center root disc. Unfor-
tunately the print shown my informants was small and the design
escaped everyone's notice (pl. 30b). If it had been seen, the cap
would undoubtedly have been criticized as displaying the wrong
choice of mark to harmonize with the main motive.

Regardless of the design chosen, the placing of two or more hori-
zontal bands in the same basket is difficult. It is so rare to find the
second band units woven exaactly above the first and identical in every
detail, that it must be concluded that the effect lacks aesthetic interest.
The use of crosswise pattern bands is practically confined to fancy
modern types. In these the second or other bands may duplicate the
count of the first for the same reason given above: the number of
sticks has been increased to its full requirement prior to the setting
of the pattern.
A technical difficulty present in any design motive with irregular

outline lies in the necessity for frequently breaking overlay strands.
This feature will be dealt with more in detail in connection with
Devices. If a weaver were to copy the foot design from a finished
basket with the problem of setting the mark already solved, she
would still consider the design hard because of its continual alterna-
tion of colors. Each successive change is started, ideally, with an
overlay strand snapped off at completion of its previous use, possibly
not more than three twining turns back. Consequently, a beaded
effect along the slant edges of a flint or a wax'poo mark is sufficient
to transfer those so-called easy designs into hard ones (pls. 21a, 26b).
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Fig. 31. Hard designs, so-called because of the number of calculations
necessary before starting the design.
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No one dislikes hard designs particularly. Good weavers will
state very frankly that they do not make certain marks because they
are difficult to set. Nos. 5, 7, and 17 are among the most skilful of
my informants. No. 7 has used the spread-finger design (fig. 32g, h,
i) recently, but, would only duplicate it on an order for that specific
design; No. 17 admired flints-with-points (fig. 31e, g) but will not
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Fig. 32. Hard designs, so-called because of the counting and planning
necessary at the start of the design.

make it for the chance customer. A very average weaver called my
attention to the fact that guesswork and ripping took materials a.s
well as time.

Designs called hard have been listed in table 14 together with
informants so characterizing them. The column headings under which
each informant is placed indicates my estimate of her ability. More
than half of the forty-three women are represented and a sufficient
number of reactions from those capable of excellent workmanship is
recorded to make the design characterization convincing.

i
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TABLE 14

"HAMD" AND "EAsY" DnSIGNS

Rating of informants' workmanship
Design name Illltatin stration_______

Excellent Good Average Poor ?
Cut wood Figure 31c, d, k
Hard: 10 8,11
Easy: 20, 24 6 42 13,15

Flint, beaded Figure 31b
Hard: 17 8

Flint-and-points Figures 31e, g
Hard: 14, 29 10,17, 21 8,10

Foot* Figures 32a, b, c, d,
Hard: e,f 14, 29 5,18,21 8, 11,35 12,19 3, 4
Easy: 28 5,10, 22 12

Spread-fingers Figures 32g, h, i
Hard: 1,5,7,17, 8,16,27 3

25
Zigzag Figures 29f, 31a
Hard: 10,17 11
Easy: 6

* The seeming contradiction in the cases of Nos. 5 and 12 is due to their evaluation of some foot mark
arrangements as "hard," others "easy." This is in special reference to figure 32a, which is judged to be
easier than in most of its forms. No. 28 makes this one mark over and over again; naturally, repetition
has made it easy.

Design copying and plotting.-To copy an old basket of authentic
shape and unquestioned traditional design is the easiest as well as the
safest way to insure a good result. In former days whatever repro-
ducing of very old baskets was done must have been largely from
memory, as all a woman 's possessions were destroyed at her death. Now
it is not unusual to be told that your informant uses her mother's
baskets, or that she cherishes them as an unbroken group (pl. 4b), or
that she has finished some partly completed baskets to remind her of
a deceased child. In line with this changed attitude a number of
pattern marks were singled out as favorites of dead relatives, marks
which are still made by informants because the designs give a basket
a good, old look, or because the motive has sentimental associations.
Very far from the recent avoidance of any mention of the dead,
Yurok-Karok women now seem to take pleasure in recalling what and
how things were done by them.

Practically all weavers copy from old baskets, some of which are
kept solely for that purpose. No. 6 preserved baskets her aunt had
used as models for her own weaving. They were left to the younger
woman with the admonition to keep them, that they would save her
much time. A weaver may even buy a basket, take off the count of
the pattern, and resell the original when she has completed her own
weaving. An expert will work faster from a model and it is fre-
quently said that any woman can reproduce any design if the count
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for setting the mark is before her. With such aid there is no excuse
for a poor joining at the completed circle.

Besides old soup baskets and caps past usefulness except as pattern
guides, one Karok informant cleans and stores fragments of old bas-
kets (pl. 4c). Most valuable are the entire bottoms which show the
count for the pattern. Lacking the bottom, a design unit from the
side is preserved. No informant had the least objection to the idea
of keeping a whole basket for a model but, for some reason or other,
this remnant device was disapproved of by nearly every woman to
whom I explained it. Piecing together different phrases, I found the
criticism amounted to this: when a good weaver makes a basket once,
she can do it again from memory. That is the traditional workman-
like method. If No. 27 had been well taught and had talent for
weaving she would require no artificial aids like basket fragments;
she would just think of her basket and then make it. Therefore she
could not be a real weaver.

An original device was described to me by a maker of Jumping
dance baskets. She picks up the requisite number of sticks for a
single unit of the pattern, holds them flat as if starting a dance
basket, and works out the mark upon these loose sticks. If she is
planning some new mark or initials for an order, this method allows
the addition of an indefinite number of sticks. When she has prog-
ressed past the point of further difficulty she computes for the pattern
in her basket and begins to work from her guide. The extra time
involved is more than balanced, in her mind, by the certainty that
there need be no ripping during the real weaving. It is partly the
handling of loose sticks which discourages women from attempting
Jumping dance baskets. Consequently the method struck several
informa.nts as curious rather than helpful.

There is no sketching of basket designs among Yurok-Karok
weavers, according to my informants. The nearest approach to it is
a diagram on paper. Diagrams are commonly used among white
women to indicate the pattern stitches in crocheted filet lace. The
method might easily have been suggested to Indian basket makers
who crochet by the lace itself or by the pictures of work frequently
shown in modern women's magazines. I have been in rooms com-
pletely papered with pages from these, although the occupants had
never been inspired to translate the illustrated pat-terns in terms of
drafting for their basketry.
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Four Karok informants worked from diagrams; one Yurok was
credited with doing so but denied being able to do more than copy
baskets from a picture. The Karok women had different methods of
making their patterns but each insured a mathematically correct
division of the sticks for the all important first course of the design.
No. 31 draws lines on a sheet of paper to check it into eighth-inch
squares. Dots in certain of them indicate the patt.ern overlay. She
may have to add sticks to her basket to make her design units all the
same size but, this necessity is clear before she begins work. She had
ta,ught the scheme to No. 27, her sister. No 27 ta.ught her own
daughter who does not weave, but who has become adept at repro-
ducing on pa,per basket pa,tterns from pictures or from memory.
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Fig. 33. No. 29 's design draft. Made on plain paper but with indication of

the number of sticks involved in the pattern, and the colors to be used.

Diagrams, of which No. 27 has a. quantity also, and her basketry rem-
nants already spoken of are looked upon with the same tolerant dis-
approval we might feel for a would-be mathematician who counts on
his fingers. Aids may be excusable for an occasional pattern but
reliance upon them is a confession. No. 29 is quick and observant.
She plans a design on plain paper by a method original, so far as
she knows, with herself. Her draft shows count and also the colors
to be used. If she were to plan a snake mark in a flint (fig. 33), by
way of illustration, she explained how stie would put down X's for
black, and dashes for the yellow quills to indicate the count for the
first row. By diagramming a whole motive with due allowance for
the addition of sticks she can bisect a unit and still feel certain of
corners equal in size which they should be. She contrasted her draft
with the cap in plate 28a; the latter shows an error in spacing.
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SHORT-CUTS AND DEVIES

A short-cut, like crossing two sticks in twining instead of one, is
known to all basket makers. All, too, have methods for freshening the
cured grass to render it pliable. Some informants dip it in water
then leave it spread on the ground all night; some soak the grass in
cold or warm water just before using it. A method followed chiefly
among Yurok weavers is that of burying the strands in a container
full of damp sand. This method has the advantage of convenience
because no harm can come to the grass as in oversoaking, but the
strands are gritty to work with and unpleasant to hold in one 's mouth.

If work could be done early in the morning, the materials would
be at their best. Weavers, especially the cap makers, look forward
to fog and. rain. Sticks and weaving strands in fine baskets are so
small that materials dry out quickly. When caps are made in the
summer a weaver will close doors and windows in efforts to keep out
the wind. During the afternoon the air is thoroughly dry and finer
work is laid aside for less careful weaving, such as cooking and soup
baskets, or even the sale fancy baskets. The beginning of any basket,
including caps, is coarser than other portions of it. A weaver cus-
tomarily makes up a number of centers on windy days or in the eve-
nings. All baskets start alike but she sets limitations on the fineness
of her subsequent work by her choice of the first sticks. As a usual
thing even the best makers will select coarser sticks for the larger
baskets; that is part of a well developed sense of scale. One Karok
informant makes the beginning of a medium coarse basket, then cuts
off t.he finer tip ends to use them in the start of a fine basket. Alter-
nating the two she can use all her hazel stieks, scarce in her vicinity,
and be ready to fill orders for different sizes of baskets.

When a pattern is developed by overlay, the fern or grass strand
always faces the outer side of each root element. If the design occa-
sions many color changes within a course, weavers characterize the
pattern as one requiring much "breaking." To prevent the overlay
from coming to the surface, a woman snaps the strand off against her
left thumb nail and pushes the end through to the inside of the basket.
Breaking the overlay means time and extra care. Where care is worth
while in fine basketry it does not so impress the makers of household
containers or fancy baskets medium-to-coarse in quality. Twisting
the overlay in order to place it behind the root instead of snapping it
off has always been a fairly common trick among both Yurok and
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Karok weavers. This method reverses the pattern more or less exactly
on the inside of the basket. It is not an unattractive effect for the
larger types, and tedious breaking at the completion of a few twining
stitches is obviated. No maker of a dress cap would resort to time
saving by this method, nor would an old conservative weaver of mod-
ern- fancy baskets; thel craft ideal of such women is an inner surface
as smooth as can be made; it shows plain root in contrast to the
patterned outer surface. Some weavers do reverse the position of the
overlay in weaving the more ordinary caps (pl. 30a, b). One single
device of like character was given me by a Karok expert who uses
porcupine quills in her small gift baskets. The quills are so short that
a single additional turn of twining is welcomed. If black fern is to
be worked in adjacent to the completed quill motive, the quill tip is
extended for a stitch or so into the fern motive. The tip is a glossy
black, only slightly different from maidenhair black.

Indian women use two old-time methods to mold their finished
baskets to exact shape. No. 17 said she was a grown woman before she
could make a basket that did not require to be filled with damp sand
and patted into shape. That, was commonly done to big storage bas-
kets, which are even now kept tightly packed with old clothes to pre-
vent sagging. With years of experience a weaver outgrows the need
to give her basketry symmetry by finishing devices. Today's shapes,
too, are less difficult to accomplish than the old ones. No. 28, who
makes small modern trinket baskets, moistens them and fills them with
beans to hold the shapes in position until the baskets dry out. A tiny
cover is dampened, placed on the loaded basket, and held down with
an iron ring which has been found the right weight for the purpose.

Cap makers use molds. Both Yurok and Karok informants showed
me plain root caps made for this purpose. They are specially con-
structed qn hazel sticks to insure rigidity. No. 20 keeps her work
to the right size by frequently fitting it down over the mold; No. 41
dampens her mold before pressing the completed hat over it to dry.
It is even possible to stretch'a cap a little on one of them.

The ten-inch Indian plate should require no final shaping. The
large hazel stick pans, thirty or more inches in diameter, are generally
warped in the weaving. An old pan is placed bottom up on the
ground and covered over with a wet quilt or rug. The new -pan is
pressed down 6ver this and weighted with stones heavy enough to
prevent any portion of the basket from springing back. By the time
the rug is dry the new pan has been given its perm'anent shape.
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No. 20 makes dozens of napkin rings for her holiday trade (pl.
51d). They are quick work and bring a fair price. Her method is
to bind the eight sticks and insert additionals as for the start of a
basket. About an inch from the center she turns all the sticks at right
angles to begin close twining on the narrow cylinder. When the woven
band is about two inches wide one napkin ring is finished. Leaving a
space she makes a second and so on. Upon reaching the end of the
sticks, she cuts between the bands.

Deliberately warping a basket to add to its appearance is evidence
of expert control over technique. The very fault which betrays the
unpracticed or inept weaver, too many inserted sticks to insure a
smooth surface, is made capital of by No. 28 in weaving covers with
high knobs (pl. 51i). Diameters of the knob tops range from three-
eighths to three-fourths of an inch. The start is made in the usual
manner with the first additions to the original eight sticks coming
midway between the center and the turn. Where the knob appears
constricted some sticks have been cut out (never done in ordinary
weaving), others are carried inside for a core. New sticks are intro-
duced at the base of the knob to allow for the cover proper. A wavy
or fluted effect is given the surface by the insertion of more sticks than
are required. Symmetry is maintained by the regular intervals
between insertions. I did not hear of any other weaver who warped
her basket surface and doubt the device being known. No. 28 works
with her daughter only; all their products are sent out of the region.

Finishing Processes

The ends of the sticks, when the basket is finished, are usually cut
off close to the last row of twining. According to some informants in
both tribes the twining will not loosen and nothing is necessary to
hold the ends of the two root elements which are presumably set fast
in the drying. According to an old method a short length of hazel is
folded over and held beside the last stick. One side of the folded
length is treated as an extra stick, the other side doubles the size of
the last regular stick. When twining has been done through the loop
it is pulled down to secure the elements firmly. Nos. 1, 14, and 20
used this method of finishing; the last named occasionally transferred
it to a loop of white string. All the women, to judge by numeilous
descriptions of it, know the root-loop finish but the majority of
weavers sew over the basket edge with white string or thread. A tech-
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nical inconsistency which is paralleled among primitive peoples work-
ing in other crafts is revealed by the casual way in which an essential
detail is accomplished. Baskets of fine materials, with standards
written in every feature of their making, will be ended with the most
indifferent workmanship. To make their whipping stitches hold over
the edge the Yurok-Karok weavers insert each successive stitch under
a different course of twining. It is not uncommon to see stitches
reaching down a half-inch, and spreading over a distance almost as
wide. I found a single informant who thought the white threads
unsightly, and she sewed with Indian string made from the fibers of
the iris nacrosiphon leaf because the American storekeeper told her
her baskets would sell better if she used the native material.

Cleaning the basket.-From the very beginning of work there is
concern for the completed basket. The base of each stick was stripped
to half its diameter, not only to make its insertion less noticeable but
also to render the end more easily scraped off when time came to
clean the basket. The finishing process begins with a thorough drying.
Frequently this is done in the sun or by propping up the work before
an open fire. Now, with stoves, a woman puts her basket on the floor
beneath.
Weavers of earlier days might partly singe the inside of the com-

mon food baskets by holding them over a blaze. That left only a
portion of the ends to be scraped out with a sharp rock or shell.
Informants at present use metal spoons, although No. 1 said she still
kept to a mussel shell tool because it could not cut the root-twining
elements. I found only one weaver who singed her basket, thus run-
ning the risk of a sooty product. She wove solely for her own use.
A very careful weaver, No. 7, uses in addition to an old mussel shell,
a small brush about an inch in diameter, made of the short discarded
tips of hazel sticks (pl. 3b). After drying her basket she scrapes off
with the shell all ends protruding on the inside and then brushes
around with the stubby, stiffer end of her brush. When, that is done
she uses the side of the brush to rub off any bits of black fern edges
from the outer surface, and finally smooths it gently with her fingers.
If she has used porcupine quills in the pattern, each end must be
clipped off close with a knife or pair of scissors. The fact that quills
cannot be scraped like other materials is said to have prohibited the
use of quills among the old people who lacked cutting tools fine enough
for such work.
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STANDARDS

STANDARDS FOR MATERIALS

A good basket begins with the choice of materials used in its con-
struction. A food basket requires sticks, roots, and grass overlay.
The work cap adds black or red-dyed fern to the three essentials; a
dress cap or a fancy basket may call for as many as six kinds of fiber:
sticks, tree-root strands for binding the start, willow-root twining ele-
ments for the center disc, overlay of black fern, grass, and quills. A
woman at her basketry is fairly surrounded by materials.

Some generalization has already been made in the section on Mate-
rials regarding relative values of the roots and sticks. A weaver
who runs short of supplies at the end of a year may be forced, for
example, to substitute split willow root for pine root. Her lack is no
reflection on her knowledge of craft standards. But certain things a
good weaver will not do: she will not use fine and coarse sticks together,
because a well shaped basket cannot be made from the combination.
She watches the decreasing size of the sticks as work progresses, and
replaces those thinner or poorer than the rest. If uniformity of sizes
is not maintained, the surface of the basket will lack smoothness.
When a stick snaps off, or needs extending, a weaver can make an
almost invisible graft by cutting a deep cleft in the end of a new
stick of similar size, then placing it to straddle the old stick an inch
from its stub end. The twining elements hold the new and the old
firmly together. As on every other occasion aRl ends are pushed to the
inside of the basket. Again, a good basket maker will not use white
grass blades of different sizes or renew two overlay strands at the
same spot, because the surface will show unevenness, nor will she split
a grass blade for a size to match that already in use. Primary sort-
ing has been done poorly when either expedient is necessary.

Other refinements are so obvious to any informant, and so casually
accomplished by the weaver at work, that an observer stumbles upon
them by chance. For example: there is a glossy side and a dull side
to white grass and dyed fern. The good basket maker inserts the
base end of a new strand for an overlay pattern; she knows by the feel
of the midrib that she has the dull side next to the root twining ele-
ment. As with grass, there is a right side to porcupine quills which
should be kept uppermost in overlaying. After moistening, quills
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are flattened by running, not scraping, the thumb nail over each one.
A careless weaver knows these details but lets her grass twist; she
seldom works with quills, which everyone recognizes are not only
short but, troublesome to handle.

STANDARDS FOR WORKMANSHIP

Criteria for Quality

In diagonal twining, double-stick work, as the Indians call it,
there a-re the same two active elements as in plain twining. Each
element passes over and under two sticks instead of one at a turn. On
each successive row there is a progression of one stick to the right or
left so that the crossing shifts from over sticks one and two to over
sticks two and three, sticks three and four, and so on.29 Twining over
two sticks at once is variously rated by different weavers. Most of
them say it is quicker than twining over a single stick at, a time. The
real point involved is whether or not a weaver with standards will
make use of the short cut. According to No. 39 it never was considered
nice work. Lazy or poor people with just enQugh baskets for actual
use had only double-stick things, whereas the well-to-do, whose rooms
were lined with fine baskets, made double-stick containers from waste
sticks for acorns. In former times soup basket bottoms might be in
double-stick technique. The man's soup dish was commonly begun in
this manner, the woman's more often in single-stick work because she
ate from the cooking basket which must be strong as well as water-
tight. Here there was some difference of opinion with regard to
double-stick work in a cooking basket. It does seem to have been
customary to make several courses in the quicker technique, a device
to straighten up a basket on the way to becoming wobbly.

The crossing of two sticks at once is never done in a cap except at
the insertion of a new stick; the method is never used in developing
any pattern other than twilling, which automatically develops from
the combination of diagonal twining and an uneven number of basket
warps. Today the motive behind double-stick work is frankly com-
mercial, and not approved by some conservatives. Two weavers from
the oldest age group, Nos. 1 and 17, four from group 2, Nos. 5, 25,
31, and 36, and one from group 3, No. 14, never use the speedier
method. One of them questioned its being quicker. These seven

29 Mason, Basketry, 234.
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women keep to the old-time way of making the basket of uniform
fineness throughout. Five weavers, Nos. 9, 10, 27, and 37 from group
2 and No. 15 from group 3 always use double-sti¢k twining on the
bottoms of their sale baskets; it is easier and as strong. The sale-
abilit.y is not impaired, according to No. 10, but she was quick to say
that her mother, No. 7, and other fine workers would not lower the
real quality of their baskets by descending to the easy method. Of
the latter group only No. 37 has a reputation as an expert among her
own people; among the seven who do not favor the method five are
characterized as expert. No. 14, for instance, who overlays her entire
basket except for the three-strand dise at the start, could not be
expected to approve of double-stick work in plain root.

Sometimes a woman in her effort to make me see the ideal of tech-
nical perfeetion would describe a basket as being smooth as paper or
painting. Fineness in a basket is less important than consistently
even workmanship (pl. 46a, b, a). Different types have their own
prerequisit.es. By comparison with a cap a food basket is coarse
work; the sticks are larger, root strands and grass overlay relatively
wider. It must resist strain of weight and handling. It has stand-
ards of its own to measure up to if it would escape criticism: uniform
size of sticks, however coarse, untwisted root elements, and grass
strands to make a smooth surface.

Less fineness is expected in ca.ps of the red-white combination
with black fern than of the black-white combination with porcupine
quills. Plain root caps with grass and fern patterning will be called
good in spite of their coarseness if they a-re well shaped, the marks
are evenly spaced, and the overlay covers all of the root twining base.
The same trio of qualities, shaping, spacing, and successful coverage
might equally describe an admired quill cap with the exception of
the adjective coarse. Table 15, of counts made on grass overlay, dyed-
fern overlay, and plain root caps will illustrate this point. The count
of the number of sticks and twining courses per inch was made imme-
diately below the top three-strand twine (the Karok "arav"). This
point is beyond the final insertion of sticks for size and shape, what-
ever the type of cap.

Evidence of superior workmanship as well as conformance to an
old ideal is proved by the line of steps at the beginnings of successive
rows of weaving. The coarser the work, the more clearly the progres-
sion from the end of the old course to the new one may be seen. In
case of a color c'hange at this point the step is doubly visible. A cap
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weaver always plans to ma-ke the step come at the center back, where
it is hidden when the cap is worn, as an informant explained to me.
A st.raight line of steps up a single stick is perfection. The line in
plate 23a was given as a good example to contrast with the join in
plate 44b. No addition of sticks, which it was admitted might shift
the line slightly for a little distance, could be adequate excuse for the
poor planning in the latter basket. No. 38 said it was reminiscent of
her grandmother's work after blindness came upon her. Old women
with dim eyesight customarily tie a root to the stick at the beginning
of the new course in order to approximate a straight line of shifts
from one row or one color to another.

TABLE 15
STANDARDS oF QUALTY As BAsuD ON COuwT

Gras-overlay caps Red-fern-overlay caps Plain-root caps

Sticks Rows Sticks Rows Sticks Rows
Specimen Plate per per Specimen Plate per per Specimen per per
number inch inch number inch inch number inch inch

1-20822 17 18
1-4384 lga 16 25
1-27877 16 20
1-1692 24b 15 18
1-1593 21b 15 16
1-20834 26a 14 19
1-1609 24a 14 17

1-26812 30a 13 19
1-27054 30b 13 18

1-27175 23b 12 18
1-20824 lgb 12 17 1-2n74 12 17
1-1610 256b 12 16

1-1496 12 15
1-27055 31b 12 14

1-1831 11 16
1-1439 25a 11 13

1-374 10 17
1-371 26b 9 13
1-1904 9 13

1-1498 9 12

Tolerance

In spite of caustic criticism of different phases of basketry there is
a surprising amount of tolerance shown. If a mistake was obvious,
one that could not possibly be overlooked by an experienced weaver,
the work was often attributed to an old woman. Age, as such, does
not limit a weaver's activities; she goes for her own materials, makes
her preliminary preparations, and weaves, often after she is half
blind. Only one informant among my number wore glasses. It is not
likely that any Indian women were wearing them at the time when
the baskets were purchased for the University of California collection.
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Therefore the work of a good many weavers must have become less
representative of tribal standards with the years. Very simple designs
like stripes, diagonal twining, running flint marks, or zigzags are
chosen by old people. Miscounts within the same design, sometimes
groups of four sticks, at others six sticks to a unit (pl. 15a) were
pointed out as evidence of an old woman's failing eyesight; a scattered
group of shapes, or a meaningless motive (pl. 25a), were often excused
on the ground of a weaver's age. Concerning the last design, No. 16,
my oldest informant, said her grandmother used to make marks like
that when she had partly lost her sight and that the younger people
of her household laughed at such effects. Any of the failures to attain
high technical standards may be attributable to age. When a woman
is obliged to tie a string or root on a foundation stick to indicate she
has completed a round of twining, her knowledge of perfection is of
little assistance. Several times my informants produced caps and other
baskets made by some very old relative to show me the quality that
could rightfully be expected of old people. .

The same tolerant attitude was held for the unmistakable first
work of a young girl. "Practicing," informants called it. In very
few cases did an informant think this sort of poor work could have
been done by an old woman. There were only four baskets among the
four hundred fifty odd which, from their unconventional designs,
might as reasonably have been made by an inexperienced young
weaver as by a handicapped old one. The criteria in these few cases
are apart from technical ability, which generally betrays to one
basket maker the relative age of another.

RAPIDITY OF AOCOMPLISHMENT

No one of my Yurok-Karok informants would venture an estimate
of the number of baskets she might be able to finish during a year. If
she worked at her craft as a professional she said she made "lots";
if it were more in the nature, of an avocation she "could not make
very many." Only one of the forty-three informants, No. 7, gives
unlimited time to basketry; the rest have household duties. No. 17,
who has been selling baskets as a chief source of livelihood for forty
years, worked at most three to four hours a day.

Getting at the number of days required for a single basket of a
certain type is less difficult but not much more exact. There is the
story of a Yurok girl who lived on the point at the confluenee of the
Klamath and Trinity rivers. Day after day she escaped the atten-
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tions of a persistent suitor by going very early in the morning to a
spring; there she worked on heF baskets.' Each day at evening she
came back with a finished cap. This is obviously a tale, but an old
woman over # hundred years old, who lived near Wahsekw below
Weitspus, is reputed to have duplicated the heroine's feat. From a
more reliable source, No. 39 'A mother, a Karok above the Ti distriet, is
said to have made a work cap in one day, although she is the only
Karok known to have accomplished this feat.

TABLE 16

TiMz ExMRN=T IN BASKEI MAKrG
Basket type Informant Own estimate Time required

All-stick
Plates 20 Fast One day for three about 10-inch size
Market, hand 24 Fast One day for two, complete
Cradles 7 Not fast One day for two, complete*

Close-twine
Soup 9 Slow One month for 8-inch basket; works all

the time
18 Fast One week for the fast worker
20 Fast Three days, if on an order
21 Not slow One week, possibly; quick work with

house to care for
Fancy 5 Slow One day, possibly, for cup-size. She

works too slowly for that
8 Fast Two days for one 2-inch gift size, order

One month for four 2-inch baskets
15 Very slow One month for a basket

Cap 5 Slow Two weeks quick work
17 Fast One week might be enough if able to

work three or four hours a day. Two
weeks for her; eyes tire.

21 Not slow Two weeks quick with housework
28 Fast Three or four days if one could sit down

all day long.
One week for average worker is quick
work.

39 Some can go no more than 2 to 4 courses
in a day

Big storage 24 Fast Thinks it would take one to two years
to finish big sizes

No. 7 traded her cradles to a white storekeeper. At the end of a ear he had said that with three
moreecrades she would have made himsa hundred. She picked all the wilow; her sons peeled and stacked
it; they all worked nights.

Reference to any of these achievements always provoked personal
comparisons. No one now known is able to make the plainest sort of
eap in one day. A fast worker was defined as the weaver who got up
early in the morning when all her materials were damp and pliable.
Early risers work most quickly and make the smoothest baskets.
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There is, however, no stigma attached to being a slow worker, for
while five women by their own confession take a long time to a bas-
ket, the number ineludes the best as well as average weavers. No. 8,
an informant who is quick at turning out her produets, said speed
depended upon familiarity with the design and upon uninterrupted
time almost as much as upon adeptness. A weaver cannot work
steadily all day; the turning of a big basket against the knee forces
the whole body to hold an unnaturally strained position. Incident-
ally, the woman with good teeth has an immense advantage over her
less fortunate neighbors.
A custom which makes estimates largely speculative is that of

having from two to twelve or more baskets at various stages of com-
pletion. For the professional weaver, this is good business since it
offers the buyer a range from caps to hand baskets, a choice of designs,
and fair assurance that the work will be delivered within the time
promised. For the woman who works at her craft less steadily,
several baskets started at one time is a device to save trouble in set-
ting her designs (there may be duplicates), or it provides a diversity
of work. Again, like our own women who do fine sewing, an Indian
weaver may be years finishing some of her basket starts.

The factors mentioned leave any estimate open to correetion; but,
with appreciation of the varying hours in a weaver's "day" and her
own opinion of her speed as a worker, table 16 shows a degree of con-
sistency.

COOPERATION AND THE CONCEPT OF DESIGN
OWNERSHIP

Cooperation among weavers implies a willingness to share designs.
It involves the concept of ownership. Although everyone is positive
that no single design belongs to any specific weaver and ridicules the
idea of being able to keep a new motive uncopied, practice differs
somewhat from theory. Anyone may work out any design, but it is a
saving of hours of labor and worry to be allowed to copy a basket
mark or to be given the count of the sticks in its elements.

Reactions to the possibilities involved in true cooperation are too
varied to generalize other than in a broad way. First, there are
weavers who prefer to work alone, and one gave as her reason that she
has all her patterns in her mind. Younger weavers might be looking
for something new and need help from each other. Basketry with her
is a business; she does not make of it a social diversion. Second, two
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or three weavers may form an exclusive little group to exchange
designs among themselves. No. 15 said of a pattern new to her that
she could copy No. 8's basket if it were finished before her own. These
women are cousins; Nos. 7, 10, and 14 are within a family circle;
Nos. 24, 25, and 26 are distant relatives; Nos. 20, 21, and 33 are
neighbors as are Nos. 26 and 27, also Nos. 24 and 27. In each of these
groups one woman is the leader type, a weaver who caan be relied
upon to hold a pattern in her mind long enough to make it in a basket;
the others count from her weaving. The leader would be as well, if
not better off, independent of this cooperative spirit.

Among Yurok weavers around Weitspus there was a sociable old
custom of taking one's materials to the creek. Some women always
worked with the same friend; others went every day to join any group
of four or five. Working in the cool shade where supplies could be
kept damp with no trouble formed the ideal set of circumstances for
free exchange of patterns.

Four weavers among my informants were referred to as "pattern
makers." There is no implication of inventiveness in the term; it
refers to the possession of a reliable memory. Three pattern makers
are old women with experience in recognizing the basie form of any
design, for which doubtless they know the usual counts. After the
recognition of elemental forms it devolves upon pattern makers to
see the relationship between units and to memorize one or two counts
in any details new to them. One of the four informants used as
illustration the design in plate 16b. She knew it for the wax'poo
mark and, if her interest lay in the particular size and its proportion
to the basket, her memorizing could limit itself to the number of sticks
in the base of the small triangle. A conventional wax'poo mark is
made up of lengths and widths in definite relation to each other.
Apparently a weaver does not lose caste by admitting that she relies
on the superior memory of some member in her family. No. 6 is one
of three sisters, all professionals, but one weaves models for the other
two to copy. No. 14 took several basket prints to her mother-in-law,
No. 7, to have her look intently at the designs. The old lady analyzed
the motive by counting out some one of its elements. All her life
No. 41 has been the source turned to by her family of three pro-
fessionals for old designs as well as innovations. She found among
the prints a number of motives which have not lasted into her
daughters' generation, some of which had been crowded out of her
own memory.
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The quest for a design tribally authentic and yet new to the weaver
has never ceased. It forms, for some women, the greatest interest at
dances or when visiting. No. 8, known as a very quick worker, chanced
to be present at the conclusion of my interview with her neighbor.
She admired a picture of a cap in the print collection and had partly
completed a small basket with the cap design as the motive when I
called on her several days later. She was not entirely satisfied with
the proportions and said that a first trial of a new pattern would
always be rather uncertain. She thought this particular mark would
look better in a larger basket; she would duplicate it at once to fix
the counts in her memory. If the attempt turns out successfully, the
weaver makes the design again and again until it finally takes its place
in the repertory of the immediate locality. An up-river informant
gave as her theory of variations in old marks the fact that a weaver's
first duplication of a design made from memory could rarely be
checked against the original. If the design deviated slightly, subse-
quent attempts based on reproductions of reproductions would ulti-
mately result in basket marks with little relation to their prototypes.
Exactness, she thought, could never be relied upon in working
from memory.

A negative view of the matter of cooperation stresses a false owner-
ship of designs which can last only so long as the basket is kept from
the sight of acquisitive eyes. It seemed incredible to some women that
weavers should want to hide their work; basket marks are common
property and all a weaver should have to do is to ask the owner
to lend her basket from which to copy. Evidently that request does
not always receive the same answer. Nos. 25 and 34, experts repre-
sentative of two generations of weavers, took it as a matter of course
that weavers hid their patterns. No. 24, also Karok, complained that
No. 20 asked to see others' baskets but never showed her own.. The
trouble here is that No. 24 is outside the neighborhood group. Yurok
weavers are equally culpable. No. 16, my oldest informant, has a
basket of her mother's make (the largest in her basket group,
plate 2b). No. 7 greatly admires the old pattern but is not allowed to
see it or the reproductions of its motives. The excuse always given
is that the owner's work is not comparable to that of No. 7, but the
old lady frankly acknowledged the real reason behind her pseudo-
modesty to me, a stranger. In these last cases there is no question
of unfriendliness or selfishness, primarily. No. 13, who told me of
drying her baskets in a box near the fire to prevent the patterns being
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seen by visitors, would lend a whole boatful of baskets to any friend
"making a dance," or give from her own store to some woman who
could not make a sturdy food container. It seems very like hugging,
a secret which loses any value it may have once it is known.

PROPERTY MARKS

Kroeber refers to property marks a,s "occasionally introduced in
the weaving, certain small areas being covered with overlaying."80
To begin with, a distinction had to be set up in the informant's mind
between a design looked upon as a private possession and a basket
made by or belonging to a specific weaver, as might be signified by a
pattern detail. Some women were skeptical that any weaver would
put into her basket a personal symbol; others were amused at the
idea. The majority had never made or seen a property mark. In all,
thirteen reactions are covered under these generalizations. My inform-
ants were certain no two weavers could make the same pattern
identically alike, and the notion that a woman would not know her
own baskets if she could handle them was ridiculous. At dances there
are so many baskets that they are stacked in piles and yet a weaver
can pick out her 6wn.

But although there were Yurok and Karok women willing to speak
thus broadly for their tribes, some old weavers remembered marks
unrelated to the designs in a basket. Nos. 27, 34, and 35, the last two
living in isolated communities, knew of them. No. 35 had outlined a
few figures in black fern to identify her own baskets more quickly;
No. 27 recalled the instance of an old woman who put the same pattern
on each soup basket which she made to take to the dances. This old
woman had told my informant it was a common custom. in her ow.n time.

By check of the actual baskets at the museum, four of the food
type were found to include red-dyed or black fern design elements in
their makeup. It would be illogical to consider them deliberate
attempts to vary the decoration. Two of these baskets are shown in
plates 16a and 18a. The other examples have an irregular series of
twining turns of black fern at intervals near the top of the basket, or
short lines of fern which look like identification marks. The variance
of opinion coupled with the range in ages of those informants who
deny t.he custom make it improbable that property marks were
universally used or locally well developed.

80 Kroeber, Basket Designs, 116.
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MEN'S ATTITUDE TOWARD THE CRAFT,

A basket maker takes for granted that the men of her household
know more or less about her craft. Men, they say, are used to seeing
baskets around; they know the names of designs, the worth of a good
basket, and something of the difficulties involved in the making of one.
While it may be true that in the old days men did not help in the
gathering of materials there were exceptions; I was reminded there
would always be men who think it beneath them to offer aid in women's
work and that some men are like that even now. Today, when
basketry means income, most women take for granted not only their
men's knowledge but their active help. With increasing distances to
go for supplies their colleetion is becoming less and less strictly the
job of women weavers. Men of group l's -generation brought in grass
and roots for their wives and taught their sons how to choose good
stock. The boys of an extremely shiftless Karok informant had been
taught through practice and criticism to recognize qualities and pre-
pare materiils. A Yurok weaver had had to buy supplies only three
times in her lifetime. Husband and sons brought in stuff from all
directions, all "made," which meant sticks peeled, roots cooked or
scraped. Her ability to turn out the hundred cradles that she wove
during one year was made possible partly by her sons' help. Another
old Yurok weaver who has not made baskets for many years still has
annual supplies brought in by her husband. She gives them to her
friends. Perhaps the most unusual case is that of a white man over
ninety, according to his statement, who has an Indian wife. He
explained to me in detail how he had learned the values of the several
kinds of necessary materials from watching the progress of the work.
Now his wife is old and he must do the gathering.' Annually, he takes
a pack horse back into the hills twenty miles or so. To the customary
complaint of modern shortage he added his own: cutting down
Christmas trees and pulling them through the giant fern is ruining
the patches.

Occasionally the men of the family stayed the full time of an inter-
view with their wives, two hours, a half-day, even a whole day. There
was never the slightest self-consciousness on the basket maker's part at
their presence, or any attempt to be jocular or patronizing on their
own part. The women passed prints to all in the group, and a weaver
often referred a subject to her menfolk for additional details. One
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husband who protested he knew very little about basketry proceeded to
set aside all the examples of new-style patterns as we came to them
among the pictures. The most interested listener and participant
during a long interview with his aunt was a Yurok' boy of sixteen.
The women of his family depend upon him to, go for those supplies
from distant localities. The aunt discussed with him the pattern
names, good and poor work, mistakes in design placing. He looked
at every picture and frequently made comments about the start of a
basket, the new-style st.rap handles, the shaping of an Indian all-stick
plate, or the probable age of the weaver of a poor basket. It was all
matter of fact; he had no interest in impressing me with his knowledge.

Men, probably with an eye to a sale, will evaluate their wives' work
for a potential buyer. Behind such statements as "my wife makes
dance baskets, " or "she is the best cap maker on the river," there is
a real pride. Something additional is involved here: such reputations
are largely maintained among the Indians themselves. The cap
maker, for instance, lives at Ko'otep on the lower Klamath. She had
sold one of her products in the Panamenik district, Karok territory.
There is much more to that as a feat and as an indication of skill than
in any sale of fancy baskets to white people.

FOREIGN WORK AND WORKMANSHIP
YUROK KNOWLEDGE OF KAROK AND KUPA

Trade, visits occasioned by ceremonial gatherings, and the inter-
change of wives made the Yurok, Karok, and Hupa acquainted with
each other. Knowledge is patchy as far as basketry is coneerned but
with regard to gaps there is complete indifference.

The Yurok women know more about the Hupa than about the
Karok. No. 12, who is unusually inquisitive, thought the Karok
might make good baskets but she did not know. One or two other
informants had heard of No. 20's work but they had relatives within
the up-river territory which partly explained their information about
Karok weavers. Yurok knowledge of the Hupa is more satisfactory.
The Yurok traded chiefly with the Indians along the Trinity, taking
to them redwood dugouts, sea food, and dentalia in exchange for inland
foods and skins.8' Yurok women say specifie things of Hupa basketry
and of its makers: that the only ones in the valley who do really good
weaving are Yurok women married to Hupa men; that Hupa women

81 Kroeber, Handbook, 132.
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F?ig. 34. Map to show the location of tribes adjacent to Yurok and Karok peoples.
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lack pride in their work. Obviously such statements require corrobora-
tion from the Hupa angle. Probably the one basketry detail most
often mentioned is the difference between the Yurok plaque-like sifter,
which is shaken up and down, and the Hupa conical pan, which is
tapped to shake through the fine meal. There is amusement at the
form and wonder that any women can accomplish results with it;
Yurok women confess their own inability.

The Hupa, according to Yurok informants, often betray their
advanced notions in some unusual feature. As far away as Rekwoi,
No. 1 asked me to confirm her suspicions that four globular baskets
with new-style handles, covers, and knobs were Hupa products
(pl. 48a). There is nothing about the baskets which could not have
been achieved by any eexpert weaver, but to a Yurok the Hupa are
the innovators. In these cases the intuition was correct, but to place
any reliance on chance accuracies would be dangerous. There is so
little upon which to base an identification of Yurok and Hupa work-
manship, that those baskets with incomplete provenience data cannot
be told apart positively.

KAROK KNOWLEDGE OF YUROK AND HUPA

Karok and Hupa peoples of the old days were generally on friendly
terms but their products were too characteristically inland to stimu-
late contacts through bart6r.32 From the craft aspect almost nothing
definite was known of Hupa basketry by present-day Karok weavers.
They recognized a general elaboration of pattern anmong the dance
basket designs which, to them, was unmistakably Hupa, or something
else, in feeling. In eight of the ten instances the baskets are actually
Yurok, but it is the attitude which is significant. At present, the
Karok enumerate the modern European details of ornamentation,
ribbons, tinsel, and novelty effects in braids, which as substitutes for
fur strips, feathers, and the other traditional embellishments have
crept into Hupa dance regalia. The Karok say there is a similar trend
in Hupa basketry and regret the cheapening. They, too, like the
Rekwoi informant, suspected the Hupa of the new-style features, the
handles and covers on baskets. (The baskets in question were pur-
chased thirty years ago.) This implied criticism is from the conserva-
tive Karok who, it must be remembered, have never been in close con-
tact with white settlers or thrown with members of other tribal groups

32 Kroeber, Handbook, 132.
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on a reservation, as have the Hupa. In fact, Karok informants know
little of old Hupa customs although they make frequent trips into
the valley to the government school.

If the Hupa are the progressives in Yurok minds, the Yurok are
seen in that light by the Karok. Down-river traveling must have been
common at all times, and intermarriages frequent. About a fifth of
my informants had a parent or a husband from the other tribe. Among
the Karok there is matter-of-fact recognition that Yurok weavers have
a natural advantage in their quantities of available basket materials.
A Yurok informant, married to a Karok, thought that abundant sup-
plies explained the generally better quality of down-river basketry.
Especially at Weitspus, she said, everything is handy and the work-
manship is correspondingly uniform. A much older Yurok in Karok
territory, No. 19, gave the palm for variety of patterns to the people
down-river where, she said, everybody knows how to make good baskets.
Nos. 24 and 33 made less complimentary remarks: Weitspus people
invent marks; Karok weavers use the reputable old ones. Nos. 29, 32,
and 41 accused the Yurok women of copying the up-river marks
seen at dances. Sometimes the designs were changed a little, or there
was an inaccurately rendered detail which betrayed a reliance on
memory, but at base the designs were Karok. No. 32 admitted the
Karok might be expected to do the same when they went to the down-
river dances, yet thought there was less inclination among their people
to look outside the tribal pattern catalogue. That statement would be
open to argument, were opportunities afforded. However, with little
question from the Karok standpoint, the adventurous ones, be
the implication complimentary or not, are the down-river and
Hupa people.

Table 17 setting forth the provenience ascribed to- different baskets
by Yurok and Karok weavers may be of interest. The details which
led to allocation are not infallible, but they evidenced to some inform-
ants, at least, the probable origin of the specimens.

Within the much larger group attributed by Karok women on
stylistic grounds to Yurok or Hupa weavers, the dance baskets (pls.
55, 56) may be considered illustrative of local developments in a
highly specialized branch of the craft; the globular fancy baskets
(pl. 48a) are results of modern tourist influence; and customs such
as mud-dyeing sticks and storing tobacco in caps are as well-known
foreign features as the conical Hupa sifter. These subtractions reduce
the actual number, distinguished solely by their designs as foreign
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TABLE 17

INFOILmANTS' ATTzMPTED IDNTFICATION OF BASKETS ANm DzsGNs
Ascribed to Provenience

Informant Illustration Y K H Reasons Y K H

Yurok
6 Plate 31a ? ? Not seen on the river x
10 Figure 31d x Lower river; not typical;

cros-stitch pattern x
4 Plate9b x x
8 Plate9b x Seenat Hupa x
6 Plate 17b x Not down-river mark x

Karok
32, 41 Figure 20n Not our mark x
28,29 Plate 6b x Down-river mark x
41 Plate 6b x Down-river mark x
28, 29 Figure 31d x Seen at Weitspus x
41 Figure 31d x Down-river mark x
28, 29 Plate 22b x Karok do not make it x
41 Plate 22b x Never seen before x
41 Plate 25a x Never seen before x
41 Plate 2Sb x Never seen before x
35 Plate 34a x Men up-river use caps x
41 ................ x Mud dyes, down-river x
41 ................ x Laced-on cover; not up-

river style x
29,41 Plate 56c x Not up-river style x
41 Plate 56d x Long, stiff, placing of feathers x
29, 30 Plate 55d x Not Karok style x
29, 30 Plate 55c x Not Karok style ?
29, 30 Plate 56b x Not Karok style ?
29, 30 Plate 55a x Not Karok style x
29, 30 Plate 56a x Not Karok style ?
29, 30 ................ x Not Karok style ?
29, 30 Plate S5e x Not Karok style x
29, 30 Plate 55b x Not Karok style x
41 Plate 48a x Handles, loops, etc. x
41 ................ x Handles, loops, etc. x
41 ................ x Handles, loops, etc. x
41 ................ x Handles, loops, etc. x

A shown in museum records. Y, K, H stand for Yurok, Karok, Hupa.

to Karok territory, to six baskets. The tabulation, then, instead of
suggesting regionally characteristic groups of motives recognized by
Karok weavers as Yurok or Hupa motives, indicates that basketry
designs, equally in use among the three tribes, form an extremely
large percentage of the total number. Actually, the design in plate
17b is the single "Karok" mark, and rarely found, at that. Frag-
ments of its history told in another section make it probable that it
was once known among the Yurok also. To be sure, Karok women,
like Nos. 28, 29, 30, 32, and 41 and her family, exclaim at "our"
marks, or say that they can always tell their marks, but the implication
of something tribally typical more often means that they recognize
a favored design developed in white grass on a ground of the more
plentiful alder-dyed fern. It is the combination of form, material,
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color, and established pattern which is recognized. Show Karok
weavers the same pattern in black fern on the white grass ground of
a cap and the basket might be a Yurok basket; show it on a globular
form with handle, cover, and strap or knob lift, and both Karok and
Yurok weavers will say it.looks like Hupa work.

YUROK-KAROK KNOWLEDGE OF OUTSIDE TRIBE;S

If an informant shows indecision in locating the probable origin of
familiar shapes and patterns within Yurok-Karok-Hupa territory, her
doubt vanishes at once when she is shown baskets made by "outside
peoples," as other tribes are called. The print collection included
about a hundred fifteen baskets representative of the Tolowa, Wintun,
the Wailaki group (Lassik, Sinkyone), Wiyot, and Chilula. Of these,
twenty-eight baskets provoked comments from one to four informants;
the Wintun specimen will be dealt with separately. Reactions were
varied. At most, whether a Yurok or Karok woman was being inter-
viewed, there was a tolerantly superior attitude toward the others'
work. What seems to be their standard does not approach Yurok-
Karok quality. Possibly, my informants offered, others' materials are
different, or very old women made the baskets pictured, in which case
they hardly deserved criticism. One Yurok and one Karok informant
made sincere efforts to evaluate the outsiders' work; they pointed to
this or that detail as an achievement. To the rest of the women the
technique was incomprehensible from the standpoint of adults' weav-
ing; it was a waste of time to look at it. Out of regard for the inter-
viewer, polite attention was often forced, but on occasions there was
indifference, and even impatience. Some women handed back the
whole hundred prints after glancing through a half-dozen. Purposely,
a volume containing reproductions of many beautifuL baskets was left
about conspicuously so that a family of expert weavers might look it
through. These women are avid for new ideas but to my knowledge
the book was not opened; the baskets are not their type in design or
technique. Lack of curiosity is no more true of the Yurok than of the
Karok; both peoples reveal the vaguest information concerning other
tribes through hearsay, have known almost no Indians other than
those on the Klamath and Trinity rivers, and have seen very few
foreign baskets. In answer to a question about the smallest object a
weaver had ever made I was frequently told of two tiny baskets no
larger than seeds. A salesman has shown the baskets in several
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localities, but who or where the makers are is unknown to the Yurok-
Karok, and uninteresting. I do not recall ever hearing a reference
to the coiled work of neighboring tribes.

After the first amazement at the consistently inferior technique,
Yurok informants reacted to the obvious similarities between other
peoples' designs and their own. No. 17 had never seen any baskets
not made on the Klamath. She marveled at the tottering food con-
t.ainers and pointed carrying baskets of the Wailaki group. In spite
of disinclination t.o find relationships in such poor craftsmanship, she
acknowledged the sturgeon back mark and flint variants, ladder mark,
isosceles right triangles, and sharp points-all basic elements in the
river patterns. No. 10 did the same, quickly assuring me that she
did not know whether the Iassik copied the Yurok basketry or not,
but at least the Yurok are independent of Lassik inspiration. At the
same time she found several baskets to admire within the group: the
Lassik basket in plate 58b is not only a hard mark to set, but the
accurate planning at the bottom must also have included visualizing
the requirements for the topmost pattern courses. This is the difficult
double horizontal band effect of the Yurok-Karok weavers multiplied
several times. The pattern is by no means perfect but the effort was
.approved. The Wyot basket in plate 57a, an elemental stripe pattern
of alternating overlay and root courses, was ealled pretty by a lower
river weaver. New features which appealed to her are the oversized,
decorated strengthening root on the outside and the crossed-stick
finish at the top.

No. 16, my oldest informant, had never seen any Indians from out-
side the region but she knew of the Redwood or Bald Hills (Chilula)
people. It is to this locality that Weitspus women go for their white
grass. Both Nos. 16 and 7 described the Chilula as a moving people
with no established homes, as wanderers after edible seeds and game.
They are said by the Yurok to glut themselves after a fortunate kill,
and then go hungry until the next. No. 7 used the tribal name as an
adjective; she characterized her lazy, dirty, or improvident neighbors
in the village as tsulula'. No informant had ever known of Chilula
basketry and it so happens that the only coiled specimen in the north-
western California collection is said to have been obtained from Bald
Hills. The technique in itself stamped the aberration an outsider even
had its ovoid form remained unnoticed.

Waterman says "the Yurok were much better a.quainted, and
were much more intimate in every way, with the Karok, and the
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Hupa .... than they were with the Tolowa, who lived twenty miles
up the coast. "3 Applying this to basketry, No. 17 exclaimed at the
Tolowa " so far away" using an identical form of the familiar Yurok
ladder design. Nos. 7 and 10 knew a little of the Shasta and of the
Tolowa; these tribes border a region within which basketry is homo-
geneous. Beyond the present towns of Happy Camp (in the Asisu-
funuk district) and Crescent City, they said basketry was different.
The Shasta use white grass, maidenhair fern and porcupine quills,/
but they twine on Indian string instead of on hazel sticks and their
baskets are flexible. In addition, the Yurok women said, the Shasta
are reported to incorporate beads in their weaving. At Rekwoi, where
summer employment attracts Indians from all the surrounding tribes,
No. 1 disapproved of the soft, unsteady-looking Shasta basket she had
obtained in exchange for one of her own firm, shapely root baskets.
She had never seen other peoples' work to recognize it; she supposed
a Lassik specimen she gave me was an American product.

At Weitspus allusions were made by several informants to an
Arizona woman of a forgotten tribal affiliation. She had come north
years ago with her Yurok husband. Her coiled baskets were described
to me as totally different from the twined variety of the region, as made
over heavy, soft rings of grass. She learned from No. 14's mother to
make the Yurok type of basket and then she moved away. What little
was still remembered of her was in terms of her neighbors' wonder
that she should allow her children to play with her rare foreign
baskets. The designs in them had been admired for their bold forms
and bright colors but neither had been copied. At the end of my trip
No. 5 from the Ko 'otep district on the lower river gave me an addition
to the foreigner's story: she had gone back to visit her tribe in Arizona
and had taught her people how to make twined baskets according to
Yurok-Karok methods. No. 5 heard her tell on her return to the
Klamath district' of her difficulties as an instructor.

Through an error in labeling, the basket pictured in plate 58a was
left among the Yurok-Karok-Hupa prints and was accepted by six
Yurok informants as one of their own baskets. It is a Wintun basket
patterned with a variant of the foot design. It impressed four of the
six women as a hard mark and one of them as an unfamiliar design
arrangement. The zigzag effect in the case of a wide pattern zone is
commonly expressed by the space between alternately inverted motives;
when found as a continuous pattern band, the zigzag width seems

33 T.T. Waterman, Yurok Geography, UC-PAAE, 16:184, 1920.
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narrow in proportion to the pattern-zone width. My informant
thought this a new feature. Two Karok weavers, however, recognized
the flexible Wintun basket. Possibly family connections in the Shasta
territory, where Wintun baskets are fairly well known, explains
acquaintance with the foreign product. No. 41 knew from its type
that it was outsiders' weaving.

The Karok are in a position to know the Shasta. Kroeber men-
tions the Karok following the Salmon river since the American settle-
ment and their living among the Shasta Konomihu at the forks of the
river.34 No. 25 remembered seeing, years ago, the long caps which
came down low over the ears; No. 27 knew of the hats woven over
Indian twine, not stieks, which could be bought in the Asisufunuk dis-
trict. The Karok name for them, ka apxan, means a hat from "above"
or "way up the river." In earlier days No. 24 had retrieved quills
from these hats to re-use in her own caps. No. 31's husband is a
Shasta and she knew of the flexible caps from his mother's weaving.
My informants all remarked at the ability of a weaver to twine over
pliable warps. No. 23 used to see the tuile mats from the lakes north
of Karok territory. There was, at most, curiosity in isolated details
but no specific interest in any phase of Shasta basketry, and no one
could tell of a single process or device in use among the Shasta.

Designs fared better. Nos. 22 and 23 recognized the design in
plate 37b as one from Konomihu (Shasta) territory. If it had been
a pattern typical of the Klamath region, they said, its motives would
have been smaller and alternately inverted from a line centering the
pattern zone. No. 37 called the familiar wax'poo design in plate 36b
the wild geese mark. "Flying geese" is the name given undivided
rows of parallelograms by the Achomawi; the Yurok-Karok cus-
tomarily called the forms flint marks."" As noted in the table of
terms for the Karok uswufumas design, "wild geese" was also applied
to the interpenetrating triangles in the specimen in plate 35b.
No Yurok informant used that name for any design.

Miscellaneous bits of information were incidental: one woman
had seen a coiled basket of unknown provenience in the possession of
a tourist; No. 41 had been told that the swastika was a mark belonging
to Indians "across the ocean";`8 No. 40 knew that Indians near the
present town of Crescent City buried their hazel sticks to make them

34 Kroeber, Handbook, 100. 85 Kroeber, Basket Designs, 160.
36 Compare the Yurok concept of geography in T. T. Waterman, Yurok

Geography, UCOPAAE, 16:189-192.
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black. Remembering that a separation of twenty-five wiles was on one
occasion invoked logically to explain a difference in Yurok and Karok
cap shapes and the different methods of starting a basket, I was inter-
ested to find an informant beyond Ti district who was aware of a
Tolowa detail in technique. As will be seen by the instances cited,
any attempt to piece together a composite account of the border tribes'
basketry from information gathered along the Klamath river would
yield meager results. Childlike, Yurok-Karok weavers say they could
make the others' sha.pes and designs if they wanted to; possibly they
did once make the designs and lost them through less frequent use
of them. At the same time my informants pointed to the others' self-
evident technical inferiority by comparison with that in their own
baskets; to copy anything from the outsiders, even had it once been
their own, is now out of the question.

No one knew of any foreign marks coming into the region at
present but those weavers below on the river thought the chances for
evidence along this line were better farther up in Karok territory.
Even there the instances are few. No. 41's family living at Inam
own a number of baskets whose isolated design motives and spaced
arrangements suggest similarities with baskets of the Atsugewi (Hat
Creek Shasta) pictured by Mason in plates 177, 178.37 The profes-
sional weavers in this family are credited with starting the innovations
for the upper river basket makers.

THE COMMERCIAL ASPECT OF YUROK-KAROK
BASKETRY

The oldest group of informants remember a time when baskets
were made for use only. It is true that caps, wood packing baskets,
hoppers, and Jumping dance baskets have always been made by
experts and sold to Indian women who made them poorly, if at all.
But in the main, a Yurok or Karok woman worked at her household
containers in leisure time, occasionally finishing an extra piece for
sale or gift. No one, they declared, got a living from the craft even
were she an expert cap maker. Then the settlers and miners came
to the region; dishes and metal utensils were incorporated into the
family's equipment; fewer baskets were used and more were sold.
No. 21 remembers that her mother sold footed-bowl types (pl. 54a)

37 Mason, Basketry, pls. 177, 178.
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to the Ghinese ,cook at a mine. Much later, tourists became buyers
to be depended upon and for the continuance of their custom, Indian
women on the Klamath have perpetrated aesthetic. atrocities. They
are still wvilling to. Left to themselves weavers revert to old shapes
and old patterns as the line of least resistance. Very often in admir-
ing a basket picture an informant told me that that was the sort of
basket or design a weaver might make for herself. But with every
woman making baskets for sale, the obvious precaution is to produce
results that will attract buyers.

Perhaps the least expected phase of the Yurok-Karok attitude
toward basketry is the enthusiasm which the women display toward
their work. To see a weaver go through the mechanical motions of
twining, inserting sticks and overlay almost automatically, is one
aspect; to hear a matter-of-fact looking woman of nearly sixty tell
that she forgets to eat when she is weaving, and another admit that
she has never tired of basket-making after forty years of selling for a
livelihood, is the other aspect. Several informants were unable to
offer much assistance on details, but not one was indifferent to the
subject. A single weaver, Karok, reminded me that the price of a
basket included nothing but the actual weaving, that it was hard to
keep at weaving all day long, and that it was tiresome to go through
the months of preliminary preparation of materials. Yet she herself
could hardly stop her work in her eagerness to complete a pattern
motive. The economic pressure is very real in most cases. A few
men do day labor on the roads, intermittently; and during the fall
months fighting the almost incessant forest fires can be counted on for
income. I knew of one husband who was regularly employed; of
several others who worked unprofitable little patches of ground. For
basketry, then, to continue to be the fascinating occupation it
apparently is despite its necessity, the craft must represent something
more than a means of adding to the scanty resources.

As stated in the Introduction, the tastes of white buyers, inter-
preted in terms of basketry, are fundamentally responsible for its
maintenance. Native ceremonials make few demands; the new soup
basket for the medicine man officiating at a Brush dance or at new
year's festivities is simple work; the large close-twine seed basket now
used solely for collecting Brush dance medicine is generally very old,
and Jumping dance baskets may be used over and over again for
years. Only caps are sold to any extent among Indian women; white
people are less attracted to the cap shape with its partly hidden
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designs than to the other types. Specifically, forms, structural
details-such as handles, covers, and knobs-patterns, colors, and
technical standards are in appreciable measure influenced by tourist
trade. Of them all, forms are most indicative of fashion's changeable
demands.

INFLUENCE OF WHITE PATRONAGE

Trade Influence on Structural Form

Except for collectors and curio seekers, white buyers have limited
their interest very largely to the bowl and tray types of Yurok-Karok
basketry; these include tobacco storage baskets, food and water con-
tainers, sifters, and mealing trays. Out of the bowl has developed the
fancy basket with its sticks more or less sharply indrawn toward the
top, as described in the section on Traditional Forms. The term
"fancy" is not limited to this type; a regulation soup or cooking
basket if made with some embellishment out of keeping with the
Indians' concept of the container is a sale basket. Of these there are
a variety of sizes made for the white woman's sewing tools. The
shapes, as the plates show, are fairly close to the parent bowls.
Informants say the basket with an indrawn top, done after the manner
of the cooking basket, is preferred by white customers to a basket with
straight or slightly flaring sides characteristic of some soup cups.
Baskets from two to three inches in diameter, to which weavers give
their attention for the holiday trade, are miniatures of the larger fancy
baskets, identical in materials and patterns. Practically a.ll Yurok-
Karok weavers make miniatures, if not in close-twined technique, then
in all-stick work to duplicate the market basket types. From the
trays have come decorative plaques to hang on walls and table mats
for hot dishes. The latter are frequently oval; they represent the one
basketry object commonly made in that form. Oval baskets are rare
even among modern products. Mats and plaques do not pret.end to
be native in shape or use. Before the whites came there were no
"flat" basketry objects with the exception of the sifter, itself slightly
dished; all sizes of pans and trays were concave although No. 13 was
certa.in that the pan for drying fish was supposed to be flat.

So far, the objects made for white trade have a visible relation to
Indian forms but, as mentioned in speaking of footed-bowl types
(pl. 54a), some of the informants in each of the three age groups
actively participated in an era of eccentricities (pl. 51). There are
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few remnants of the period in which basketry spoon holders, handled
vase forms, and fruit dishes with pedestal bases were made regularly.
Every craft is exposed to demands as incongruous and even now it
would be possible to procure any of the above forms, but only on
specific order. The fashion for them has gone out completely; only
an occasional request goes into the region for a close-twine patterned
basket analogous to a fisherman.'s catch basket. Nine of my inform-
ants had made cups and saucers. As many had woven basketry covers
and stoppers for liquor and perfume bottles. No one does these
things today and no weaver thinks the chance of a sale immediate
enough to have such objects on hand. Of there being ultimate sale
for them among tourists there seemed little doubt, but a weaver would
have to wait indefinitely. No. 33 had noticed an increasing demand
within the last two years for wood baskets, small and large, for
Indian all-stick plates, and for the more common root baskets. White
people seemed to be getting away from the fine grass overlay types,
to be inquiring for the sturdier baskets. Other weavers, too, were
noting the tendency.

Trade Influence on Strulctural Detail

Next after form, the most conspicuous additions to the native
basketry tradition are handles and set-on covers with lifting knobs,
or with straps (pl. 48a). These details are less in vogue at present
among white women than formerly. The natural sequel to decreased
demand functions on the Riamath river: fewer such details are being
made. Something of the controversy over the relative " age" of
handles and covers was given in the section on Basket Types. There
is not much doubt that it is the concept of a cover that is troublesome.
The oldest baskets had flat plaque lids tied on with elk thongs, or
conical-shaped covers with knob-like protruberances, or inverted
baskets of the seed-gathering type. Today, a "cover" means a plaque
with a straight half-inch rim fitting down over a collar (pls. 49a, b,
50a, b, 51a, b). No 40 had started the making of covers in her district
following the unsuccessful efforts of her neighbors, who were pro-
fessional weavers. The material achievement was less in her mind
than her triumph over the experts; they had copied foreign objects;
she had adapted an old idea to a new use, as she explained. A "knob"
signifies a ball-like handle to most Indian women and is the result of
white influence. So, also is the strap of grass plaited over a length of
thong, a type found on some fancy basket covers. No one of my
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informants dissented on that score. Any form of knob is in better
repute than a lifting strap. A knob is rega.rded as a natural out-
growth of the traditional form. Thus, No. 29 made a distinction
between her mother and herself, who put the variant type of knob
on their covers, and No. 20, who makes, among other unaccepted
innovations, the newer strap handles on hers. The Hupa, they told
me, ma.ke fitted covers without the means to raise them.

Plaited carrying handles (pl. 48a), too, were unknown until
baskets were offered for sale; now they are admired quite generally.
The facts concerning structural details, because of difference of
opinions, were made the object of speeial inquiry among a group of
the most conservative up-river weavers, Nos. 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37.

The usual method of finishing a Yurok-Karok basket is to clip off
the sticks close to the last course of twining (pl. 41b). Openwork
spoon baskets, serving also for odds and ends, have coiled edges of
grass and black fern over a foundation of sticks bent to lie flush with
the top of the last course. The coiled finish (pl. 44a, b) has been
transferred to fancy baskets, especially by the Karok weavers. Yurok
weavers see it in the light of compliance to foreign taste. No. 10
doubted whether any woman would make a coiled finish on her own
basket; No. 5 had filled orders specifying such a top finish. From the
standpoint of a professional cap maker the idea of a spoon-basket top
being considered superior to the clipped cap finish is ridiculous.
No. 42, Karok, thought that. the difference in top finish constituted a
tribal difference: down-river people leave their baskets unfinished;
up-river people use the coiled finish. Only caps and food baskets
should end abruptly, this informant thought; a fancy basket top
should be an attractive feature with an edge such as the Karok make
on them. She had refinished the tops of some down-river baskets
by ripping out a portion, inserting new sticks, crossing them, and
ending the weaving with a grass coil. In exchange the storekeeper
gave her new cloth. The following check will show that finish is an
unreliable criterion for determining provenience:

Yurok Karok Hupa
Fancy baskets in the print collection ............ 17 11 I10
Clipped sticks, no top finish .............................. 1510 9
Crossed sticks, coiled top finish ....................... 21 1

To be just to No. 42, the coiled top finish is more often found according
to her generalization in today's baskets; and Karok weavers of today
do prefer that finish on their sale baskets. The customary abrupt
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ending of tlhe weaving must have impressed some buyers as inadequate.
No. 14 made baskets for a storekeeper, who planned with her a narrow
border of alternate black and white twining stitches topped with a
line of solid black (pl. 47b). The finish was extra work and the dealer
paid more for it, at the same time giving the Indian woman a new
slant on the refinements to which basketry lends itself.

Trade Influience on Pattern

Some patterns have a measurably better sale value than others.
It may be understood when a weaver says she likes certain marks very
much and makes them again and again, that her baskets produce more
than a-esthetic enjoyment. I never heard a woman regret that she
must deny herself the making of a favorite mark because it would
not sell, and conversely, an informant never complained of being
weary of flint and wax 'poo marks in spite of her repetitions of them.
Several women recalled difficulties in disposing of baskets with crochet
patterns or designs from obvious non-basketry sources in them. Even
the swastika motive had delayed the sale of some baskets. No. 23
adapted a mark from a pictured Navaho blanket. The storekeeper
refused the basket until she proved its Indian source. But, as a rule,
the women are wary; there is too much at stake in terms of weeks of
time and effort to gamble with unproved designs. White customers
have never shown any preference for new designs; a letter chosen
randomly from a newspaper, X, or Z, or H is an unwise venture
(pl. 25b). Occasionally an order will come for a motive of initials,
of Merry Christmas, or the Christians' cross-none of which, it is pro-
tested, can be made to look like an authentic basket mark. At picnic
grounds it was once profitable to display baskets with the name of the
site or Fourth of July woven in them. Nos. 11 and 26 had done this,
but only to vary their work, to try something different; neither
informant considered the results other than amusing.
A tabulation of basketry designs cited by informants as most in

demand shows a laudable consistency. All of them are genuine old
Indian marks expressive of native good taste; they are simple and
"showy, " which means they are divided into6 a few, fairly large color
areas. Generally, in Yurok country, designs are developed in black
on white; a red fern basket does not sell so well there. In Karok
districts, where both white grass and black fern are comparatively
scarce, the ground area is usually red with white patterning. This
color balance is considered more striking than the reverse. The
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nicest baskets in both tribes have bright spots of yellow-dyed porcu-
pine quills, more favored at present than has been noted for some
years past. No one except No. 7 has, to date, ever received orders
involving package dyes; until that happens there is little danger of
their acceptance. One family leans toward their use but the 6utput
so far is noticeably un-Indian in color. Besides, dyes are expensive.

TABLE I

DzSIGNS WiTH BA

"Easy" designs

18

LL VALrD

Informants Flirt Wax'poo Snakenose Spreac
finger

(Yurok)
1 x
5 x x
6 x - x x
7 x x
8 x x x
9 x
10 x x
11 x x
12 x x
13 x
14 x
15 x
16 x
17 x x
18 x x

(Karok)
20 x
21 x
22 x
25 x
26 x
27 x
28 x x
29 x
30 x x
31 x
32 x x x
33 x x
34 x x
36 x
37 x
38 x x x
39 x
41 x
42 x x

Totas18: 20 20 9 5
* See illustrations of easy and hard designs, figures 29-32.

"Hard" designs*
d Flint-and- Cut Foot
r points wood

x

x

x x

x

x

x x

x x

5 3 2
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Designs characterized as easy to make are in large majority in
table 18. Toward the hard marks weavers hold different attitudes:
either the designs are passed by because a white buyer who knows
nothing of relative values demurs at a price commensurate with the
extra time involved; or, a hard pattern is woven because the buyer
does know values and is willing to pay primarily for the additional
effort. This last is especially true of storekeepers whose experience
aids them to balance the time required by one design against that for
another. There is, too, from a different standpoint, the mental atti-
tude of the craftswomen: one says no more is to be gained by making
a hard mark and that a good basket sells regardless of its design;
another says that weaving a pattern she likes renders time and
potential difficulties matters of indifference to her. It must not be
assumed that the so-called easy designs are always simple. Although
flint is the name given, there are no solid flint marks in today's
baskets; each form has a secondary design within it to be reckoned
with. Again, marks easy or hard, if repeated often enough through
demand for them, become less trouble to set and weave. This fact was
noted for the foot mark, which is difficult to most weavers, but is easy
to No. 28 who is called upon to make it often.

Attitudes toward duplication of designs are fairly uniform. Most
Yurok-Karok women care little about the number of times they repeat
a design that sells well. The most expert put the same mark on a cap
and on various sizes of fancy baskets. Two professionals answered
naively that they would as soon make several designs alike as not since
the baskets went to different places when sold. No. 15 makes dupli-
cates as a precautionary measure: two customers may want theirs
alike. She has four main designs which she makes in rotation. Other
women are more exacting. One will not make the same pattern twice
in succession; another varies the repetition slightly to give it interest;
a third chooses a simple element like the isosceles right triangle for her
most frequently made design because the triangle allows a number of
stylicized changes in arrangement. That duplication has always been
more or less common is indicated by the recognition of some old
designs as favorites of certain weavers. Numbers of times an inform-
ant was reminded of some woman, usually dead, who had made the
design shown in the print. There was always the chance when the
basket had been purchased in that locality that the intuition was
sound. To us, one good basket looks very like another, but the
personality of a weaver may be as visible in her product as an

architect's or writer's is in his.
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Trade Influence on Color

Yurok-Karok weavers know commercial dyes; they know grass and
fern will take various colors, but the demands of white buyers are
inflexible: there must be no colors but black, white, red, and yellow
in the closely woven basketry of the region. A storekeeper sent a pro-
fessional weaver at Pekwututl six bunches of grass dyed with package
dyes in imitation of porcupine quills. She was to make the grass into
caps to be traded for supplies. She had no apparent reluctance to
using the dyed material; if white people did not know or care, she need
not concern herself. The yellow which appears in caps of her own
planning is dyed quills; she substitutes no grass for them.

Fully a third of the informants expressed themselves on the subject
of commercial dyes. They have a specific use in the handled baskets
of willow or hazel sticks woven like our own market types. From
Rekwoi to the Asisufunuk district there was agreement of opinion
that dyes were not appropriate for the "old" types. They are too
bright to color fern the customary red, but more than that, a basket
does not sell when commercial dyes are used. Storekeepers and buyers
from the outside strongly advise against them. Among the Indians
they rate lower in estimation than woven shades for electric lights and
initialed baskets. But for all-stick clothes and market types purple,
green, red, and blue are conventional. No yellow is used; it does not
look "right," and it does not "show off." So established is the use
of the other colors for this type of basket that some weavers were at
a loss to say why they did not use yellow; they had not appreciated
the fact of its omission until their attention was called to it.

Trade Influence on Technical Standards

There are few references to technical standards in connection with
the economic aspect of the craft. As has been stated, the best work
of which a weaver is capable goes into her orders; if there is a "good
enough" attitude, it is reserved for her household necessities. No. 14,
speaking of the care essential to preparation of materials, said her
mother had made money at basketry because she knew quality begin-
ning with the raw stuffs. She herself saves the best sticks and roots
for orders; she uses the sortings for her own containers.

What is looked upon by conservatives as a questionable procedure,
diagonal twining or double-stick work, is actually an asset to sale
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baskets. The method, as stated in the section on Standards for
Workmanship, has no caste among those who do it and no excuse
except for being a short cut. The white purchaser, perhaps, picks
up one basket to find a pattern in the bottom similar to the center one
in a cap; the next basket will be patterned, he thinks, by diagonal
twining. The easy technical method may be the more attractive in
appearance to him and helps sell the basket. Although Indian women
are still more or less apologetic about stooping to the quick way, only
the most conservative are unyielding. No. 7 filled an order for a num-
ber of baskets of double-stick work throughout. This, to her, was a
matter of her customer's taste and not to be questioned. It is the same
ignorance of the traditional which has done away with the two encircl-
ing roots on the outside of cooking baskets. After one is accustomed to
their decorative effect, a large modern sale basket with plain unbroken
surface has an unfinished appearance even to a white buyer. Just as
in the matter of black fern in cooking baskets, an Indian law requir-
ing the strengthening roots can be set aside by the more practical
considerations of trouble saved and buyers' complete satisfaction
without them.

Roughly speaking, the shape of the basket and the design in it
are less influential to effect a sale than are size and workmanship.
Weavers tell of former prices paid for their weaving in days when a
quarter seemed reasonable and fifty cents high for a plain cap. Every-
body wanted to sell and no one knew how much her work was worth.
Usually it was food that was given in exchange and even now that
course is followed by some merchants; others pay in cash, an alternate
policy which amounts to the same thing in a one-store community.
Today gift-size baskets are measured either by encircling them with
thumbs and first fingers or by lapping the fingers for the smaller sizes.
Some weavers scale their. sizes to prices: No. 20 sells a root and grass
basket about thirteen inches across the top, a measurement which she
gauges by putting her arms around it, hands lapped, for ten dollars:
No. 6 makes a larger basket, which she measures in the same way, for
twenty dollars. No. 14 has three standard sizes and her orders come
for baskets of a specified price: her two-dollar-and-a-half size is as wide
across the top as the distance from the knuckle to the first finger tip;
the three-dollar-and-a-half size is as wide as from the knuckle to the
second finger tip; and the six-dollar-and-a-half size, a covered basket,
measures from the second finger tip to the wrist. All are woven with
very fine sticks, grass, and black fern (pl. 46b, c).
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A weaver is naturally proud of some of her sales. If she is a cap
maker it is assumed that she will get four to five dollars for a dress
cap disposed of among her own people. A fine quill cap is worth six
dollars and the buyer as well as the seller advertises the price. White
customers are asked more with no apology for the action.

TABLE 19

TODAY 'S PRICS FOR YuROK-KAROK BASKrTS

Doll
Spoon Wood cradle Soup Cook Gift Fancy

$1 $20
$22

$1

$3 $35
$0.75

$0.75 $1

$2.50

$2.50
$3.50
$3.00
$1.00
$2.00

$1

$6.50

$10
$15
$ 8

$10

$15.00
$ 3.50
$ 5.00

$1 $ 2.50

It may be of interest to glance at present prices for Yurok-Karok
baskets (table 19). The list includes only such recent sales as were

given me by my informants. In general, sizes and quality are

unknown. Comparison of the worth of the different baskets in the
table is impossible; however, No. 9's work is so mediocre-to-poor in
quality that the buyer of one of her baskets for the sum mentioned
was either indiscriminating or charitable. No basket of the cooking
type is worth thirty-five dollars and- the women would be the first
to say so.

Inform-
ant Plate
5
6

7
9
12
14

Cap
$6

17
18

$6

19 $0.50
20 $0.50

23
27

28
34

36
37
41

$10

$3
$7

$4

$10
$6
$10
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ATTITUDE TOWARD THE VIRTUOSO

One of the best, if not the best, Karok weavers in the territory
today has never made freak baskets nor copied foreign shapes. No. 28
cannot be considered typical. She and her family have had more con-
tact with white people than is usual, and for a long time her tastes
have been molded, perhaps unconsciously, by the likes and dislikes of
a patroness who contracts for the family's entire output. As a partial
result she and her daughter have never sought to invent marks, because
only the old ones are requested. Her one attempt to vary the usual
repertory of designs by copying a modified old mark was clearly lack-
ing in favor. Both informants repudiate the tourist fancies as
un-Indian and in poor taste. But, inconsistently, a basket with the
legend Fourth of July woven in it was given center place in their
photographed group. A frequent question when looking at an obvious
European design was "Why do they want to do it? " And yet, No. 28
admitted, so strong is the feeling that their craft must be profitable
as well as pleasurable, and much as she might dislike to, that she would
accept even a commission to make table mats. If her patroness asked
for them she would execute the order as if it were a detail like color
arrangement. Basketry is a business with the Yurok-Karok women,
molded by their traditions and conventions, to be sure, but yielding
in all but technique to the demands of trade.

Novelty Shapes

Whatever may be the attitude toward the result, the weaver, who
can control her technique to effect an unusual or even freakish shape,
is accorded admiration and a reputation. It takes ability and effort,
for Yurok-Karok weavers characterize all invention or ingenious
adaptation as hard. Thus, it is hard to make a new mark, or to copy
initials as sketched by a customer; hard to make a basket smaller
than two inches in diameter; hard to develop in basketry a cup and
saucer or other dish; hard to cover bottles; hard to make oval shapes.
When No. 39 remarked that only a good weaver would try these
things, I checked over the list of informants and found some corrobo-
ration for her statement.

Not all the capable weavers, as may be seen from table 20, tried
their hands at fads and not all the average weavers were discouraged
by anticipated difficulties. Of the total forty-three informants, I
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estimated twenty-three to be'good or excellent craftswomen and four-
teen to be average or less in ability. For six informants, I saw no
work upon which to base an estimate. In this connection, thirteen of
the twenty-three good weavers have experimented with technique to
produce foreign shapes as against five, or less than a third of the
average and poor weavers.

TABLE 20
OoaLATIox BETWEEN ABnLw AD ATT Pim NOvVETxS

Freak shapes Cups and sucers Bottle covers Initials, legends
Good work: 18, 20, 31, 6, 17, 18,20, 5, 6, 7, 17, 20, 5, 38, 40

34, 41 30, 37 41
Average work: 8, 26 11, 26, 39 11, 26, 43
No examples

seen: 33 13

Realistic Designs

Animals and men are not considered fit subjects for basketry pat-
terns. The majority of my informants have never seen any attempts
at realism; a few remember certain weavers who, in years gone by,
had been known for their skilful representations; not one Yurok or
Karok weaver aims to do anything of the sort at present; there is no

a C

b
Fig. 35. Realistic designs. a, b, sketched from baskets in a private collection.

c, No. 20's original design (partly finished).

demand for realism. The cases referred to were looked upon as evi-
dences of high technical proficiency, but as nothing of the kind was
known by informants on the lower river, it is clear representa-
tion could not have been regarded, within memory, as an important
accomplishment. In Weitspus there was once a woman, long since
dead, who encircled her basket with men holding hands. She is given
credit for originating the design. At its completion she was afflicted
with a painful eye trouble. My informant did not believe the design
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indissolubly connected with punishment, but she did think realism
might be tempting fate. On the upper river a woman of the same
age as my Pekwututl informant was emphatic on the subject of
realism: it is against Indian law to work whole or parts of animal
forms into basketry motives. Other nature forms are in a different
category, not particularly appropriate perhaps, but not dangerous.
Three Karok weavers, all experts, were admiringly spoken of; they
were able to make life-like pictures: No. 18 once put flowers and
birds in her fancy baskets and novelties; No. 20 still weaves potted
plant motives based on quadrilateral elements, although different
from any other basket mark (fig. 35c); and No. 34 made very small
butterflies which were, according to her, an original motive.

Virtuoso effects are viewed differently. If they are far enough
removed from the conventional designs so that there is no clear sus-
picion of a familiar foundation element which might have undergone
change, they receive a good deal of admiration. The designs are

"new," of no rank, but their makers have overcome not only all the
known difficulties which are faced by any weaver, but have overcome,
also, unknown difficulties incidental to developink a tangible some-

thing out of a concept. From other than the curio seeker's standpoint,
novelty shapes and fantastic representations are a deplorable misuse
of talent; from the Indian woman's they are proof of the conquest of
technical obstacles.

Dreans

Basket weavers of other tribes acknowledge inspiration through
dreams ;88 the dream element is totally lacking on the Klamath river.
One informant hazarded the opinion that a woman might say she had
dreamed a design just to be different, but no old weaver would tell
anyone such a tale. Other informants had been so eager to begin
work on new baskets that they dreamed of starting them, or they
went to sleep trying to calculate mentally the motive counts in an
untried mark. But no informant took dreams seriously, and no one
had ever seen or known of a new mark that appeared in the locality as
the result of a dream.

88 P. Boas, et al., Goiled Basketry, 302.
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CONCLUSIONS

Basketry as practiced by a Yurok-Karok weaver is thoroughly
molded by a compact body of established traditions. Moreover, it
exacts nothing of her which she considers unreasonable or stultifying.
Triba.l sta.ndardization begins with her learning the craft from a pre-
ceding generation of weavers identically as they were taught by
their mothers' or grandmothers' generation. Standardization contin-
ues by prescribing materials: all the needed supplies grow within the
region; dependence upon those outside the circumscribed area, which
might conceivably make for changes, is unnecessary. There is no
locality which does not have one or the other of the alternates for
foundation st.icks, twining elements, and decorative overlay. There
are choices, to be sure, and the Yurok weavers are in a more advan-
tageous position to obtain those rated as superior than the Karok.
To the observer the red-dyed-fern baskets of the Karok a.re not less
beautiful, perhaps, than the white-grass-black-fern baskets of the
Yurok. To the natives of the region the larger quantity of red used
indicates less plentiful growths of the more desirable supplies. With
the exception of the Karok use of myrtle for foundation sticks and
mullein for yellow dye, the two tribes gather, prepare, and weave
with exact.ly the same materials. The identity goes beyond this:
weavers use materials according to the same conventions. Alder-dyed
fern, for example, is no part of the "nicest" dress cap in which white
grass and black fern overlay cover the major areas. Fern has its
own place: it is the basic color area of a cap to which smaller black
and white areas give emphasis. This is not an. inflexible rule. If a
weaver wanted to render a small design element in red fern in her
very nice cap, no Indian law is trangressed, or no bad luck follows,
but she would thereby depreciate the value of weeks of work, and dis-
play what is to beholders an incongruous selection of colors and
materials. Naturally, she follows custom in self-defense. So, too, the
avoidance of red fern and yellow-dyed quills in the same basket is not
a mat-ter of individual taste: the combination would be, according to
majority opinion, an overriding of established conventions.

For the twining process there is no thought of substitution; most
weavers never heard of a basket completely made by coiling, the
method occasionally used to finish off the tops of fancy baskets. To
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a Yurok or Karok woman basket making is accomplished by a single
variety of technique; to change the technique means to stop weaving.
Those rare examples of coiling which have drifted in and out of the
region are so fundamentally different in materials and workmanship
that they are looked upon as curiosities, nothing more.

Forms and proportions have come down practically unchanged.
Older weavers are able to point to differences, mostly in sizes of bas-
kets, but never is there any doubt as to the intended type. -If it is
bowl-shaped it is a food basket, or if it has a grass overlay surface, it
is a cap or modern fancy basket. The latter is woven more or less
according to the proportions of the bowls. With these exceptions
identification is rendered positive by unmistakable forms for specific
types. In all these details the basket weaver follows old habits, the
line of least resistance. To consciously vary the shape of soup or
cooking baskets would be a foolish waste of effort. They are utensils.
Whatever individuality is to be expressed will be afforded oppor-
tunity in the choice of the design. The work cap shape fits the head
snugly; it is unreasonable to suppose any basket maker would try to
improve that prerequisite. The dress cap shape is purely conven-
tional: it touches the head only at the rim and is flat-topped. Here
any deviation would be an overthrow of tradition. No one knows how
long the present shape has been in vogue. Some informants remem-
ber a slight difference in contour. It is extremely improbable that
an object worn only for display during festivities of a ceremonial
character would yield to marked variation. The cap measurements
which are rigorously adhered to by today's cap makers are demon-
strated just as meticulously by the oldest woman in the Klamath
region. There are no other measurements; whatever modifications are
seen to have taken place in a cap are at once put down to ineptness,
and not to a desire to foster stylistic change.

The sections on Design review in detail the concepts of "old" and
"new" designs, the latter term synonymous with tribally unrecog-
nized motives. A weaver is interested in a new mark, it is admired
and copied, but it is a passing thing and always labeled as such. Up
to the present, at least, no woman will make a prophecy that in time
an invented motive or one taken over from white sources will ever
become incorporated into the Yurok-Karok system. Informants say
some person will always be left to recognize the design's original, or
half-caste character. With this attitude toward invention and the
resistance of the older conservatives to changes, whatever alteration
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of patterns goes on is slight or is tolerantly disapproved of. The
weaver who shows aptitude for modification, even if her result has
been carried thereby out of tribal recognition, is given grudging
commendation. There were, other weavers say, plenty of smaller
changes she might have made in old patterns to vary them for the
sake of renewed interest. Any flair for the original which is due to
meet similar response would have to come from a woman who was
technically proficient and of established reputation. Nos. 20 and 39,
when the latter was an active wea.ver, and No. 41's family seem to
have maintained not only their positions as experts thoroughly con-
versant with tradition, but also were able to evolve at times some-
thing new for their districts. No. 43 is now known as an innovator.
She is only twenty-one years old-not yet in the expert class-but she
is daring and frankly dissatisied with the old designs and forms. If
she represents a tendency to be shown a few years from now by the
fifteen-year olds at Ko'otep on the lower river, there will indeed be
radical changes in Yurok-Karok basketry. Their real effectiveness,
however, may be doubted. Between the Ko 'otep and Ti districts there
is no basket maker under thirty-five years of age except No. 14. The
daughter of an expert with wide reputation, she is at present closely
associated with her relatives, Nos. 7 and 10, both reactionaries. No.
14 herself is quite content to be as bound by traditional conventions
as the older women. Granted, also, that some women between the
two districts may take up the craft later, they will be taught the old
things and years will pass before they are in control of technique to
an extent where freedom from old designs is possible. Perhaps by that
time these women, too, will have seen how much easier it is to copy the
traditional models than to go through the arduous calculations essen-
tial to setting an untried design motive. It would seem, then, that
as long as there is Yurok-Karok basketry in the Klamath region it
will be made according to traditional convention, which has estab-
lished choices of materials, selection and arrangement of elements,
and the placement of these as design motives.

In this respect the northwestern Californians are presumably not
unique. Formalized composites of prescribed units are common to
other crafts. Both Lowie and Kroeber concluded in their separate
studies of parfieches that the significant feature in a design was the
disposition of the combined geometric elements with relation to each
other rather than the elements themselves."9 Spier found in analyzing

39 R. H. Lowie, Crow Indian Art, AMNET-AP, 21:279, 1922. A. L. Kroeber,
Ethnology of the Gros Ventre, AMNH-AP, 1:171, 1908.
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Plains Indian parfleches that one shape, the lozenge, never occurred
except as the center of a motive, but that another, the single triangle,
never assumed the central position.40 In a different field, pottery,
Boas quotes Dr. Ruth Bunzel's description of Zunii water jars.4' They
are divided into decorative zones each with its appropriate design
chosen from a strictly limited range. The proper design, in turn, is
always to be disposed within a field according to a definitely estab-
lished scheme. This last tendency is in consonance with the restric-
tions imposed upon the weaver of Yurok-Karok dress caps. The
mildest criticism of a basket mark varying a little from its usual
expression is tolerance for some weaver who apparently wanted to
make that particular change; the most severe criticism repudiates the
result as an individual's vagary, of no rank among tribal designs.
What remains to the weaver is opportanity to rearrange colors in a
motive, providing they are the correct ones to start with, and to vary
to some extent the arrangement of cert.ain elements. As has been
noted in the section on Legitimate Modifications, the boundary sep-
arating the approved from the challenged in this last possibility is so
elusive that an Indian woman's concept of it is an enigma.

Originality, as a result, is lacking to a large degree and ingenious
play with technique is not worth the trouble. To find twenty women
giving the flint mark as their favorite design element and as many
others admiring the combination of quadrilaterals and right isosceles
triangles known as the wax'poo mark, indicates the narrow groove in
which Yurok-Karok basket makers seem content to travel. Few lib-
erties are taken with designs and these are of the simplest. Tastes
a-re for pla-in patterns; complexity and exuberance of detail leave
weavers indifferent, whereas there is enthusiasm for a solid rectangle
terminated with triangular forms-the combination in good propor-
tion to the size of its field (pl. 9a). It is thus with respect to the
native designs; when the weavers admire and copy something of ours
in their baskets, the results are open to question from the standpoint
of good taste.

Standards are conventionalized. The fact that more baskets than
ever before are being sold does not lower but raises the quality of
workmanship. So-called slipshod methods are evidenced in few sale
baskets. The white buyer, from his many opportunities to handle

40 L. Spier, An Analysis of Plains Indian Parfleche Decoration, UW-PA,
1:100, 109, 1927.

41 F. Boas, Primitive Art, 166-168, 1927.
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textures, appreciates even spacing and smoothly held overlay mate-
rials. A roughly made basket is as obvious to him as to the best
Indian weaver. Substitution of materials may enable a woman to
finish a basket quickly; short cuts may save her time, but they are
unimportant disadvantages in a basket not made for cooking in or
eating from-that is, the use to which we put our purchases need not
take into consideration a structure upon which specific demands are
wont to be made. Technically the standards are high. They may be
initiated by pride in ability, but they are maintained at uniform level
by the added incentive of an established reputation among other
weavers and by the hope of better prices for one's products.

Conventions transmitted from one. generation to the next have
simplified the work of the Yurok-Karok basket maker. In the main
they have set up few irksome prohibitions. A weaver is not required
to be original or even ingenious. Her design choices, if she has no
definite desire to go outside, are readily available within a range of
traditionally authorized variations of standard motives. The size of
her basket is a matter of instruction; where to begin her pattern is
governed by formula; the width of the design zone is predetermined
by basket proportions; the colors to use are strictly defined. Tech-
nical problems not repeatedly met are few and those regarded as
unusually difficult are confined to the basket types in which a few
weavers have always specialized. Far from being deadened by a craft
in which so much is reduced to conformity, the women of the two
tribes have developed an appreciation of quality, design-to-space rela-
tionships, and effective color dispositions which are discriminating
and genuine.

APPENDIX

INFORMANTS' CHARAOTERIZATIONS

The characterization of each informant which follows is in two
parts. The first paragraph is an assembling of statements which each
woman made concerning her own work incidental to other matters
under discussion. To this first part has been added my impression
of her ability. The second paragraph is partly composite. Wherever
several informants' numbers are grouped, the separate evaluations as
given are summarized in a sentence. In the remaining cases, an
individual weaver's opinion of another was equally illuminating as to
her own attitudes or skills, and no modification has been made beyond
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TABLE 21

INFO&mANTS' WoRMANsHIP AND ACCOMPLIsHMENTS

AU-stick types Close-twine types

Author's rating Informant 3

Good 1
Average 2

? 3 x
? 4 x

Good* 5 x
Good* 6 x
Good* 7 x x x x x
Average 8
Average 9 x
Good 10 No
Average 11
Poor 12

? 13 No
Excellent 14 x
? ~~~~15

Average 16
Good 17 x x
Good 18 x
Poor 19 x x No
Excellent 20 x x x x
Good 21 x
Good 22 x

7 23 No
Excellent 24 x x No
Good 25 x x x x x No
Average 26 x x x x x
Average 27 x
Excellent 28 x
Excellent 29
Good* 30 x x x
Good 31 No
Good 32 x x

? 33 x
Excellent 34 x x
Average 35 x
Average 36
Excellent 37 x x
Good 38
Average 39
Good 40 x
Good* 41 x x x
Average 42
Average 43

* No examples of weaving seen.
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minor changes in wording. For convenienee, table 21 gives my own
ratings of informants' workmanship in terms of poor, average, good,
excellent. The more unusual types of baskets each informant has
made are also listed. It is assumed that every weaver makes or has
made the plain root types and the fancy close-twine sale baskets. No
effort was made to gather the information in the table, but it is correct
for the types each woman weaves at present. The past record of
accomplishments is incomplete. Big storage baskets are no longer
made except for a rare order; the two lower age groups of informants
cannot be expected to have had experience with them.

The Expert Weaver

To the question of who is the expert weaver in the locality there
was always an immediate reply. Even if the answer necessitated
declaring that the woman being interviewed was herself the best
weaver, the information was given without affectation. Usually some
other woman shared the honor with her or was equally adept in
another line of basketry. If an informant felt that her statement
needed corroboration she might say that everyone agreed she made
the finest caps, or that anyone would tell me she did the best work.
Of course there is envy. When one informant tells you that for her
three-dollar basket another woman can ask five dollars, there is an
implication of superior workmanship to which there cannot be
indifference; but neither is there anything to be done about it. Many
times informants have said that their best materials and work went
into their sale baskets, that if they lowered their standards it was in
those baskets made for household use. Consequently there seems to
be no feeling of injustice about, prices paid or that effort, as such,
demands compensation beyond the estimated value of the result.

There is a laudable reluctance to condemn another's weaving
among the Yurok-Karok women. The best workers are easily discov-
ered; reference to poor wea-vers is usually lacking. The characteriza-
tion of a woman's baskets as " pretty good" implies, as it does with us,
mediocrity. If it were suggested that one's time would be wasted in
interviewing some basket maker the prophecy would be worth heeding.
Interrelationships are at the bottom of much of the tolerance; a rela-
tive's work may be described as average when her results are poor.

The map (fig. 36) shows in a graphie way the distances an expert's
reputation will travel. Each woman who was referred to outside
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her immediate locality-local references are not indicated-was known
by name and for the basket type in which she specialized, or for what
she was able to charge for her work. In addition, the variety of
details that travel covers a wide range. This is illustrated by the sen-
tences concerning No. 20, the best known and the most independent
weaver on the Klamath.

Fig. 36. Map to show the distances reputations of experts have traveled.
All travel follows the river, considerably increasing the number of miles in
reality.
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No. 1, a Yurok at Wetlkwau; about sixty-five years old; one of three sisters
all known as basket makers with high standards. No. 7, a professional at Pek-
wututl, is the best known of the three. No. 1 makes fancy baskets of the cooking
type in different sizes, also grass overlay baskets of modern style; she admired a
globular, handled basket and began at once to copy the photograph-this eager-
ness is in direet contrast to her sister's ultra-conservative attitude toward new
things. No. 1 regrets there are so few old weavers left in the Rekwoi distriet
and that the young women do not care for weaving.

No. 2, a Yurok at Ho'pau; about seventy years old. Since becoming pros-
perous and interested in a religious cult she does not make baskets; she gave
some corroboratory information regarding old designs but in a manner to
suggest rather superficial knowledge.

No. 5 said No. 2 was never a good basket maker even when she did weave.

No. 3, a Yurok at Ayotl; about fifty years old; a cousin of No. 17. My
interview with her was very short. She seemed to know designs and their
conventional requirements more categorically than any other Yurok on the
lower river; she made fine distinctions as to proportions which other informants
missed. She was beginning to weave all-stick open-twine Indian pans and
cradles and criticized her own efforts; she knows how they should look but has
failed so far to make as good open-twine as close-twine baskets.

No. 4, a Yurok at Sregon; about forty-five years old; a weaver with old
traditions. She has taught her seven-year-old daughter as she herself was taught.
I saw none of her work although she has a reputation as a dance basket maker.
Her invented mark is shown in figure 18g.

No. 5 said No. 4 makes all kinds of baskets; she also crochets. She uses old
basket marks in her weaving. No. 6 said No. 4 makes fine porcupine quill
caps. No. 12 had heard the husband boast of his wife's Jumping dance baskets.

No. 5, a Yurok in the Ko'otep distriet; about forty years old; one of the
most intelligent informants. She is the expert cap maker on the lower river
with all the old traditions and conventions in mind. Whatever she said of
basketry was based on her experience from young girlhood in a community
where everyone weaves. She herself enjoys weaving and everything connected
with it.

No. 24, Karok, displayed her cap bought from No. 5 "who lives on the lower
river where they do the finest work."

No. 6, a Yurok in the Ko 'otep district; about fifty-six years old; slow and
very conservative. There was no one in the informant group who spent as
long a time looking at the basket prints; she looked methodically at each one
commenting on workmanship, proportions, and designs; no point in technique
escaped her notice. Her statements corroborated and unified many incidental
remarks; she was the only informant to try to see value in baskets made by
outside peoples.

No. 7, a Yurok at Pekwututl; about seventy years old; a professional basket
maker for many years; sister of No. 11 at Wetlkwau. She has made all kinds
of baskets (pls. 5a, 53b), selling them to Indians and white tourists. Among
her own tribe she had a reputation for the finest caps and the best cradles,
two extremes seldom attempted by a weaver. She has no false pride about her
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work: it is good and everyone knows it. No. 7 has kept her standards high in
spite of raising a family on the proceeds of her sales; her work is now past
its prime for quality, but her store of knowledge is large and authentic.

Nos. 1, 11, 12, 13, and 15 said that No. 7 made the most baskets in the
vicinity and made them best; that she had never done anything else but weave
baskets; that she got good prices for her work; that she turned out her weaving
quickly; that she made caps that fit well.

Nos. 28 and 29 knew of No. 7 's caps from a long time ago.

No. 8, a Yurok at Weitspus; about thirty-six years old; a cousin of No. 15.
Effect and the quick saleability of a basket count; this aspect is one of the
newer attitudes toward the craft. No. 8 uses easy marks that are woven
quickly; she characterized those patterns in the basket prints involving fre-
quent changes as too slowly made to interest her. She would not try a design
which promised uncertain results; her reason was that it takes a long time to
make a basket even if there are no design difficulties to overcome and mistakes
to rip out. The simplest flint marks, rarely varied, are her favorites. Her
invented design appears in figure 18b.

Nos. 9, 12, and 15 said, admiringly, that No. 8 is a fast worker. No. 10
described No. 8 as willing to make anything that would sell, including small
fancy baskets for tourist trade, which she makes better than her neighbors.

No. 9, a Yurok at Weitspus; about forty-six years old. She works under
unspeakably dirty conditions; she sells to white people from her own house;
she does not trade at the store. She camps, in the summer, with her husband
on the grounds of a millionaire sportsman. She has been spoiled by patrons
who pay her four times the value of any of her baskets. The dozen she had
ready for the annual visit were mediocre in workmanship and dirty. She
looked through the prints with an acquisitive eye, commenting only on those
designs which she had sold well. She said that people called her a good
weaver and acknowledged with pride her ability to make caps; she prefers to
do open-twine weaving in shapes similar to the modern waste baskets, and
large food basket types. Her main contribution was an original mark seen
in figure 18h.

Nos. 10 and 12 said No. 9 is industrious, and interested; she cannot make a
good basket; she is careless.

No. 10, a Yurok at Pekwututl; about forty-six years old; a daughter of
No. 7, a cousin through her Karok father of No. 25. She has grown up in an
atmosphere of professional basket-making; she collects supplies for her mother
and sister-in-law, No. 14, and takes great pride in her quantities of prepared
materials (pl. 3a). She is conservative in all her work and she knows stand-
ards; she weaves less steadily than her mother but makes all the ordinary types
of close-weave basketry except caps.

Nos. 12, 13, and 15 said that No. 10 is one of the best makers in the locality;
that she gets good prices for her work; that she uses old marks.

No. 11, a Yurok at Ertlerger; about forty-seven years old; the mother of a
large family. She likes to make baskets but knows weaving demands more
uninterrupted time than she can give to it. Her sale products are of the acorn
basket variety. During the craze for novelties she made the usual types of
covered bottles, cups and saucers, etc. Her main value as an informant lay in
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the fact that she knows fine workmanship and devices, although she herself
cannot achieve results up to her own standards.

No. 12 said No. 11 is a fast worker but cannot make enough baskets to make
weaving worth while; it is hard to weave, she thinks.

No. 12, a Yurok at Ertlerger; about fifty-six years old. She does not make
many baskets to sell; her house and husband need all her time. Possibly the
frank confession that she has always been a poor weaver is more nearly the
correct explanation. Her efforts are limited to open-twine spoon baskets of
mediocre quality, and to table mats begun in close-twine like caps. The edges
of her mats are finished with interlaced scallops copied from our cheap modern
stick work. Her preferences are for the open-twine which she considers easy;
her designs are simplified to the type commonly made by very old or very
young weavers; if her basket gets out of shape from the addition of too many
or too few sticks, she loses her interest in it. Her husband helps her gather
materials but she admitted he could not boast about her basketry. Possibly the
best commentary on her ability as a weaver is the fact that she was never men-
tioned by any informant as being a basket maker. Here is a woman who
weaves simply to be weaving with other women, in contrast to unsuccessful
workers who have taken up crocheting or dropped crafts altogether. She
knows designs as her rating on the old-new design argument proved; she was
very valuable in her gossipy way. Her information led several times into
additional lines of inquiry.

No. 13, a Yurok at Ertlerger; about seventy years old; an aunt of No. 17;
related to No. 25; the only woman in the vicinity who does not attempt to
make baskets. No. 13 likes dishes because cleaner; she grinds her acorns in a
patent mill; but she sifts her flour from a basketry tray bought from a good
weaver. She used to make fancy and small baskets for tourist trade. Caps
were always beyond her: they have to be a good shape. She called herself a
poor weaver; she took up crocheting, which she did faster and with more satis-
faction to herself. In criticizing a basket print she pointed to a stick so small
it could hardly be seen, to show me a fault she herself used to commit. She
knew as she was working that her basket was not developing as it should, but
kept on with the weaving; she called this lack of control over her work not
having a gift for weaving. Perhaps her very inability to achieve according
to her standards made her quick to evaluate those of other weavers. She knew
old conventions and she recognized violations of traditions.

No. 14, a Yurok at Pekwututl; about twenty-seven years old; the daughter
of an expert maker who is still referred to by down-river weavers. No. 14
makes as fine a basket as any weaver does today. She has made all sizes of
fancy close-twine baskets (pl. 46b, c); she used to make Jumping dance baskets
by the newer method of weaving cylinders and then slitting them the long way.
She likes plain, old-fashioned designs which she reproduces faithfully; she uses
the flint mark most often because it suggests so many variations.

Nos. 9 and 15 said No. 14 made the best baskets of anyone in the locality
and got the best prices for her work. No. 10 said No. 14 is the only one of the
younger generation who wants to make fine baskets; other girls think the craft
old-fashioned. No. 14 makes a fine basket, too fine; she likes to do it that way.
Everything in her work must be small. No. 10 and her mother save the ends
of sticks, the smallest porcupine quills, and the finest grass strands for No. 14.
No. 25 said No. 20 makes finer baskets than No. 14 's best quality.
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No. 15, a Yurok at Weitspus; about thirty-five years old; a cousin of No. 8.
She makes all kinds of bowl-shaped baskets, rather indifferently. When she
tires of weaving she crochets. Once she made her living at basketry; now she
sells as much as she can find time to make. She knows old patterns and has
made most of the commoner ones.

No. 10 called No. 15 shiftless; she said her baskets are not very good.

No. 16, a Yurok in the Weitspus district; about seventy years old. She is
chiefly interesting as a weaver who still goes for all her materials and makes
baskets for sale. She likes open-twine fancy baskets which she weaves very
well in spite of her age; they are easier for her than the close-twine types.
She has never made very small baskets nor done very fine work, but her sister
and daughter, both dead, were excellent weavers. She brought out their baskets
to show the quality of work she was accustomed to seeing around her. She
was mainly helpful in identifying a number of "lost" designs which had been
labeled new style motives by younger weavers.

No. 17 referred to No. 16 as a "real old-fashioned weaver" who has never
changed her attitude toward the traditional aspects of basketry.

No. 17, a Yurok in Otsepor district; about fifty years old; a niece of No. 13.
She is a most intelligent informant and tolerant of other 's efforts but has
years of basketry traditions behind her upon which to base evaluations of
results. Designs and their names were familiar to her from long association.
When she hesitated to give a pattern rank as an old one, her opinion was often
shared by other weavers of like experience. At the same time her tendency
to analyze a pattern in terms of named elements, places her very low on the list
of informants who agreed upon the tribal "age" of designs. She has made
all the old baskets from stickwork to caps (pl. 5d, e). In addition she has kept
abreast of the fantastic demands of modern trade. She tells of herself that
she still has a high reputation for clean, well shaped baskets, and that people
write back to the little store for more of her work. She has no favorite
designs. She earries in her head the calculations for all the old marks which
she will ever need. Where another weaver might have been eager for more
designs, she admired those she did not use in her own weaving, but said she
has substitutes for them.

Nos. 15 and 18 said No. 17 makes the smoothest kind of basketry. No. 28
said No. 17 is a good basket maker, that her work is coarse, and that she makes
big caps. No. 31 approved of the size of caps No. 17 made.

No. 18, a Yurok in the Panamenik district; about fifty years old. Besides
having been an expert worker, No. 18 spoke English easily, a fact which made
it possible to get from her information upon a number of points less certainly
understood by other informants. She used to weave baskets to sell but has
given that up in recent years. Her work was fine and even, and she accomplished
eccentric shapes modeled after the footed bowls and spoon holders of the
whites. Some of her work is shown in plate 51h, j. She makes Jumping dance
baskets. No. 18 "eIxplainedII that the attitude of an expert basket maker
toward her own reputation could be completely lacking in self-consciousness:
she had earned her reputation in competition with others in her vicinity. She
said a weaver rarely overestimated her work; that everyone around knew just
what kind of weaving each woman did, and that there was no gain in describ-
ing one's own ability in terms other than those used by the neighbors.
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No. 21 said No. 18 was the only weaver in the locality who made flower
and bird forms in basketry-a type of work accounted very skillful. No. 28
said No. 18 made very fine baskets.

No. 19, a Karok in the Panamenik district; about seventy years old. From
habit she gathers annual supplies which are bundled up to store, but not to
use; her only baskets today are all-stick Indian plates of inferior quality.
She confessed she was a poor weaver of caps; she said some of her baskets
were bought by a local collector; if so, she was once a good weaver. She was
proud of her order for giant fern strands from No. 7, and of the reflected glory
from her daughter-in-law's reputation as an expert.

No. 20 called her mother-in-law lazy; she has a half dozen baskets partly
finished with no thought of completing them.

No. 20, a Karok in the Panamenik district; about fifty-five years old; the
professional basket maker of the up-river region. Because she grew up near
Katimin and now lives in the Panamenik district, she is better known and
more often spoken of than any other one weaver on the Klamath river. She
has made every sort of basket but the Jumping dance basket, besides novel
shapes and fancies for sale to tourists. In addition to the usual repertoire of
closely woven types she is adept at stick weaving (pl. 5e) . She makes clothes
and market baskets of all sizes from the two-inch gift sizes up. She does not make
miniature close-twine baskets. Her original marks are shown in figure 18a, f. She
has tried her hand at crocheting, has made arrows, paper flowers, and other
non-basketry objects. According to general opinion, whatever No. 20 attempts
is well done. Since more women referred to her and the range of comments
was widest in her case, it may be of interest not to summarize them in this
one instance.

Nos. 7 and 10 said No. 20 is the one good weaver in her locality. No. 18
said No. 20 makes everything; she is the best in the district. Some women
make caps best; some make packing baskets best; No. 20 does both well. She
can make a soup basket in three days. When looking at the picture of the
modern baskets in plate 51e-k, No. 18 said No. 20 "does this sort of weaving."
No. 19, her mother-in-law, said of her that she makes caps well, but will not
try to make dance baskets. She is the best of the weavers; she knows every-
thing about baskets from caps to hand baskets of all-stick work. No. 20 gets
ten dollars for her caps woven with quills, and five dollars for black-fern caps
without quills in them. No. 25 said No. 20 is the best maker of baskets; that
she gets very high prices, from five to thirteen dollars for her work-a conspic-
uous emphasis on price in comparison with her own prices; that No. 20 makes
finer baskets than No. 14. No. 28 said No. 20 has several baskets on hand to
show buyers. Lately she has taken to making stick baskets. She is the only
one who might put an innovation, like a loop, on a basket to hang it by; she
likes different things; once she made a mark in her basket like half a good luck
mark (the swastika). No. 30 said No. 20 buys materials-an uncomplimentary
statement to make of any Yurok-Karok weaver. No. 20 makes loops and knobs
on her baskets (only knobs are old style); she likes to do things in new-fashioned
ways. No. 32 said No. 20 started the handle fashion for the baskets in this
district; No. 33 said No. 20 weaves all day long; she gets up at four in the morn-
ing; she gets out her orders quickly. She is admired for these achievements.
She is the one in the locality who starts innovations, handles, loops, and other
details. A long time ago she marked a basket with a new mark; the basket did
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not sell for a year. No. 33 was warned by No. 20 not to make up marks: they
will not sell. No. 39 knew of No. 20 as a maker of fine, even basketry; she
spoke of No. 20's wide reputation for weaving.

No. 21, a Karok in the Panamenik district; about sixty-five years old.
When she made baskets to sell she liked faney baskets best, especially the
miniature sizes appropriate for gifts. She was so enthralled with her weaving
that she begrudged time to eat or cook for her family; she regretted that no
one could expect to give unlimited time to the work. She has reeently taken up
stick weaving to make doll cradles; these sell readily and are finished quickly
in comparison with close-twine types. She identified a number of so-called new
designs as marks partly forgotten by all but the older women like herself. The
baskets she showed me were well done; it was a surprise to hear her called an
average weaver by her neighbors. Her invented marks are shown in figure 18c, e.

No. 23 said No. 21 is iindustrious but not a good basket maker. No. 25 said
No. 21 does not know much about basketry.

No. 22, a Karok in Amaikiara district; about seventy years old; mother of
No. 23. She still sends her baskets to the store to be sold and is rated one of
the best weavers in the district. By comparison with experts' weaving, her
baskets are average in quality, but she is respected and quoted by Karok
women; she knows old traditions. In criticizing shapes of Jumping dance bas-
kets, she cut a paper pattern of a correctly proportioned basket. Old conserva-
tives farther up the river were agreed that whatever No. 22 said of conventions
might be accepted without reservation. She is representative of the older group
of weavers who have never attempted to change forms or designs.

No. 30 said No. 22 would corroborate her statement that it is bad luck to
put fern in cooking baskets. No. 41 said the paper pattern of a dance basket
was right; that No. 22 had had much to do with the old dances at the place
across from her home, Amaikiara, and that she knew the right shapes.

No. 23, a Karok in the Amaikiara district; about forty-five years old, daughter
of No. 22. She made a few baskets when a young woman, but sinee marrying
she has embroidered and crocheted. Like several others, she mentioned having
to stop weaving for housework, a fact which put her at a disadvantage, she
thought. She had never made a cap, and as a result, she classified her efforts
in her own mind as average. She was mainly helpful in contrasting her
mother's generation and its ways with her own.

No. 24, a Karok in the Panamenik district; about fifty years old; cousin of
No. 25. She makes handled market baskets of modern type for white buyers
and wood baskets of the old style for Indian women. The latter are hard to
make, but she can turn out two market baskets a day with ease. She con-
fessed not being able to get the shape of caps; as a result, she limits her
close-twine work to fancy baskets.

No. 18 said No. 24 is the only one who makes baskets in double-stick tech-
nique (this is diagonal twining, quick work, and not up to Yuork-Karok
standards). No. 19 called No. 24 a good weaver but not a maker of the finer
baskets.

No. 25, a Karok in the Wopum district; about fifty years old; cousin of
No. 10. She makes both types of baskets, open-twine, all-stick wood and
market baskets as well as fancy close-twine types. She was most enthusiastic
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over the prints and for all her years of making, exclaimed at seeing her
favorite designs in fine basketry. She has made dance baskets but has had no
experience at finishing the ends. No. 18's husband told her just how to go
about it, but she lacks courage to try a man's job. She is not a cap weaver;
she confesses she cannot get the right shape of a dress cap.

No. 26, a Karok in the Wopum district; about seventy years old; sister of
No. 24; aunt of No. 25; a quietly energetic old weaver who still goes for her
own materials and makes basketry to sell. Long ago she made tourist novel-
ties with the rest of the good workers. She takes great pride in her ability
to make work caps for herself and friends; they are not as good caps as she
made formerly but they have the right shape. In August she was weaving
small fancy baskets with striped patterns for the holiday trade; the rest of
the year the sale of open-twine Indian plates, old pack basket types, and hand
baskets are her chief means of support; she sells a good many to Indian
women. The quality, even with her age handicap, compares favorably with
average weaving.

No. 27 said No. 26 has to use fillers because she spaces her designs inac-
curately; that she has a hard time setting a mark; that she works all the time.

No. 27, a Karok in the Wopum district; about fifty-seven years old; sister
of No. 31. She makes all kinds of baskets except Jumping dance baskets. She
thinks, since very few women make them and they are dependent upon men's
work, that a weaver loses no standing in admitting her inability to weave
dance baskets. She feels competent to make a seed basket (Brush dance bas-
ket) were there an order for one. She works quickly but with average results.
Caps are hard for her; if they are too short or too tall she sells them as fancy
baskets to white women. She does not attempt stick baskets; she believes
that if she were to make that type she would lose skill to make the close-twine
ones-an idea amusing to weavers who can do both well. She made two-inch
gift baskets and found the twining difficult. A flat wall plaque with pocket
arrangement for letters was a recent original achievement. She has a number
of individual devices which have been mentioned in other sections of this paper.
The reactions expressed by other weavers toward these reflect first upon her
teaching; second, upon her ability (see under Design Copying).

No. 25 said that No. 27 makes good baskets.

No. 28, a Karok in the Katimin district; about sixty years old; mother of
No. 29. An exceptionally good weaver of a single type of small covered bas-
ket, modern in shape but with old designs in it. For a number of years every
basket she has made has gone out of the region on contract. She is under no
obligation as to sizes or number in a lot, but the patterns must be authentic,
old. Her opinions on standards and conventional proportions are valuable;
her own feelings with regard to quality were apparent in the discussions of
each phase of basketry; she knew each from the angle of the best way to do
things for the highest quality result. Everyone referred to her as a fine
weaver, but her work is seen in the district too seldom to call forth detailed
comments. Were she in active competition with other local weavers there
would have been a good deal said of her divergence from traditional forms.
She made the covered basket with high knob shown in plate 51i.

No. 10 said No. 28 makes excellent baskets. No. 31 said No. 28 makes
baskets unlike the old types.
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No. 29, a Karok in the Katimin district; about thirty-five years old; daughter
of No. 28. Except for the difference in age, what is said about the mother
applies equally well to the daughter. They make the same type of covered
bas'ket and send their work out on the same contract. No. 29 is thoroughly
familiar with all the details of making, and furthermore, took intense interest
in getting them properly presented to me. When she acted as interpreter, she
brought out comparisons of methods used by different weavers, taking great
pride in every old-time way that pointed to the conservatism of the Karok.
Many points seemingly too obvious for direct mention were obtained through
her efforts to make basketry, as practised by the Karok, appear completely
molded by convention. She is one of the most tribe-conscious of the informants.

No. 10 said No. 29 makes baskets as well as does her mother. No. 28 thought
her daughter makes as nice baskets as her own.

No. 30, a Karok in the Ti district; about twenty-nine years old; a niece of
No. 36. She lives some distance south of the Klamath but comes back to her
old home to gather supplies. Sticks only are available in Scott valley, and
Karok women who have moved there are accustomed to making annual trips
back to familiar localities for ferns and grass. No. 30 and the others would
like to come in the early spring for better qualities of willow but the fare is
an item, so the summer trip when more kinds of materials are at their best
must suffice. She makes baskets to eke out the county money allowed her
family. She weaves small storage baskets and the popular modern fancy basket
types, novelties, table mats, cradles, market and clothes baskets. Compara-
tively few women cover a range from caps and miniature fancy baskets to the
all-stick types.

No. 29 thought No. 30 as good as any other Karok weaver but said that she
is handicapped through lack of basketry supplies.

No. 31, a Karok in the Katimin district; about fifty years old; a sister of
No. 27. She makes no baskets to sell and few for herself. She comes from a
family of weavers and knows old patterns and the conventional methods but
has no actual interest in the craft. She once made open-twine fancy baskets
and food types. She admits being unable to get the shape of a good cap. She
is proud of her ability to plot designs on squared paper. She does not fear
the complications in any mark because she can diagram it before beginning work.

No. 35 said No. 31 made footed bowl types when they were in fashion; that
she does nice work; that she draws marks to guide her in pattern setting.

No. 32, a Karok in the Katimin district; about forty-eight years old; a very
hard working woman with a family of small children. She crowds in her
basket making to help earn the living and because she enjoys it. She weaves
all kinds from caps to the large all-stick drying trays. Her sale baskets are
usually of the food types, strongly made. She still makes and uses baskets as
part of her household equipment (pl. 5b); she is conservative and content to
follow the old procedures to the letter.

No. 28 said No. 32 is a good weaver; that she uses simple, old marks.

No. 33, a Karok in the Panamenik district; about sixty-five years old. She
has made baskets for many years, though less regularly for sale in the recent
ones. She can weave close-twine and open-twine types. At present there is
better sale for all-stick trays, so she is specializing in them. She is very proud
of her friendship with No. 20, an acknowledged leader in her district; she
quoted her opinions often to eorroborate her own.
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No. 21 said No. 33 makes a pretty good basket-this means she does average
work.

No. 34, a Karok in the Ayis district; about seventy years old; an expert
weaver of established reputation among her own people although she has not
made baskets for six or more years. Examples of her work are even and smooth
(pls. 32b, 45a, b). She used to make all kinds of baketry except miniature bas-
kets. Her big storage baskets were bought by collectors. She also made novel
shapes for the trade. According to her own statement she was always able to
charge good prices for her work.

No. 28 said No. 34 used to make the very nicest baskets. No. 35 remembered
that she made butterflies in her baskets and that she got high prices-up to
five dollars-for the small sizes with hard designs in them. No other weavers
made the type of designs she was able to make unless they copied from hers.

N6. 35, a Karok in the Ayis district; about sixty years old; sister of No. 37.
She lives in an isolated spot across the Klamath from her nearest neighbors.
She has been making baskets for many years but of late years has woven
only the easier food types. She sticks to old shapes and designs although she
knew of innovations in both. She admired the makers of novelties. She has
always worked alone; she knows all the old marks by heart. Her greatest
pride is her ability to make porcupine quill caps but she has not had an order
for one for many years.

No. 28 knew No. 35 as an old-time conservative; that she used to make
good baskets.

No. 36, a Karok in the Ti district; about fifty years old; mother of No. 43;
aunt of No. 30; a weaver of old-time forms and patterns, at the same time a
great admirer of her daughter's developing reputation as an innovator. No.
36 is known as a good worker and her comments on points involving traditions
were given with authority. During her interview with me, her whole family
came around her. Occasionally she stopped her conversation to drill one or the
other of the younger girls on design names or technical details; doubtless the
method used in teaching basketry essentials.

No. 30 said her aunt and No. 37 are the best makers in the district.

No. 37, a Karok in the Ti district; about fifty-five years old; sister of No. 35.
She is the expert cap maker of the vicinity. HEer products are sold regularly
from Katimin to the Inam district. One of her caps was displayed by an
informant in Ertlerger as the work of the finest maker up-river. No. 37 is the
only informant who is still making basket hoppers for her own needs and to
sell to Indian women. She said of herself that she could make anything. A
reputation for ability to weave caps and hoppers would prove that statement.

No. 13 had bought a cap from No. 37, paying ten dollars for it. No. 28
said No. 37 makes hats small at the top in the older style; that she can weave
all types of baskets. No. 35 said of her sister that she made all the hard
things like cups and saucers, and that she could make letters in baskets. No.
42 knew of the high prices No. 37 could ask for her caps.

No. 38, a Karok in the district above Ti; about thirty-seven years old;
daughter of No. 39. She is one of the cleanest workers in the region. Her
house is immaculate and her basketry materials in perfect order. She is proud
of her weaving, and of the fact that she uses only the old-fashioned designs. She
has made novelty baskets on order, but they are not her choice.

No. 42 knew of No. 38, and that she had once made a basket with ABC in it.
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No. 39, a Karok in the district above Ti; about seventy years old; mother
of No. 38; sister of No. 42; a fine type of old-time weaver. She has made
baskets for many years and can tell much about passing traditions. She said
she used to make nice fancy baskets as well as the novel shapes; she made
porcupine quill hats, for which she got a high price. Now her work is getting
coarser and she weaves mostly for her own use. She stopped trying. to make
caps when they failed to measure up to her standards. She has much interest
in the craft, knew what other weavers were doing, and cleared up several
obscure points on design changes.

Nos. 10 and 13 referred to No. 39 as an old weaver with a high reputation
for fine work in former years. No. 40, the interpreter, remembered her own
mother ordering hats from No. 39.

No. 40, a Karok in the district above Ti; about fifty-five years old; a slow
talker, accurate in all her statements. She has not made baskets for a number
of years due to other demands upon her time. She has never lost interest
completely, but recognizes that she is out of practice. Her two partly finished
baskets of fine craftsmanship showed her an able weaver. She means to take
up the weaving again but will start on coarse sticks before she attempts to
continue with fine work. She made all-stick types but was most proud of her
improvement upon an unsuccessful fancy basket cover which had its start in
the vicinity.

No. 41 and her family, Karok at Inam; No. 41 about seventy years old. This
family is known the upper length of the Klamath river for their ownership of
old Indian ceremonial objects, their "making" of the largest new year's fes-
tivities in the region, and their basketry (pl. 2a). They are all professionals.
No. 41 has been and still is of great influence; the two daughters and the niece
are recognized experts. They are full of the traditions of the craft, but do
not hesitate to turn from them to meet any demand for innovations. One
daughter, especially, is credited with superior ability to invent new objects and
designs. Since an interpreter was necessary, no one of the women can be
singled out as most helpful. Generally, the mother voiced the opinions for the
family after a discussion among themselves. She is much admired for her
memory: she remembers the new pattern, comes home, weaves it in a basket,
and the others copy it.

No. 22 had bought a cap made by one of the daughters; she liked it for the
variation of an old mark which had been woven in it. Nos. 25, 28, and 42
referred to the caps made by the family; that they make a right size and well
fitting caps; that ten dollars is the price for one of their quill caps. No. 36
spoke especially of the talented daughter, saying that she could make anything
in basketry. No. 39 knew that the family was hired to make the Jumping
dance baskets for the Hupa dances and that the daughters are the innovators
for the locality. No. 40 mentioned the cover idea the family had taken over
from the whites' dishes and the fact that she had been able to improve upon
the idea.

No. 42, a Karok of the Asisufunuk district; about seventy years old; sister
of No. 39. She has been a good basket maker and still tries to maintain her
standard. Her white husband offered the information that her ability was not
equal to her ideals; he said she was always ripping out her work to correct
mistakes. Her original mark is shown in figure 18d. She was one of the two
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people who owned a basket similar to an unusual specimen in the University
collection. Her basket is shown in plate 17a; its design story is told in the section
on Designs with Histories. IEier mother was a down-river woman. No. 42 was
in a position to contrast the traditions of the two tribal areas in addition to
remembering some of the oldest ways of doing things in basketry.

No. 43, a Karok in the Ti distriet; about twenty-one years old; the daughter
of No. 36; a unique combination of the modern girl who wants change and
novelty and the Indian craftswoman who has grown up among tribal conven-
tions. The mixture where it concerns her results is unsatisfactory; she is out
of harmony with both aspects. Her materials were wound with rags in the
most approved Indian manner; she sat in an airless room so that her basket
sticks should not dry out; but she wove baskets with Merry Christmas legends
in them, using commercially-dyed fern. Her ideal is to win admiration for
innovations such as initials, woven names, and unusual shapes. Her basket with
its original design elements is described in the section on Invented Designs
(fig. 18i). For standard work she draws upon her mother's memory of old
marks; she herself knows few names of tribal motives. Her basket-making
sets her apart from girls of her own age who, in that region, rarely go beyond
the simple techniques. She is very proud of her ability, and her mother is much
prouder.

No. 30 knew that No. 43 used package dyes for fern. No. 34 had noticed
package dyes were being used for fern and thought the tendency was being
fostered by No. 43. No. 36 said that her daughter used package dyes together
with the native plant dyes.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES AND FIGURES AND MUSEUM
NUMBERS OF SPECIMENS ILLUSTRATED

Specimens possessing the prefix 4- are in the University of California Museum
of Anthropology; those preceded by 2- are in the Washington State Museum;
those with the prefix G- are from photographs made in the field by Pliny E.
Goddard; CA as a prefix indicates that the specimens belonged to the forner
collection of the California Academy of Sciences; those without numbers are
baskets in private collections.

Plates

Plate 1. Informants. a, No. 6, Yurok. b, No. 19, Karok.
Plate 2. Informants. a, No. 41, Karok. b, No. 16, Yurok.
Plate 3. a, No. 7, Yurok. b, hazel twig brush and mussel shells for cleaning

finished baskets.
Plate 4. a, first weaving of Yurok-Karok girls; x.6. b, No. 18's baskets.

a, No. 27's pattern fragments.
Plate 5. a, Yurok; 2-40; girl's aeorn soup basket. b, Ka-rok; 2-41; boy's

basket. c, Karok; 2-51; man's plate for fish. d, Yurok; 2-43; man's soup basket.
e, Yurok; 2-44; dipper for serving from cooking basket. All x .47.

Plate 6. Yurok soup baskets. a, 1-1475. b, 1-1698. c, 1-1472. All x .44.
Plate 7. Soup baskets. a, Yurok or Hupa; 1-1206. b, Hupa; G-454. c,

Hupa; G-442. All approximately x .44.
Plate 8. Soup baskets. a, Hupa; 1-1493. b, Yurok; 1-1437. c, Hupa;

1-11639. All x .44.
Plate 9. Hupa soup baskets. a, 1-1517. b, 1-1495. c, 1-11644. All x .44.
Pla,te 10. Hupa soup baskets. a, G-448. b, 1-1863. c, G-458. All x .44.
Plate 11. Food baskets. a, Hupa cooking basket; G-426. b, Northwestern

California soup basket; 1-28140. c, Yurok; 1-1578. All x .44.
Plate 12. Yurok cooking baskets. a, 1-1202; x .44. b, 1-1201; x .5.
Plate 13. Cooking baskets. a, Hupa; G-455; approximately x .44. b, Yurok;

1-1880; x .44.
Plate 14. Cooking baskets. a, Yurok; 1-1579. b, Hupa; 1-1494. Both x .44.
Plate 15. Cooking baskets, a, Yurok; 1-1483; x .44. b, Karok; 1-1583; x.36.
Plate 16. Cooking baskets. a, Yurok; 1-1473. b, Karok; 1-1764. Both x.44.
Plate 17. Karok cooking baskets. a, private collection; x .48. b, 1-1762; x.4.
Plate 18. Cooking baskets. a, Yurok; 1-1481. b, G-438. Both x .44.
Plate 19. Caps. a, Yurok; 1-4384. b, Hupa; 1-20824. Both x .5.
Plate 20. Yurok caps. a, CA-10. b, CA-91. Both approximately x .5.
Plate 21. Caps. a, Hupa; 1-27875. b, Yurok; 1-1593. Both x .5.
Plate 22. Yurok ca.ps. a, CA-87. b, 1-1577. Both x .5.
Plate 23. Caps. a, Yurok; CA-92. b, Northwestern California; 1-27175.

Both x .5.
Plate 24. Yurok caps. a, 1-1609. b, 1-1692. Both x .5.
Plate 25. Yurok caps. a, 1-1439. b, 1-1610. Both x .5.
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Plate 26. Caps. a, Northwestern California.; 1-20834. b, Hupa; 1-371.
Both x .5.

Plate 27. Hupa caps. a, G-6. b, G-5. Both approximately x .5.
Plate 28. Hupa caps. a, G-94. b, 1-20819. Both x .5.
Plate 29. Caps. a, Northwestern California; 1-27876. b, Yurok; 1-1425.

Both x .5.
Plate 30. Caps. a, Karok; 1-26812. b, Yurok; 1-27054. Both x .5.
Plate 31. Caps. a, Hupa; G-2. b, Yurok; 1-27055. Both x .5.
Plate 32. Caps. a, Hupa; G-93. b, Karok; private collection. Both x .5.
Plate 33. Northwestern California caps. a, 1-27878. b, 1-27164. Both x .5.
Plate 34. Yurok trinket baskets. a, 1-1661. b, 1-330. Both x .5.
Plate 35. Yurok trinket baskets. a, 1-1507. b, 1-1571. Both x .5.
Pla,te 36. Yurok trinket baskets. a, 1-1659. b, 1-1424. Both x .5.
Plate 37. Yurok trinket baskets. a, 1-1674. b, 1-2275. Botlb x .55.
Plate 38. Trinket baskets. a, Yurok; 1-1605. b, Karok; 1-1598. Both x .5.
Plate 39. Yurok storage basket. 1-1089. x .16.
Plate 40. Fancy baskets. a, Hupa; G-445. b, Yurok; CA-444. Both approx-

imately x .5.
Plate 41. Karok fancy baskets. a, 1-1595; x .42. b, 1-1807; x .52.
Plate 42. Fancy baskets. a, 1-1806. b, 1-27056. Both x .53.
Plate 43. Karok fancy baskets. a, 1-1801. b, 1-26814. Both x .55.
Plate 44. Karok fancy baskets. a, 2-48. b, 1-26815. Both x .53.
Plate 45. Karok fancy baskets. Private collection. Both x .53.
Plate 46. Yurok modern gift baskets. Private collection. All x .5.
Plate 47. Northwestern California fancy baskets. a, 1-27886, b, 1-27887.

Both x .3.
Plate 48. Covered faney baskets. a, Hupa; G-239. b, Yurok; 1-1888. Both

approximately x .6.
Pla,te 49. Covered faney baskets. a,, Karok; 1-26813ab. b, Yurok; 1-27871ab.

Both x .53.
Pla,te 50. Modern fancy basket cover. a, b, Northwestern California;

1-27888b. x .64.
Plate 51. Modern sale objects in basketry technique. a-d, Northwestern

California; a, 1-27894ab; b, 1-27166; c, 1-27872ab; d, 1-27170. All x .5. e-k,
private collection. All x .12.

Plate 52. Mealing tray. a, b, Yurok; 1-1435. x .2.
Plate 53. Open-twine baskets. a, Northwestern California; 1-11868; x .2.

b, Yitrok; private collection; x .33.
Plate 54. Miscellaneous types. a, Yurok; 1-27057. b, Hupa; 1-2487. Both

approximately x .3.
Plate 55. Jumping dance baskets. a, Yurok; 1-1997. b, Yurok; 1-1998. c,

Yurok; 1-2273. d, Yurok; 1-2222. e, Hupa; 1-988. All x .18.
Plate 56. Jumping dance baskets. a, Yurok; 1-2270. b, Yurok; 1-2271. c,

Hupa; 1-20825. d, Yurok; 1-1461. All x .18.
Plate 57. -Baskets from neighboring tribes. a, Wiyot; 1-9404. b, Wiyot;

1-11626. Both x .35.
Plate 58. Baskets from neighboring tribes. a, Wintun; 1-2500; x .53. b, Las-

sik; 1-2541; x .32.
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a

b

a. No. 6, Yurok, splitting "cooked" spruce roots for twining elements.
b. No. 19, Karok, peeling willow shoots for her stick baskets.

[.O'NEALE] PLATE I
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a

b

(I. (ooking an(I selvilig blaskets l(1us X'b o. 41X at tlie KIr-ok infw y(11 'm lalkilig.
1). Tih ol(lest inlforlimaflt, No. I 6, Ylrok, and( baskets of her' niakkinig.

O NEALE PLATE 2
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a

b

a. No. 7, Yurok, with a year 's supplies prepared for storing.
b. Only tools used by Yurok-Ka.rok weavers to scrape and clean a finished basket.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 3
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a

b C

a. First weaving att-mpts of two six-year olds, Yurok.

b, c. Old baskets (No. 18's) and fragments (No. 27's) preserved to copy from.

[ O' NEALE ] PLATE 4
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U

e

An old-time "set" for acorn soup: girl 's and boy 's baskets, man 's basket
with plate, dipper.

| O' NEALE ] PLATE 5
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a

b

c

a, Soup basket with an old mark va.ried by the straight lines in the ground.
b. Soup basket with a much discussed design; not "old" by two-thirds' majority.

c. Soup basket with unconventional arrangement of familiar design element.

[O'NEALEI PLATE 6
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. . . . .a. Good shape; cratlelzed for lacklng plaln root courses at the top edge.
b. Design criticized as out of scale with size of the basket.

c. Design eritieized for ornateness; use of blaek fern in food baskets "wrong."

[O'NEALE] PLATE 7
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a

b

a. The wide shallow soup basket of former times.
b. A design lacking ta.ste; out of scale with basket size and too broken up.

c. An admired design; use of black fern disa.pproved of.

[O-NEALE] PLATE 8
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a II :

b~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t

a. Asserted to be as old a mark as oae could find; shape and work criticized.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i :

b. The newer high, narrow shape for soup baskets.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i-
c. "Easy" design for use in a girl 's soup~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~baktwokasi ciicied

[O'NEALE] PLATE 10
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a.Tetiblyrconzdfotdsg, hr"an ralyamrd

b.Tefo mr ruddeeoe s atr;lse*tnig.n aei th e anec.~~ThAotmr are yvrainbyn rblrcgiin

[O'NEALE] PLATE I11
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a

b

a. A cooking basket admired for shape, design, and workmanship.
b. The correct finish for the top: several rows of plain root twining.

[O'NEtALE] PLATE 12
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a

b

a. A well shaped basket; desigii requires more careful calculation than was ma.de.
b. Contour criticized; design a hard one to space evenly.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 13
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a. Critieized for rough workmanship and angles which fail to come to a point.
b. An old ma.rk varied by giving it a quarter turn.

[O'NEALE | PLATE 14
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a

b

at. Attiibuite(d to an ol(d woman with llan(ls too weak to ptill the weaving tighlt.
b. A well shlapedI basket; eiliticize(l for low placement of the design.

O'NEALE I PLATE 1 5
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a

b

a. Black fern thought by some informants to be an ownership mark.
b. Good shape and well placed design; various explanations for the rectangle.

IO'NEALE] PLATE 16
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a

b

a. Evidlenice of p)oor planning: 1(d(litioln of sticks mld(Ie with iil a. pattern motive.
b. The miounitainsiide miark; a difficuilt dlesigli irequiiing exact calculations.

O'NEALEI PLATE 17
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a

b

b. Spoken of as "all just right."

[O'NEALE] PLATE 18

a. Suggestive of ownership mark.
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a

b

a.. Very fine eap; placing of design criticized; conventional borders la-cking.
b. Contour right for a cap; design in right scale for size.

[O-NEALE] PLATE 19
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a

b

a. &Iiticized for plae('mllent of (lividinig motive off cent(er.
b. Clitieized for clloie of cei'siterdiglj, fol pilctIilig of mlaIin mark, for widtlhs.

O NEALE] PLATE 20
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a

b

a. An "'easy'" mark madde difficult by bordering line.
b. A disputed design; claimed both as a.n invention and a.s a legitimate variation.

IO'NEALE] PLATE 21
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a

b

a. Unanimously elitieize(d for poor clhoice of designs to combine in the same basket.

b. Gener-allyl repudiated as a traditional design; recognized bv a few weavers.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 22
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a

b

it. AIIiiiirt. l f r "1l t flinit mrk:rks :111.1 perfet-t joining i;f thl 6:1tterin.
J,. (C'iriticizel fur l; e iin c(oIne Sli 11 motive in the Ii ower ' inleir. -1h;ilf finiTe.

1;O'NEALE] PLATE 23
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a

b

a. A cap for a young girl; simplicity of pattern admiired by all.

b. Unequal sizes of flint marks criticized; inner motives not eonventional.

10 NEALE] PLATE 24
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a

b

(l. Una.lniniousiv deelared to be an invented(l (esigil.
b. Criticize( as a design copied fr'omII a newspaper.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 25
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a

b

a. ( 1(l(',11 Idm inIItiolu foi eolitoulr, design, nd wokrikanship.
1). moo) hioliI to 1e) cmorect sh101po b)d ((d lh10d1(1 n.Ird" to m101 ke.

O'NEALE PLATE 26
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a

b

a. Ex ellnit ill e'v'er wav (ex((Pt for unrelated small tol) design.
1b. ITlInfl;IOLiSIv critieize(d foIr cOntOur; also, cihoice, siz(, alnd spacing of motives.

O'NEALE] PLATE 27
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a

a. Admired for its design; criticized for its contour.
b. Very poor shape for a cap; X design unanimously disapproved of.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 28
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a

b

(I. T1 picaIl IIrangemlellt foir sn:IHl desigIn motives; slioild ceeiteIr zone ex:etliV.
b. Scattered effect crIiticized; nieeds a St,Ibilizilng lille tlhlr'ouglh cenIter.

O'NEALE] PLATE 29
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a

b

(1. -An admired typ)( of iII1('1 motive for flinIt marks.

1). A- ''hlrld(l"'ptt(rn witli inany poiints r-equirinig munch breaking of overlay.

l O NEALE ] PLATE 30
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a

b

a. Disputed arrangement of old elements; criticized for off-center placing.
b. Too many little marks in flints; tribal good taste avoids crowded effects.

[ O'NEALE ] PLATE 31
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a

b

a. A hard design to make; considered a striking mark.
b. Variation of the design in a; very fine workmanship; made by No. 34.

[O*NEALE]1 PLATE 32
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a

b

a. The plain, undecorated flint mark remembered by older informants.
h. Rare to find among cap examples: a filler indicative of poor planning.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 33
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a

b

a. The small-mouthed trinket basket of former times.
b. An elaborate "running" mark taken over from the large storage baskets.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 34
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a. Tlilikewt bslsket in ">loliblew sti(k" ^Ne.lsitig; *Isefl for kss impolt.lilt eolitaillers.
b. An ol(l silape+, 11igil, SIll.lll-IllOlItIIP(l; (lPSigII slfllllil't'(l folb silillieitR.

|O'NEALE] PLATE 35
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a

b

ai. Trinket ba,sket of formlieir tiIies; called good 'I in spite of coarselness.
1). A' ("lou)le"''lalrk; twice as difficiilt in (lesigli placinig as the onee in plate 34b.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 36
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a

b

a. Oriticized as unstable in forim; story of design knowin to all Karok infoiraniats.
b. Hard, striking design, well spaced; considered a variation of tile foot mark.

[O'NEALE | PLATE 37
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a

b

a. Tfic snaike marIIk convelltion.ally 1 secolllnry design ; sliould iot be used alone.

1). Criticized as a tislisference fromii painting; iiot a real b-asket mark.

O'NEALE] PLATE 38
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Y's indicate number and position of added sticks; inverted Y 's indicate number
and position of eliminated sticks.

Yurok storage basket; thirty-four inches tall.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 39
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a

b

ai. Ciritiizcd for thte uineqtual leilgttls anid widtlhs of its pattern motives.

b. A filler, always translated as inadlequate planniling before starting pattern.

'O N EA L E PLAT E 40O
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a

b

a. Variation of the spread-finger design on a fancy basket zoned like a cap.
b. Typica.l design for a big storage basket; considered hard to make.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 41
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a

. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

b 1

a. All-over (lesiglis llalrld to (lo; (citicize(l as too spottv fo- effectivesllSs.
1,. T0(oo 1 Il;.Ily diflreli t dlesig-l elements used together to lhe ill good taste.

O'NEALE ] PLATE 42
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a

b

a. Arrangemcnt of triangles makes this a "Inew"IImark; borders taken from caps.
b. Considered a very striking mark; universally admired.

[ O'*NEALE ] PLATE 43
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a

b

a. AModern faney basket made by No. 36; spreaad-finger design considered difficult.

b. AModern fancy basket; eritieized for inexcusably poor "stepping" of the rows.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 44
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a

b

a. Modern fancy basket made by No. 34; snake mark used alone not tra.ditional.
b. Modern fancy basket made by No. 34; fine shape and workmanship.

[O-NEALE] PLATE 45
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a

b

c

a. Gift basket made by No. 10.

b, c. Gift baskets made b)y No. 14; very fine work; design in a disapproved of.

I O NEALE] PLATE 46
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a

b

a. Modern faney basket based on old water basket shape; difficult design.
b. Modern faney basket based on old cooking basket shape.

[ O'*NEA L E] PLAT E 4 7
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b

a. Modern fancy basket; handle, cover, and strap lift for white buyers.
b. The old covered trinket or tobacco basket with tied-on disc cover.

O' NEALE ] PLATE 48
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a

b

a, b. Modern faney baskets; covers directly due to white influence.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 49
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a

b

a, b. S iifde11(1 vWVQse Side of Illeorile (overL; w'eaviiig techIllii(le i1(1 design
old; knob, pulaitel e(dge, flailge due to White (deman,"ld.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 5(>
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a b c d

/#

e f g

I

h
I

a-d. Group of ol)jects nmade in response to demands of wlhite buyers.
e-k. Baskets with features and design variations showing European influence.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 51
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a

b

a. Surface side of unfinished mealing tray.
b. Reverse side of a showing willow bra.ces to prevent pulling in during weaving.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 52
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a

b

a. Old time carrying basket for fish; one or more close twine bands for strength.
b. Modern fancy basket after the manner of a.

[ O' NEALE]I PLATE 5 3
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a

b

a. The suibject of imany arguments as to origini; pirobablI copied froml lamp or (lish.

b. Brush (lan(e basket in whieh seeds are gathered; or, eover to storage basket.

O'NEALE] PLATE 54
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a

b

c

d

e

a. Too short for tra-ditional Jumping dance basket.
b. Approved in size and pattern by old Karok informants.

c. Judged best shape and workmanship by Yurok informants.
d. Not well ma,de.

e. Nearest correct of all, according to Karok expert, No. 22.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 55
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a

b

c

d

a. Too many little marks for Jumping dance basket.
b. Too long, according to No. 4, a maker of dance baskets.

c. Criticized by ten informants as showing modern trend toward ornateness.
d. Design approved; workmanship criticized.

[O'NEALE] PLATE 56
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'!

b

a. WVivot ba:sk(t admiired for its uIllusual paItteni and ornamented onitsi(le roots.
.b. Wvi-ot balsket with Illo(dified NA^sx'poo mairk ieeogiiize(I asx "omus."

Ifo'NEALE] PLATE 57
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bK

a. Te ViWntuln foot 0 Ilk; d(lrleiId as hlardl tod(lo; critiied as crowded looking.

1). Appr)1(( itiollS1o1NII for (lifficuIltis ill setthlil tlisI1I issik paittern.

O NEALEI PLATE 58
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